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As we have previously seen, the reasons for working towards the materialization of a 
Responsive Architecture can be clustered in three categories: 

a. the challenges related with the environmental crisis and the necessary symbiosis 
of architecture with its environment, 

b. the necessity of participatory design processes and the inclusion of users and 
citizens in the creation of the spaces they inhabit and 

c. the continuous changing needs and cultural shift based on technologies that 
consequently affect the way we inhabit spaces. [i]

The variety of approaches on Responsive Architecture in general, and on Materially 
Responsive Architecture, in specific, requires a classification with the goal to develop a 
coherent framework that could be used by architects and designers wishing to further 
develop research and applications in the field.
The current chapter presents and analyzes a series of Case Studies on Materially 
Responsive Architecture seeking to index common design and performance principles and 
describe the possibilities and limitations arising in each case.

Following the need for a Responsive Architecture, able to adapt and change over 
time,2 as well as the technological advancements of Internet of Things, User Interfaces, 
Ubiquitous Computing or Artificial Intelligence, we can observe that there are currently 
three major categories when implementing Responsive Materials in a spatial and 
architectural context. The three types of Materially Responsive Architecture follow the 
three different stimuli that have previously been identified in the Chapter 1 of this thesis.
The three stimuli of (a) environmental change, (b) user desire patterns and (c) combined 
data sets of both environmental values and user desire’s patterns, eventually define the 
three proposed categories of Materially Responsive Architecture , which are: (a) Re-Active 
Matter, (b) Co-Active Matter and (c) Self-Active Matter.

In an effort of identifying the novel design and aesthetic logics, as well as the new 
processes, possibilities and limitations that emerge in each category, this chapter 
analyzes selected case studies that showcase different scales (from small scale 
prototypes to big scale built projects), and different digital technologies involved in their 
realization (from physical computing, to user interfaces and machine learning).

The methodology of this chapter is based on the analysis of three representative case 
studies selected for each category, two of which are the author’s proper research 
projects developed in the framework of the Digital Matter Studio in the Master in 
Advanced Architecture that she directs at the IAAC, Institute for Advanced Architecture of 
Catalonia.

[i] See Chapter Section 1.1.3 Contemporary Definitions of Responsive Architecture and Behaviors.
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Image Source: Drisko et all.
Chem. Commun., 2015,51, 4164-4167
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RE-ACTIVE MATTER. 
ON ENVIRONMENTAL STIMULUS3.1 

3.1.1 
RE-ACTIVE MATTER
PRINCIPLES 

As we have previously seen, environmental conditions, such as fluctuation in humidity, 
temperature, pressure, stress, pH levels, light radiation, and magnetic or electrical fields is 
the main stimulus under which, active materials respond by changing their properties1. As 
a result, active materials are dependent on their environment, and when integrated 
properly in architectural design can produce an architecture capable of responding 
to environmental conditions. 
As stated by Lehman, just “injecting smart materials into a design does not automatically 
yield optimal benefits”; for this reason as designers we need to focus on the particular 
attention that must be given to how they are used to uncover their ideal potentials. 
As Lehman points out, architecture has the potential to be the “interface between 
environmental stimulus and occupants” 2, enabling our built space to react to 
temperature, light or wind conditions among others, and eventually regulate the interior 
comfort zones,  or modify volume and shape. 

Analyzing the contemporary panorama of Materially Responsive Architecture projects, and 
following the observations of more than 50 case studies, we can note that a vast number 
of these are conceived, designed and produced with the goal of achieving a building 
performance reacting to environmental conditions. [ii] 
Mostly seeking energy efficiency and optimization, the author proposes to classify this 
category of projects that react to only one stimulus, which is the environmental change 
and define it as Re-Active Matter. 

Re-Active Matter systems present a series of common principles:

- Reaction: the material system reacts in an unpredictable way - within a range of 
movement - to a specific environmental change stimulus (such as humidity, temperature, 
pressure, stress, pH level, or light radiation). This capacity of reaction that is inherent to 
the active material’s properties and requires no additional mechanical system to sense or 
actuate, contributes to an organic paradigm versus a mechanical one. [iii]
Furthermore, the actuation of the architectural system in this category directly follows 
the embedded material’s actuation, which is why we start to observe an architecture 
that expands, shrinks, heats, breathes, changes volume or moves responding to 
environmental changes, as its materiality does. 

-Flexible Design: since the environmental stimulus can only be digitally simulated with 
the support of digital software but it cannot be predicted - within its range of 
movement -, the design of the material system and final architectural form requires a 
certain degree of flexibility, embracing each condition in between the different stages 
of transformation without collapsing (for instance anything in between totally open and 
closed). This way, although the active materials’ changes are free and casual, through 
appropriate design, such changes and performances can be programmed and partially 
controlled.

-Passive Performance: In the case of Re-Active Matter, both sensing and actuating 
mechanisms are embedded in the inherent properties of the active materials, therefore 
most of such material systems present the possibility of performing in a passive manner, 
without the need of any external system of control (such as sensors or motors). In some 
cases where the material system performance requires optimization, optimal external 
systems can be applied creating a hybrid model of passive and active performance.
The external systems used in this case, are mainly related with electricity providing input.

-Scaling up through many small components: In most cases, the performance of 
active material systems occur in the small scale of the material component. Most of the 
experiments, as well as the research in other disciplines, showcase that by scaling up the 
components you do not necessarily scale up the performance. For this reason the design 
strategy for scaling up is focused on the multiplication of small scale components. The
performance of these small components, when aggregated in large spatial 
configurations, calls to rethink our scale of operation as designers and architects, and 
allows achieve performance in architectural scale through a bottom-up design process 
from the small scale.
Based on the above four principles, the first section of this chapter analyzes and explores 
three case studies that react to the stimulus of humidity, temperature and solar radiation 
accordingly.

[ii] See Chapter 2.2 Materially Responsive Architecture
[iii] See Chapter Section 1.4 From the Mechanical to the Organic Paradigm

***
1  M. Kretzer, Information Materials, Switzerland, Springer International Publishing, 2017, p. 56
2 
 M. L. Lehman, Adaptive Sensory Environments: An Introduction, New York, Routledge, 2017.



Figure 1 
View of the pavilion and skin metal sheet details.  
Image Courtesy: DO|SU Studio Architecture, 
Image Copyright: Derek Greene
https://www.dosu-arch.com/bloom
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The architectural installation Bloom, constructed in 2011, is one of the early big scale 
examples of applying smart materials in responsive architecture. Bloom was developed 
by DO|SU Studio Architecture led by Doris Kim Sung, a biologist and Professor at 
Southern California University (USC), with a strong interest in active materials and 
architecture (Figure 1).

Reaction
The pavilion, implementes in Los Angeles in USA, is a three dimensional structure made 
out of bimetal, or thermostatic metal, that is defined as “a composite material, usually in 
the form of sheet or strip, comprising two or more materials of any appropriate nature, 
metallic or otherwise, which, by virtue of the differing expansivities of the components, 
tends to alter its curvature when its temperature is changed”3.  

Bimetals, therefore, are usually made by combining two types of metals that have 
different thermal expansion coefficients. When joined together, they create a new 
composite material (bimetal) that exhibits a change in shape when heated, since one 
layer expands or contracts more than the other, creating a bending moment over the 
entire composite. This can then reacquire its initial shape once cooled back to its initial 
temperature. Bimetals are one of the first active materials that found massive application 
in the building industry with the thermostat, and the thermostat itself, has been a major 
reference for all cybernetic theories and visions for responsive architecture.
As Bengisu and Ferrara highlight, the dynamic bimetal façade, “inspired by human skin 
that regulates body temperature, aims to balance internal heat accumulation in buildings 
while providing access to fresh air”4. 

Passive Performance:
The system is actuated by a change in temperature with no need of any additional 
control or energy demanding system. It performs in a passive way, shading and 
ventilating specific areas under the shell as the temperature rises. The metal sheets of 
the pavilion bend and open when the temperature rises above 22 °C, which is the glass 

3.1.2 CASE STUDIES

3.1.2.1  
CASE STUDY 1: BLOOM, DO|SU STUDIO ARCHITECTURE 
THERMO BIMETALS FOR BUILDING SKINS 
THAT REACT TO TEMPERATURE FOR PASSIVE COOLING
 

8

3  E. R. Howard, “Thermostatic Bimetal”, Engineering and Science, vol. 5, no.4, 1942, pp. 16-24. Available at : https://www.researchgate.
net/.../THE-CHARACTERISATION-OF-BIMETAL.pdf (last accessed February, 2019).
4 
 M. Bengisu and M. Ferrara, Materials that Move, Springer Briefs in Applied Sciences and Technology, Cham, Springer International 

Publishing, 2018, pp.122-124



Figure 2 
Top: Structural and environmental simulations 
and 3dimensional view of the pavilion.
Middle: Passive performance of the bimetal strips 
before and after activated by temperature. 
Bottom: Fabrication plan of laser cut pieces and 
close up view of the pieces on site. 
Images Courtesy: DO|SU Studio Architecture 

transition temperature of the specific bimetal component. Once the metal sheets curl up, 
the interior of the structure is ventilated, while when the temperature falls below 22°C 
the metal sheets flatten down, closing the component and blocking the entrance of air to 
the interior.

Sung argues that when passive performance material systems are applied on building 
skins, it is possible to delay the heat island effect, as well as “reduce the absurd 
dependency on costly air conditioning” 5.
Similarly, Bengisu and Ferrara argue that biomimetic solutions, such as the bimetal 
shutters, help to prevent excessive heat accumulation, improve interior comfort, reduce 
the need for air-conditioning devices and eventually save energy, without the need for 
manual controls or additional power 6. 

Flexible Design
Bloom’s design has been the evolution of several previous prototypes of bimetal 
components made by Sung. Using computational design, for both structural and 
environmental optimization, the skin metal surface consists in a series of linear cuts that 
allow the strips to gradient open and close for ventilation and shading. The two sides of 
the panels are designed based on orientation and sun exposure. This way, one side is in 
shade and it does not require or achieve any reaction, while the one facing the sun, is the 
one that is designed to activate and produce the cross ventilation effect and shading. 

The design has been conceived so that no need of total closure or openness is necessary 
in order for the system to perform.  Since temperature change is unpredictable, the 
material system can perform shading and ventilation in gradient manner according to 
the temperature values. Additionally, since the larger the difference in thermal expansion 
of the two composite layers is, the larger is the mechanical displacement, the design took 
into consideration the optimum thickness and type of metals, in order to achieve the 
desired performance for the local climate conditions of Los Angeles  (Figure 2).

Scaling up through many small components.
The self-supporting structure of the Bloom Pavilion, consists on 414 individual hyperbolic 
paraboloid-shaped stacked panels. Taking into consideration that bimetal sheets cannot 
perform at a  large scale, since the weight of the sheet itself is a barrier on the bending 
and curl up, the Bloom pavilion scales up the bimetal performance by designing a series 
of multiples small components that perform in small scale, and when put together they 
produce a massive effect at the scale of a building. The digital fabrication technique used 
was laser cutting, a quick and efficient method, and the pavilion required around 14,000 
laser cut pieces that were put together on site.

The multicomponent strategy used, additionally offers the possibility to customize the 
design of each component based on the orientation, and finally contributes to creating 
a quick assembly process on site. Bloom pavilion is the first building scale built example 
of bimetals and, since its construction, it has contributed to expanding the possible 
applications of bimetals which, until today, are mainly limited to thermostats, clocks, 
thermometers and small electrical devices. 

Finally, it is worth mentioning that in contrast to many other active materials, bimetals 
have an extensive lifespan. As a reference, the common thermostats used in buildings 
have been tested up to 100K cycles, a number that can increase or decrease based on 
the different metals used in the components7.

Its extended life time expectancy contributes to positioning bimetals as a valid alternative 
to mechanical shading or ventilation systems currently used in façades.

1110

***
5  “Bloom”, DOSU Studio Architects, M&A Gallery, Silver Lake, CA, [website], November 2011, https://www.dosu-arch.com/bloom, 
(accessed September 2018).
6  Bengisu M., Ferrara M. (2018) Materials that Move, SpringerBriefs in Applied Sciences and Technology, Springer, Cham, pp122-124
7  E. Suhir, “Interfacial Stresses in Bimetal Thermostats”, ASME, Journal of Applied Mechanics, vol. 56, 1989 (Online 21 July 2009), pp. 
595–600
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3.1.2.2. CASE STUDY 2: HYDROCERAMIC TILE AND WATER-DRIVEN BREATHING SKIN 
HYDROGEL POLYMER COMPOSITES FOR BUILDING SKINS 
THAT REACT TO HUMIDIT Y FOR PASSIVE COOLING  

Expanding hydrogels are polymeric elastic materials with hydrophilic properties that allows 
them to absorb and retain large amounts of water in their three-dimensional molecular 
networks8. 
While hydrogels were the first biomaterials designed for use within the human body9, today 
they are typically used in the toy industry, as well as a means of enlarging three-dimensional 
shapes, for example for modelling and prototyping. Their applications can also be found in 
medicine, and partially in urban infrastructure for the creation, for instance, of urban flood 
protection areas. They have rarely been used in architectural products and buildings, and 
never tested as composites on large scale building systems. 

Prototype 1_Hydroceramic tile [iv]
Hydroceramic tile is a facade tile consisting in a composite of hydrogel, elastic fabric and 
perforated clay layers. The project aims to prototype a custom building element (tile) able to 
regulate both temperature and humidity in order to meet the habitable conditions required 
for the comfort zone in the particular context and climate of the city of Barcelona.

The material system is composed of hydrogel, in different densities, placed between two 
clay tiles. The clay layer that sits towards the exterior is designed and fabricated as a surface 
arrayed with opened conic shapes, to enhance ventilation and allow the access for water - 
in its diverse states - and air to reach the hydrogel. The conical geometries of that layer are 
customized based on the building’s façade orientation to optimize both the water absorption 
and the direction of evaporation. A layer of fabric draws and channels water, and behaves as a 
liquid transmitter through the entire system, while, through its elasticity, it keeps the hydrogel 
in position. Finally, the inner layer consists in a thin perforated clay surface that transmits the 
evaporated water when exposed to high temperatures and consequently cools the interior of 
the building (Figure 3). 

The performance designed in the project consists of absorbing humidity, retaining it and only 
releasing it when there is an effect of overheating; this is the same principle that we can find in 
the biological operation of body perspiration, widely known as sweating. In the human body, 

perspiration is primarily a means of thermoregulation and the evaporation of sweat from 
the skin surface has a cooling effect due to evaporative cooling 10.

Such performance brings the theoretical views of visionary architects like Marcos Novak 
to real applications, calling for buildings to be “informed on inner and outer influences, 
in precisely the same way that this occurs in human body”11. In a similar way, the 
Hydroceramic Tile or the project that follows, Water-Driven Breathing Skin, also practically 
respond to the biomimetic visions of Schmitt, as well as to the shift from the mechanical 
to the organic paradigm, as previously seen in Chapter 1. [v]

The Hydroceramic Tile fabrication process explores additive manufacturing with clay, 
seeking to lower the production cost by eliminating the use of moulds and potentially 
eliminating the need of fabric, as the water channels can be embedded into the 3D 
printed clay surface (Figure 4).
We therefore observe that the project also introduces the topic of quick and sustainable 
manufacturing, as well as the idea of mass customization in design and fabrication of 
these responsive tiles according to the local context, orientation and climate. 
The system can be totally passive collecting rainwater and mist moisture; moreover 
in specific climatic contexts, with scarce rainfall, it allows the integration of distributed 
small tanks to collect or store water and, when needed, distribute it through a series of 
integrated piping to fill the tiles.

The system was tested in the IAAC laboratory in reference to the summer climate of 
Barcelona, and the outcome values present a decrease of 5 degrees Celsius compared to 
a space with regular ceramic façade tiles. Additionally, an increase of 20 points of relative 
humidity [vi] was measured in the same system (Figure 5). 

This data has been acquired by DIY monitoring systems and certainly requires further 
certification in appropriate laboratory set-ups. This being said, the continuous monitoring 
and outcome allow us to estimate a significant saving in the use of artificial cooling in 
buildings.  As demonstrated through the development of the prototype, the creation of 
new composites using inexpensive materials such as hydrogel and clay, brings forward 
the possibility of creating self-regulating passive façades that considerably reduce the 
building’s energy demand. 

[iv] Hydroceramic tile is a research project of IAAC, developed at Master in Advanced Architecture in 2014/2015, for 
Digital Matter Studio by: Students: Akanksha Rathee, Elena Mitrofanova, Pongtida Santayanon  Senior Faculty: Areti 
Markopoulou, Faculty assistant: Alexandre Dubor, Assistant Coordinator: Moritz Begle
[v] See Chapter Section 1.1.3 Contemporary definitions of Responsive Architecture and Behaviors and 1.4 From the 
Mechanical to Organic Paradigm
[vi] Relative humidity is the ratio of actual moisture in the air to the highest amount of moisture that can be held at 
that air temperature. The sensor used for measuring in the laboratory has been an industrial humidity sensor (or 
hygrometer) that senses, measures and reports the relative humidity in the air, therefore measures both moisture 
and air temperature.

***
8  J. M. Rosiak and F. Yoshiib, “Hydrogels and their medical applications”, Elsevier Science B.V., Nuclear 
Instruments and Methods in Physics Research Section B: Beam Interactions with Materials and Atoms, vol. 151, 
no.1/4, 1999, pp. 56-64. Retrieved by https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0168583X99001184, 
(accessed September 2018). 
9  

O. Wichterle, D. Lím, “Hydrophilic gels for biological use”, Nature, vol. 185, 1960, pp117–118.
10  

Jessen, C. (2000). 
Temperature Regulation in Humans and Other Mammals. Berlin: Springer
10  

C. Jessen, Temperature Regulation in Humans and Other Mammals, Berlin, Springer, 2000. 
11  

T. Markussen and T. Birch, “Minding House”, Intelligent Agent, vol. 5, no.2
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Figure 5
Top: Set up for testing temperature reduc-
tion and humidity control.
Bottom: Comparative diagrams of 
temperature and relative humidity between 
a normal ceramic tile and the composite of 
hydroceramic tile.
Image Source: IAAC Digital Matter 2015. 
Rathee, Mitrofanova, Santayanon. 

Figure 3
Axonometric diagram of Hydroceramic Tile. 
Image Source: IAAC Digital Matter 2015. 
Rathee, Mitrofanova, Santayanon. 

Figure 4
Fabrication process has been set using 
additive manufacturing for the creation of the 
customized clay cones. 
Image Source: IAAC Digital Matter 2015. 
Rathee, Mitrofanova, Santayanon.



The latest report by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) [vii] shows 
that the summer energy demand for residential air conditioning is projected to 
increase more than 30 times in the coming years. As climate change increases summer 
temperatures, and incomes rise in developing nations, the world is shifting towards 
artificial cooling, in itself a major source of greenhouse gases12 .  

Solutions like the Hydroceramic Tile can be considered as alternative façade systems 
contributing to the reduction of artificial cooling in the interior of buildings. Additionally, 
as we will see in the following case study, hydrogel composites can be used for 
applications in the passive cooling of outdoor spaces, tackling the crucial issue of non-
habitable public spaces in extreme climates.

Prototype 2_ Water Driven Breathing Skin [viii]
Sodium Polyacrylate, a superabsorbent polymer in the hydrogel family, is the main 
material used in the following case study. Water Driven Breathing Skin is a soft and elastic 
skin, performing in a similar water absorption/evaporation way as the Hydroceramic 
tile previously studied, with the addition of being easy to assemble and adapt in 
outdoor tensile structures. It is developed to create a semi passive cooling skin creating 
microclimate and allowing to activate public spaces which, due to extreme high 
temperatures, lack any social activity or program.
 
The study focused in compositing and encapsulating hydrogel materials with elastic 
fabrics and followed by a library of experiments in geometries, patterns and scales for 
passively changing the permeability of the skin through open/close mechanisms and 
achieving passive ventilation and cooling. The final skin consists in cells whose geometry 
transform (from open to close) based on the water absorption and volume expansion 
property of the material system (Figure 6 and 7). 

Taking into account the lack of water in targeted climates, the design of the system is 
based on a tensile conical structure (fog net) able to collect fog/dew and through gravity, 
then, distribute the moisture along the whole surface. The natural cyclical system 
requires no external energy or resources and the system, not only is it cost-effective 
in construction and maintenance, energy-efficient for areas in water shortage but also 
tensile and pliable adequate for urban spaces  (Figure 8). 

A series of tests conducted, defined the most appropriate fabric combination in the 
composite, as well as the optimum geometries of cell where hydrogel has been placed. A 
combination of hydrophobic and hydrophilic fabrics is also introduced to achieve on one 
hand an optimum closing effect for the cell and on the other, waterproofing qualities for 
the outdoor space. The system is able to be customized for the local context of hot and 
dry urban areas. Solar and wind analysis and simulations help the designer to define the 
position, the density as well as the size of the cells, according to local context and local 
environmental conditions.

Passive cooling is a major advantage on building performance and energy consumption 
reduction. As seen in these two examples, hydrogel materials and their composites, 
coupled with design and building physics, as well with controlled systems of absorption 
have extreme potential in Materially Responsive Architecture solutions for passive cooling 
in building applications. 
Without discarding the major advantages especially in energy consumption, and similarly 
to the Bimetal Pavillion, it is important to highlight the lack of control of behavior in such 
systems, that operate in direct connection to the environmental stimulus but in total 
disconnection with the user’s desire or will.

1716

Figure 6
Sequential Images of hydrogel encapsulated cell that is designed to open and close when humidity is 
absorbed or evaporated. 
Image Source: IAAC Digital Matter Studio 2016/2017, Castro, Manosong, Chang, Alkani.

Figure 7 
Top: Components of the Water Driven Breathing Skin. 
Bottom: Computational Fluid Dynamics  (CFD) simulations for wind analysis.
Image Source: IAAC Digital Matter Studio 2016/2017, Castro, Manosong, Chang, Alkani.

[vii] United Nations and World Meteorological Organization scientific panel that periodically reviews the scientific basis for climate 
change.
[viii] Water Driven Breathing Skin is a research project of IAAC, developed at Master in Advanced Architecture in 2016/2017, for 
Digital Matter Studio by: Students: Irene Ayala Castro, Montakan Manosong ,  Ya Chieh Chang,  Zina Alkani, Senior Faculty: Areti 
Markopoulou, Fabrication assistant: Alexandre Dubor, Computational Assistant: Angelos Chronis
***
12  “Climate Change 2014: Mitigation of Climate Change”, IPCC, [website], 2014, https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar5/wg3/, (accessed 
February 2019).
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Figure 8
Top and Bottom Right:
Skin System and performance of humidity 
collection and evaporation for passive cooling.
Right page: Tensegrity structure for activating 
public space in areas with humid nights and 
extreme hugh temperatures during day.
Image Source: IAAC Digital Matter Studio 
2016/2017, Castro, Manosong, Chang, Alkani.



[ix] SORO is a research project of IAAC, developed at Master in Advanced Architecture in 2016/2017, for Digital Matter Studio by:  
Students: Nasser Ghannam, Guoliang Zhang, Mohamad Al Chawa, Dongliang Ye Senior Faculty: Areti Markopoulou, Fabrication 
assistant: Alexandre Dubor, Computational Assistant: Angelos Chronis

***
13 D. Trivedi et al., “Soft robotics: Biological inspiration, state of the art, and future research”, Hindawi Publishing, Applied Bionics and 
Biomechanics, vol. 5, no.3, 2008, pp. 99-117.
14

D. Rus and M. T. Tolley, “Design, fabrication and control of soft robots”, Nature, vol. 521, 2015, pp. 467–475. 

3.1.2.3. CASE STUDY 3: SORO 
SOFT ROBOTS FOR PASSIVE SHADING SYSTEMS THAT REACT 
TO SOLAR HEAT [ix]

Soft Robotics is the specific subfield of robotics dealing with constructing robots from 
highly compliant materials, similar to those found in living organisms13. Soft robotics 
draws heavily from the way in which living organisms move and adapt to their 
surroundings. In contrast to robots built from rigid materials, soft robots allow for 
increased flexibility and adaptability for accomplishing tasks, as well as improved safety 
when working around humans.14.
Their main applications include medicine and manufacturing, while in the last decade 
several explorations are being made to bring them to the architectural field.

Re-Action
Lightweight passive soft robotic systems are being explored in the SORO project for 
achieving passive shading devices that are responsive to daylight and environmental 
changes without requiring constant active air pressure.
Standard automated shading systems require high costs in their production as well as 
high demands on energy consumption for operating. In the case of SORO, soft robotics 
are used to create lightweight silicon based components that when actuated are able to 
bend and change shape without the need of any type of mechanical joint or fastener.  

Flexible Design
Such shape changes can be predicted and programmed through the design phase and 
consequently, we can create components that cover big or small facade surface, meaning 
allowing less or more daylight to enter building’s interior. Passive soft robotics is a 
domain opening new applications in soft responsive systems where kinetics is needed. 
The self actuated robots created, are currently researched for applications mainly for 
medicine. The experiments outlined in this research challenge conventional design 
thinking and explore self powered soft robots as low cost solutions for daylight control of 
our buildings. 
A series of performative tests have been conducted to define the silicon based 
geometries. They are linear active elements that when actuated, they bend along with a 
bigger surface in which they are integrated (Figure 9).
 
The bending performance has been designed so as to follow biomimicry principles and 
the final geometry resembles the operative logics of a flower and plant leaves that open 
and close in response to light conditions.

Passive Performance
The biggest challenge and contribution of the project is related to minimizing the 
energy needed for actuating the system. In order to power the robots, soft robotics 
technologies, usually use pneumatic systems that require large amounts of active energy 
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Figure 9
Top: Initial tests on Soft Robotics. 
Silicon based geometries bending 
through air pumping actuation. 
Bottom: SORO, Diagram of system’s 
performance. 
Image Source: IAAC Digital Matter 
Studio 2017. 
Ghannam, Zhang, Al Chawa, Ye. 

Figure 10 
Left: View of soft-robot passive 
shading component. 
Bottom: Soft robot component 
showcasing state A and B of 
deformation.
Image Source: IAAC Digital Matter 
Studio 2017. 
Ghannam, Zhang, Al Chawa, Ye.

 



Figure 11 
Left: Soft robot prototype showcasing 
liquid tank in the core of the system.
Bottom: Radiation analysis for 
implementation of the system in 
office building in Barcelona.
Image Source: IAAC Digital Matter 
Studio 2017. 
Ghannam, Zhang, Al Chawa, Ye.
 

usually produced by noisy machines. The current study involves the actuation of the soft 
robotic parts using basic physics. Liquids that expand and turn into gas.

The system relies on the heat of the sun to evaporate a specific liquid, causing it to 
expand into a gas and in turn activate the soft robots to provide shade. The liquid is 
inserted into a specifically designed container that becomes the core of the responsive 
component, as if it was the core heart of any flower or plant. Once the liquid expands 
after heat, it fills the silicone pockets and provokes the activation of the system (bending 
and shape change). When the gas cools back down to a liquid, the excess gas escapes 
through the pores in the silicone causing a vacuum and, thus, the silicone closes the 
shading system. The silicon remains in this state until the liquid is heated again (Figure 
10).

The temperature of the liquid inside the container is the crucial parameter that controls 
the system’s activation. It is affected by direct sunlight and the temperature difference 
created in the tank is used as the catalyst of activation.
Since different liquids have different boiling points, the system can be used in different 
regions of the world according to the environmental context. This way liquids that boil 
in higher temperatures can be used for very hot climates and liquids which boiling 
temperature is low, can be used for cooler climates.

The SORO passive shading system consists in a series of passively actuated components 
that could be customized and attached in the interior part of the building’s facade 
controlling the amount of daylight and consequently, the microclimate in the building’s 
interior. 
The system has been analyzed for implementation in an office building in Barcelona.  
Using radiation analysis and sunlight hours’ optimization, a genetic algorithm was run to 
determine the ideal placement of the system on the interior of the glass façade (Figure 
11). The creation of a surface that consists in aggregated small soft-robot components, 
opens up possibilities for low-cost, passive systems that can optimize shading and 
interior comfort without the need of energy-consuming systems. 
It is worth mentioning that, although, passive soft robots are low-cost systems that could 
even be fabricated in a DIY mode, they require molding resins which are not extremely 
sustainable environments. It is important, thus, when designing with these material 
systems in the different contexts, to analyze and compare the long-term performance 
and energy savings with the initial energy required for their fabrication.
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The three case studies selected in this chapter represent a family of numerous 
architectural, research and experimental projects that emerged in the last two decades in 
the architectural field. Other projects on Re-Active Matter include experimental work with 
Shape Memory Alloys [x] that respond to temperature and through their applications in 
spaces can create new experiences to the public such as the Hermaphrodite (1986) and 
Totem of the Future (1989) reactive sculptures of Jean-Marc Philippe [xi], the Reef (2009) 
by Rob Ley and Joshua G. Stein , installed at the Storefront Gallery of New York to attract 
public, [xii] or the Lotus Installations (2010) of Dan Roosgegaarde [xiv] seeking to boost 
new sensational experiences through built space performance. 
 
A second group of explorations is focused on the passive actuation of architectural 
elements through material systems that react to humidity such as the Hygroskin pavilion 
(2013) of Achim Menges, Oliver David Krieg, and Steffen Reicher, [xv] the Self Assembly 
Line (2012) of Skylar Tibbits [xvi] or the Van Gogh Path (2012) of Roosgegaarde [xvii] 
transforming bicycle paths of urban spaces in active lighting paths. Finally a series of 
projects explore smart materials that react to the environment but they are doing so 
through a hybrid model of passive and active performance such as the Phototropia 
(2012) of Manuel Kretzer [xviii] and the Homeostatic Façade (2013) of Martina Decker and 
Peter Yeadon. [xix]

3.1.2.4
OTHER RELEVANT 
PROJECTS
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[x] Shape memory alloys (SMAs) are alloys that exhibit martensitic transformations. SMA are usually deformed in the low 
temperature phase and they are able to recover their original shape when heated in a specific temperature that is called “reverse 
transformation temperature”. SMA include alloys such as Ni-Ti and Cu-Zn. Apart from temperature there are alloys that deform and 
recover their shape upon changes in stress, or magnetic field. 
[xi] Jean-Marc Philippe (1939–2008)  was an artist that discovered SMA through journal papers and devoted big part of his life to 
experiment on implementing them in sculptures of different scales. Hermaphrodite is a copper–zinc–aluminum alloy sculpture of a 
male body in 20 Celsium degrees that transforms into a female body when exposed to 60 Celsius degrees. The Totem of the Future is 
the first large scale four-dimensional SMA sculpture that deforms through time in various forms. 
[xii] The Reef is a big scale kinetic sculpture that consists in 600 kinetic components of fiber reinforced composites, mounted in a 
lattice structure of aluminum. Nitinol wires are fixed on the components and are activated through a sensor that monitored people 
outside the Storefront for Art and Architecture in New York where it has been installed.
[xiv] Lotus Installations is a series of installations in different cities. The first one Lotus 7, is a silver wall that reacts to heat changes by 
contracting and expanding gradually. The wall is made out of layers of embedded SMA sheets between pieces of polyester film in a 
lamination process. 
[xv] Hygroskin is a climate-responsive pavilion that is designed to take advantage of the hygroscopic property of wood which is the 
property of wood to attract moisture from surrounding atmosphere. The plywood panels used for the pavilion are designed to bend 
when exposed to certain levels of humidity and as a result the openings of the pavilion are able to open and close in response to 
humidity levels
[xvi] The Self Assembly line was a large-scale version of a self-assembly virus capsid, demonstrated as an interactive and performative 
structure. By changing the external conditions, the geometry of the unit, the attraction of the units and the number of units supplied, 
the desired global configurations can be easily programmed.
[xvii] Van Gogh Path is an urban intervention in the bicycle paths in Netherlands. The project uses photoluminescence coating, that is 
able to store solar light during day and emit it during night when it passively lights up creating a dynamic lighting surface
[xviii] Phototropia, by the Master of Advanced Studies class at the Chair for CAAD, is an installation that merges self-made electro-
active polymers, screen-printed electroluminescent displays, bioplastics and thin-film dye-sensitized solar cells into an autonomous 
installation that produces all its required energy from sunlight and through sensors responds to user presence through moving and 
illuminating elements.and thin-film dye-sensitized solar cells into an autonomous installation that produces all its required energy 
from sunlight and through sensors responds to user presence through moving and illuminating elements.
[xix] Homeostatic Façade System, a self-shading system for buildings. The façade is composed of electroactive polymer (EAP) films 
wrapped around a thin flexible polymer core and is able to allow sunlight in when it is cool and when it is too warm the EAP ribbons 
expand and block the light. 
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As previously mentioned, the three previous projects have been selected due to 
their high relevance with the principles of Re-Active Matter classified category, as 
well as due to the fact that the author has been personally involved and lead part of 
this research at the Digital Matter Studio acquiring a qualitative experience that has 
been useful for the development of this thesis. Analyzing all the relevant projects 
mentioned above with a more detailed analysis in the three case studies presented 
in this chapter section, we can extract some general conclusions in relation to the 
possibilities as well as limitations of the Re-Active Matter systems.

Energy Efficiency and Sustainability:  Re-Active Matter systems are architectural 
systems that use smart and active materials with the main goal of reducing energy 
demand for buildings. The applications of Re-Active Matter include passive cooling, 
heating or optimization of the interior comfort with less dependence in artificial 
systems. At an age where the use of artificial systems to control interior comfort 
is widely used, it becomes clear that if a building, through its own materiality, can 
mediate the environment that surrounds it, then its demand on physical resources 
could be reduced. 

Although, Re-Active Matter systems present great possibilities for energy savings, 
it is worth mentioning that the active materials themselves are always artificial or 
synthetic, requiring occasionally complex processes within the laboratories or the 
industries for their creation. This might sometimes contradict the sustainability goal 
they seek. It is, therefore, crucial for architects and designers to always evaluate the 
performance of such architectural solutions in an holistic way that includes both long 
term evaluation as well as the environmental and economic impact of the cycle of the 
material before, during and after its use.  

Materials as Mechanical Devices
In all three case studies, active materials are used as mechanical devices, since they 
replace existing mechanical properties (such as automated shading and ventilation 
elements). The additional advantage in such an approach, beyond energy savings, 
lays in the fact that there are not any plug-in external mechanical systems of sensing 
and actuation. Bloom installation or Breathing Skin clearly showcase no distinction 
between structure and skin, or between structure and infrastructure. Furthermore, 

the three case studies analyzed clearly show that no additional mechanical plug-in 
systems are needed upon a structure or a skin for them to perform. The space for 
infrastructure for heating, cooling or lighting, for instance, can be totally integrated in the 
materiality of a building, reducing both valuable space as well as energy demand.

Although, it becomes clear therefore that architecture, becomes a more integrated 
system of material, structure, form and performance, it is of relevance to understand 
the possibilities of Materially Responsive Architecture material systems that go beyond the 
mechanical substitution. As Kretzer argues, the approach of using active materials to 
substitute a mechanical system, represents a “mechanistic way of thinking and hence not 
only reduces the materials far below what they are capable of  but also employs them as 
mechanical devices” 15 . 

The performance results of the systems vary based on the different contexts and 
environmental conditions, but they still belong within a series of possible outcomes 
that designers can digitally predict and simulate, and therefore almost fully decide and 
control.  Unless the active material is a biological organism that evolves (which is not the 
focus of this thesis) the material properties, design logics and even aesthetic variations 
of Re-Active Matter remain within a static and predicted range of variations that do not 
allow any unpredicted change to happen outside its basic properties which has been 
tuned and hacked during the design. 

Furthermore, one could argue, that the fact that Re-Active Matter is from the very 
beginning designed for certain functionalities (such as opening, closing, cooling, moving, 
changing color etc.), these latter rigid and predicted functionalities further limit the 
outcome of behavior, that allows no unpredicted states to emerge.
On the other hand, if we look at the principles of the organic theory or biological 
paradigms we can detect that such operations emerge from nature which “possess 
evolutionary patterns that produce forms of growth and strategies of behavior, 
optimizing each particular pattern to the contextual situation”16 . [xx] 

As we have seen, Re-Active Matter systems are designed dynamic and responsive 
architectures whose components (in their nanoscale) follow the exact logic of behavioral 
optimization based on contextual data. In this sense, Re-Active Matter contributes to the 
creation of new built space performances and consequently call for, and promote, new 
design and aesthetic logics for the design discipline.

Organic Qualities
The new relation and dependency of time, space and form in Re-Active Matter, calls for a 
focus towards a design process rather than a final form. In this design process required, 
as we will later analyze [xxi], the final form is not fully predicted but, as in nature, adapts 
to specific contexts and data following time and change of stimuli. Such a paradigm as 
we have seen, begins to signal a shift from a mechanical paradigm of adaptation to an 
organic one. [xxii] 
This organic process includes a variety of unpredicted outcomes and performances 
which in most cases have a direct affect in the architectural form, and perception. 
We, therefore, (as we will analyze further in Chapter 4) observe new, dynamic, organic 
architectural qualities and languages in form and aesthetics.

3.1.3
RE-ACTIVE MATTER
CONCLUSIONS  

***
15  M. Kretzer, Information Materials, Switzerland, Springer International Publishing, 2017, pp. 176-178.
16 

M. Fox and M. Kemp, Interactive Architecture, New York, Princeton Architectural Press, 2009, p. 12.
 

[xx] Fox and Kemp reference the sentence at Gary B. (2002) Introduction In Kronenburg R., Lim J., Chii Y. (ed.) 
Transportable Environments 2, London, Spon Press
[xxi] See Chapter 4. Conclusions: Design Behaviors
[xxii] See Chapter Section 1.4 From the mechanical to the organic paradigm 
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Kretzer uses the term “new softness” to describe the arrival of architecture at the state 
that follows the flexible and pliable characteristics of active materials that oppose to the 
rigid traditional materials such as steel, concrete or glass.

 “These physical properties enable the design and creation of fluid forms, which,   
 promoted further by their specific behaviors, break out of persistent paradigms and  
 instead  focus on the inverse, ephemerality, change, and variation”17. 

An architectural environment that continuously changes to adapt to its environment, 
might, though, present serious risks related to our cultural connection with stability or 
orientation and safety. [xxiii]. Changes occurring out of the user’s control resulting in 
space that its form is always ephemeral, might result in the user’s total disconnection 
with it. Without disregarding such risks, however, Re-Active Matter presents a paradigm 
closer to an organic architecture, where change does not depend on any wiring or plug, 
and opening, thus, possibilities for creating spaces that can be considered “alive”.

Level of control
Through the three case studies we can observe, that although the active materials’ 
changes are free and casual, an appropriate design that includes a deep understanding 
of the material performance, can open up possibilities to programme and control the 
aforementioned performance. It is worth mentioning, though, that there is an important 
difference between the degree of control in performance through design and the degree 
of control in performance through stimulus. In Re-Active Matter the performance can 
be usually controlled through design, but the environmental stimulus that provokes the 
change remains uncontrolled and detached from the user of the space.
 
While such material systems can be engineered and designed to behave in certain 
predicted ways, one could argue that the control of the designer on their behavior and 
performance is very limited (Figure 12). This is mainly due to the fact that such smart 
and engineered materials are being activated to change shape or phase [xxiv] by the 
environmental external stimuli such as temperature, levels of humidity, or light.
Although, environmental conditions may be subject to prediction, they are by no 
means subject to any control, unless one alters them through artificial means (artificial 
microclimates). Re-Active Matter systems, thus, are only driven by the environmental 
changes and the user is just a passive observer of how the environment changes his/her 
space. The role of user as a passive observer of such systems, is considered as the most 
significant limitation in this category of projects. 
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Figure12
Re Active Matter linear system of behavior 
including no users
Image Courtesy: Author 

***

 
17

 M. Kretzer, Information Materials, Switzerland, Springer International Publishing, 2017, p. 173.

[xxiii] See Chapter Section 4.3.2 Emotions of Motion and Co-Existence
[xxiv] Phase change materials (PCMs) are substances which absorb or release large amounts of heat when they go through a 
change in their physical state, i.e. from solid to liquid and vice versa. Shape-changing materials are materials that are able to 
reversibly change their shape and/or dimensions in response to one or more stimuli through external influences, the effect of light, 
temperature, pressure, an electric or magnetic field, or a chemical stimulus. For more information see: Shape-Changing Smart 
Materials. In: Smart Materials. Birkhäuser Basel, 2007.



[i] The Arduino is an open source software and hardware microcontroller kit for creating interactive objects that sense and actuate. The 
project started in 2003 at the Interaction Design Institute Ivrea in Ivrea, Italy with the goal to provide a low-cost alternative to expensive 
microcontrollers. A basic kit of Arduino starts from 20 euros, while users with appropriate laboratories can also customize and adjust it 
to their needs.
[ii] Virtual, Augmented and Mixed reality are interactive computer-generated experiences that take pBrodey, W (1967) The design 
of intelligent environments: Soft architecture. Landscape, Autumn 1967, pp. 8–12.igitally simulated environment to a physical one 
(augmented and mixed).
***
1  G. Pask, “The Architectural Relevance of Cybernetics”, Thinking about Architecture & Planning, Wiley, Architectural Design, vol. 39, no.7/6, 
September 1969, pp. 494-496.

CO-ACTIVE MATTER. ON ENVIRONMENTAL 
AND USER DESIRE STIMULI 3.2 

3.2.1 
PERSONAL EMPOWERMENT AND CO-CREATION 

Gordon Pask, 1969

2 
 M. Fox and M. Kemp, Interactive Architecture, New York, Princeton Architectural Press, 2009, p. 16.

3  W. Brodey, “The design of intelligent environments: Soft architecture”, Landscape, vol. 17, no.1, Autumn 1967, 
pp. 8–12.
4 B. Kolarevic and V. Parlac, Building Dynamics:Exploring Architecture of Change, New York, Routledge,2015, p. 6.
5 N. Negroponte, “Computer-aided participatory design”, Soft Architecture Machines, Cambridge, The MIT Press, 
1975.
6 M. Fox and M. Kemp, Interactive Architecture, New York, Princeton Architectural Press, 2009, p. 16.
7 T. Vardouli, “Who Designs? Technological Mediation in Participatory Design”, in D. Bihanic (ed.), Empowering Users 
through Design, Switzerland, Springer, 2015, pp. 13-41.
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To respond to the lack of dialogue among users and space performance, we observe the 
emergence of another family of projects that are characterized by a unique combination 
of active materials and technological user-based interfaces for human-computer 
interaction (HCI) and user control.
Aligned with the visions of cybernetics-influenced architects, such as Friedman (dwelling 
decided by occupant), Price (reconfigured by the users desires),  Brodey (environment’s 
behavioral changes are affected by the users) or Eastman (distributed model of user’s 
participation), the current chapter section analyzes and explores the category of projects 
that works on a responsive architecture that additionally to the environmental stimuli (as 
seen in Re-Active Matter), it introduces the parameter of the user desires and needs in 
its operation. This category of projects, named by this thesis Co-Active Matter, highlights 
the collaborative and co-creation processes among users and environment that 
characterize the ultimate outcome of the architectural response.

“The high point of functionalism is the concept of a house as 
a ‘machine for living in’. But the bias is towards a machine 
that acts as a tool serving the inhabitant. This notion will, 
I believe, be refined into the concept of an environment 
with which the inhabitant cooperates and in which he can 
externalise his mental processes, ie, mutualism will be 
emphasised as compared with mere functionalism.” 1 [i]

As we have seen , cybernetics have been focused on developing and 
understanding the technical possibilities for personal empowerment that would 
allow the user to actively participate in, and, operate the physical changes 
produced in responsive architecture. As Fox argues, the invention of the 
“remote control” in the 1950s has been an important development in responsive 
architecture for “enabling the user to assume a larger role as an operator of 
objects in space”2. Such a role, though, was very much limited by the centralized 
and complex nature of control mechanisms that describes a model where 
humans are captives of their increasingly automated mechanical environment 
and only limited to the actions that the machines can accept3.  

In 1972, Eastman developed the model of  “adaptive-conditional architecture” 
that describes an architecture that adapts to users and which model consisted 
in several essential components of sensors, control mechanisms, actuators 
and finally and most importantly in “ a device (an interface) that would let 
users enter their preferences”4. Similarly Negroponte, proposed the idea of the 
“Design Amplifier” as a speculative machine that is able to receive the feedback 
from user’s desire, process it and continue the dialogue5. Finally, Fox and Kemp 
argue that perhaps the introduction of personal computer in 1980s brought 
a significant shift in user thinking “whereby the connotations of enslavement 
began to be replaced by empowerment ”6.

As we have previously seen in Chapter 1, a number of efforts have been made 
to describe the effect of our current digital era to personal empowerment; 
such as the  the “prosumer” by Toffler in 1989, the “designer-user” by Mackay 
in 2000,  the “innovation user” by von Hippel and Katz in 2002, or the “maker” 
by Anderson in 2012 7. These efforts are driven and supported by a series of 
technological advancements and devices that include user interfaces, open 
data, personal fabricators and low cost microcontrollers (such as Arduino 
[i]) and devices of Virtual , Augmented and Mixed realities  (VR/AR/MR) [ii]. 
These advancements open up unique possibilities for users to become 
active producers of information (Internet, you tube, blogs), objects (personal 
fabricators) or new experiences (AR/MR/VR) rather than purely passive 
consumers.  

Based on the above, it becomes crucial to understand what kind of user based 
interfaces, user participation mechanisms and levels of user control can be 
used in Materially Responsive Architecture. As mentioned above, this chapter 
section will analyze and explore the Co-Active Matter initiatives that deal with 
the challenge of designing and building responsive architecture that is driven by 
both stimulus of environment and user desire. 



The detailed study of Co-Active Matter category of projects presents a series of common 
principles: 

Co-Action: This category of projects consists in systems that combine the abilities of 
smart and responsive materials to actuate upon an environmental stimulus with the 
possibility of integrating the user’s decision and preferences in the control system of 
actuation. We therefore, observe an architecture that additionally to the environmental 
stimuli it also responds to the user’s desires and needs. These systems are considered 
complementary to the pure environmental response of Re-Active Matter and they 
introduce a unique interdepended  relation among environmental conditions, material 
properties and user’s desire.

Hybrid Performance: As we have seen in the chapter 1 , the majority of the historical 
and cybernetic attempts to include user’s input in the space response and change, 
are limited in and rely in external mechanical systems of actuation (hardware such as 
motors, pneumatic, hydraulic or inflatable systems) powered by external computational 
systems of sensing (software). In the case of Re-Active Matter, both sensing and actuating 
mechanisms are embedded in the inherent properties of the responsive materials. 
In the case of Co-Active Matter, though, in order to be able to balance the inputs of 
both environment and user desires, we observe the necessity of a Hybrid mode of 
performance between active and passive response.

In this hybrid performance, external systems of control such as sensors and actuators 
are crucial parts of the system, especially in the case that the user’s desire contradicts 
the natural response of the material system to the environmental stimulus. If for 
instance, a material system is set to passively actuate and open for ventilation upon 
25 Celsius degrees and the user (for personal or health issues) requires a warmer 
environment, then external systems of actuation should be applied in order to block 
the “set” performance of opening at the specific temperature. Although, the actuation 
of the hybrid performance demands energy, the ability of the material itself to actuate 
optimizes the use of this energy that is lower compared to similar mechanical systems 
that are not based on active materials.

Human-Computer Interaction/ User Interface: The Co-Active Matter systems require 
a Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) interface for the dialogue among the user, the 
environment and the space change. The interface serves a double scope. On the one 
hand it serves as the tool with which the user can communicate his/her desires into the 
system. On the other hand, the interface serves as a communication tool through which 
the user can understand the current environmental conditions (external or internal), 
receive suggestions from the system for the optimum operation, and upon these data 
accommodate (or not) his/her desires. The user interfaces usually consists in interactive 
screen devices or they are digital software that can be installed in existing devices such 
as smart phones or personal computers. 

3.2.2
CO-ACTIVE MATTER 
PRINCIPLES  

3.2.3.1
CASE STUDY 1: HYLOZOIC INSTALLATION, PHILIP BEESLEY
SYNTHETIC PROTOCELLS AND SHAPE MEMORY MATERIALS THAT REACT TO 
USER’S PRESENCE

Hylozoic Ground Installation could be considered as one of the most surprising examples 
of Responsive Architecture. The installation, created by Canadian-based architect Philip 
Beesley with the collaboration of chemical engineer and biology expert Rachel Armstrong 
and engineer Rob Gorbet, had been presented in the Canadian Pavilion of the 12th 
International Architecture Exhibition at Venice Biennale, in 2010. The installation is the 
outcome and the predecessor of numerous other similar installations created by Philip 
Beesley and presented in different exhibitions, events or academic institutes around the 
world.
 
Hylozoic Ground consists in a surprisingly numerous amount of suspended customized 
and fabricated components that are embedded with shape memory materials, sensors, 
actuators as well as synthetic biological substances such as protocells (Figure 1). The goal 
of the installation, according to the author is to create an “artificial forest” that is dynamic 
and formed by the feedback of the users that inhabit it. In contrast to the examples that 
we will further analyze in Co-Active Matter, Hylozoic ground is in a unique resonance with 
the users, but without users having total control of its formation.
 
The installation is triggered by user’s data such as motion or amount of CO2 exhaled, 
which becomes organic matter for the protocells that emit light. Levels of humidity of the 
environment and sensors of proximity additionally capture user’s movement in space 
which activate shape memory based joints that expand and contract to create an effect 
of motion and breathing, as a direct response of the structure to the users.

Hylozoic Ground takes its name by the principle of “hylozoism” which is the ancient 
belief that all matter has life. Akin to living organisms this unique space has the ability to 
change state using smart materials, sensors, microprocessors and biological substances. 
Beesley and Armstrong describe the Hylozoic environments as “a model system of a 
synthetic ecology undergoing an evolutionary process” 8. The visitors and users of the 
environment can observe the initial state of the environment, and they can experience 
how their influence produce a series of modifications in its state. In this way, they 
become participants and co-creators of its different formations over time.
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3.2.3 CASE STUDIES



Figure 1 
Views of the Hylozoic Ground Installation at 
the Canadian Pavilion in the 12th Internation-
al Architecture Exhibition at Venice Biennale, 
in 2010. 
Authors: Philip Beesley with Rob Gorbet and 
Rachel Armstrong .
Image Courtesy of Philip Beesley Architect Inc., 
Image by Pierre Charron 

 
A series of incubators, for instance are filled with synthetic protocells  and synthetic 
chemical cells (iChell) that present self-assembly abilities in their chemical formation 
(Figure 2). These incubators are activated by the presence and motion of visitors that 
create light and vibrations. The small light pulses transmit small increments of energy, 
which is what influences the growth of protocells resulting in a different formations 
according to the stimuli of both the users and the environment. Since synthetic protocells 
are additionally influenced by and respond to carbonate, when CO2 levels rise from 
the exhalations of many visitors, the forms grow in certain directions responding to the 
amount of people occupying the environment. The exchanges happening in the complex 
matrix of the Hylozoic are, therefore, reciprocal. Patterns of form are enabled by touch 
and pulses of visitors that prompt certain outcomes which in their turn, propel growth 
in the amount of protocells that are fed by the increase carbonate of both internal 
environment and user’s breathing. Furthermore, protocells use the exhaled carbon 
dioxide that transform it into harmless carbonate precipitates, essentially filtering the air 
for users to continue breathing. 9 

Other parts of the installation include areas that operate as “atmospheric filters” 
(Figure 3). Human motion triggers diffuse pumping that releases moisture or stirs air, 
in order to create microclimates that follow user’s movement and navigation inside 
the environments.  Parallel to the human lymphatic system, a series of suspended 
flasks are filled with salts and synthetic digestive liquids. Human presence activates the 
hygroscopic properties of salt that absorbs humidity and in continuation, the system 
releases vapor to make visible that property and trigger further human collaboration in 
its creation and new formations.
User (or participant) interaction with Hylozoic Ground can trigger breathing, motion, 
or hybrid metabolic exchanges. Beesley considers that the coordination acquired 
between built space and users, increases level of empathy and connection, 
perceiving the environment as the extension of one’s body, that vibrates, pulses, 
breathes or digests in resonance with it.

Describing the installation, Beesley and Rachel highlight the emergence of a synthetic 
environment, or synthetic ecology as previously quoted by Carson, that is co-created by 
all agents of materials, users, and environment (Figure 4).

“The exchanges between adaptive chemistries, responsive materials and environmental 
fluxes within the Hylozoic soil matrix oscillate and respond to each other and also, 
crucially, to people passing through the environment. Together these processes result in 
a series of transformations within the soil matrix that manifest over time as a ‘synthetic 
succession’… Its environment seeks and depends on human presence as elemental 
food” .10

The structure is made of thousands of transparent flexible stripe-like components that 
are weaved among them as skin fibers and where shape memory alloy actuators serve 
as the muscles of the “body”. 
Hylozoic Ground offers a vision of responsive architecture where all elements, including 
materials, users and environment, work based on a collective intelligence and upon 
notions of co-existence.

As we have mentioned, the Hylozoic Ground is a unique approach to Materially 
Responsive Architecture and Co-Active Matter. Rather than following a top down 
approach of users controlling the environment, the case study presented, operates on 
the principle of multilevel and continuous interactions that brings forth the formation of 
different states of the environment that are co-created in a bottom up and collaborative 
way.
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8
 R. Armstrong and P. Beesley, “Soil and Protoplasm: The Hylozoic Ground Project”, Protocell Architecture, Wiley, Architectural Design, 

vol. 81, no.2, March 2011, pp. 78-89. 
9
 R. Armstrong, “Designing with Protocells: Applications of a Novel Technical Platform”, Life, vol. 4, no.3, September 2014, pp. 457–490.

10
 R. Armstrong and P. Beesley, “Soil and Protoplasm: The Hylozoic Ground Project”, Protocell Architecture, Wiley, Architectural Design, 

vol. 81, no.2, March 2011, pp. 78-89.



Figure 2 
Top Left and Right: Detail of the protocell 
incubator in the Hylozoic Installation 
including oil stratum above and diethyl 
phenyl phthalate below. Protocell incubators 
respond to users presence and levels of CO2 
exhaled. They become integrated elements 
of an “artificial forest”, a responsive and 
co-created environment with the users.
Bottom: View of Hylozoic Series Installation.
Image: Courtesy of Philip Beesley Architect 
Inc.Image by Pierre Charron

Figure 3 
View of the artificial “atmosphere areas of the Hylozoic 
Ground. Humidity and air levels are co-created with the 
presence of users.
Image: Courtesy of Philip Beesley Architect Inc. Image by 
Pierre Charron

Figure 4 
“Filter layer, hygroscopic islands and meshwork canopy system. The general systems diagram shows the 
protocell ‘lymph’ system at a lower level embedded with layered filters driven by shape-memory alloy 
mechanisms. Fields of humidity-bearing bladders are suspended above, and corrugated diagrid meshwork 
canopies support the assembly ”. 
Image and Image Caption by R. Armstrong and P. Beesley, “Soil and Protoplasm: The Hylozoic Ground Project”, 
Protocell Architecture, Wiley, Architectural Design, vol. 81, no.2, March 2011, p. 87.
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[iii] Remembrane is a project of IAAC developed in the Digital Matter Studio of Master in Advanced Architecture 2014-15 by students: 
Ji Won Jun, Matteo Silverio, Josep Alcover Llubia and faculty: Areti Markopoulou (research director), Angelos Chornis (computational 
assistant) and Alexandre Dubor (fabrication assistant). 
[iv] The author of this thesis has been the co-author of the research paper of this project that has been published in the 
Proceedings of CAAD Futures 2017: J. Won Jun et al., “Remembrane: A Shape Changing Adaptive Structure”, in G. Çağdaş et al. 
(eds.), Computer-Aided Architectural Design Futures 2017: Future Trajectories, Istanbul, Springer, 2017, pp. 180-199.

The Remembrane  project combines shape memory alloys in a kinetic pentagram 
structure and a user-interface that allows the user to decide on the behavioral change of 
the structure according to not only his/her needs but as well as according to suggestions 
that the system can give, based on the current environmental conditions.
The Remembrane Project is a research on adaptive kinetic structures using shape 
memory alloys as actuators. The target of the research is designing and building a scaled 
prototype of an efficient kinetic structural system that could be potentially applied at an 
architectural scale. 

Co-Action
Remembrane is an exploration of applying shape memory alloys to create a large scale 
adaptive kinetic pantograph-tensegrity structure that could adapt to environmental 
changes and be easily controlled by users through a user-friendly interface. The research 
focus is placed on the structural design, following the material properties and allowing 
users to be the ultimate decision makers of the performance of the structure. 
The developed prototype investigates the use of springs made of Nitinol (a shape 
memory alloy) as linear actuators. The project avoids the use of centralized heavy motors 
to move the system and focuses on developing a distributed system of lightweight 
actuators (nitinol springs) embedded into the structure that allow a much more precise 
control of the shape and a much more energy efficient movement. 
The interaction of users with the structure and the different ways of controlling it is 
an essential aspect of the project. Easy manual control of the shape and automatic 
autonomous performance of the system can be combined in order to achieve a truly 
intelligent and efficient interaction.  

Hybrid Performance
The first development step tests different actuators and assess them in terms of their 
resistance, lifespan and light-weight. Shape memory alloys (in particular nitinol) are 
the selected solution because they are relatively powerful and lightweight. These two 
characteristics make them very suitable for an actuation system that is embedded into 
the structure and distributed throughout its different parts. Several experiments were 
carried out to test the material resistance and strength in order to optimize the structure 
and its movement. The tests proved the materials’ capacity to lift a certain weight when 
heated (Figure 5).

After several tests and physical models, springs made of 1 mm thick Nitinol were 
selected for the prototypes because they present appropriate strength for the scale of 
the prototypes that are being studied. The electronic circuit designed to control these 

3.2.3.2
CASE STUDY 2: REMEMBRANE [iii]
SHAPE CHANGING ADAPTIVE STRUCTURE THAT 
INCORPORATES USER CONTROL [iv]

Figure 5 
Left: Nitinol spring strength test. 
Right: Electronic Structure for Actuation and Performance.
Image Courtesy: IAAC Digital Matter Studio 2015. Jun, Silverio, Alcover.

Figure 6 
1st performative prototype -  
Remembrane 1.0 - base skeleton 
and nitinol springs.
Image Courtesy: IAAC Digital Matter 
Studio 2015. Jun, Silverio, Alcover.

Figure 7 
Actuating Nitinol springs (Left) & Cables with 
tensioned coil springs (right).
Image Courtesy: IAAC Digital Matter Studio 2015. 
Jun, Silverio, Alcover.
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Nitinol wires is composed by an Arduino board and four transistors that control the 
amount of current released in each Nitinol wire. In the final prototype a 14V power 
supply was used and each transistor released 4,67A to its corresponding Nitinol line 
(made of four 650 mm long and 1.0 mm thick cables, shaped as springs).

Structure
For the structure, two different prototypes have been developed. During the 
research, most of the explored systems can be understood with an analogy to the 
human body in which the structure itself, the bones, consist of rigid elements (bars) 
and the muscles, the Nitinol wires, take care of the movement. The geometrical 
system that presents the best performance is a diagrid pantograph with pseudo-
tensegrity principles. Wood pieces with flexible plastic joints and a diagonal network 
of Nitinol springs are the main components of the first prototype  (Figure 6). The 
bending of the surface is provoked by the contraction of the Nitinol springs when 
they are heated. 

In the second prototype the actuation system is improved by placing the Nitinol 
actuators in vertical lines and adding a diagonal network of tensioned coil springs 
and cables that help stabilize the structure (Figure 7). The diagonal network also 
allows the structure to lock in any position thanks to a locking mechanism integrated 
within the structural components. When the system is locked, a piece of folded 
plastic (polypropylene) pushes two small elements that block the diagonal cables 
connected to the structure. A small Nitinol spring is connected to the element that 
blocks the cables. If the Nitinol is heated, it contracts and moves the plastic pieces, 
releasing the cables and allowing the whole structure to move freely. Thanks to the 
locking system the Nitinol springs do not need to be constantly electrified to maintain 
a certain position and the system becomes much more efficient in terms of energy 
consumption and movement control (Figure 8).
 
The expansion  of tensioned coil springs is proportional to the system movement: the 
more the structure bends, the stronger the force these springs apply to the system. 
This force counters gravity and helps to stabilize the entire structure. Consequently, 
the actuators need less force to move the structure. Infact, the final solution uses 
41,26% less Nitinol than the initial prototype, and 75% less energy. 

The structural optimization has been an essential step to maximize the lightweight 
performance of the structure. By reducing the structure weight, the Nitinol springs 
need less force (and electricity) to move the structure. Moreover, each joint is 
informed by the analysis that optimizes its shape and minimizes deformations (Figure 
9).

Human-Computer Interaction/User Interface
A truly innovative responsive kinetic system has to be easily controllable and 
informed by users, but also a tool to inform them. In order to achieve that, a complex 
interaction system is designed. The system has two possible ways of interacting: 
interface mode (the user sends orders through the user interface) and sensing mode 
(the structure reacts to the sensors’ inputs) (Figure 10).

To make this complex interaction as easy as possible a user friendly web based 
interface has been designed. A web application has the huge advantage of being 
accessible by any device that can support a web browser. This means that any 
computer, smartphone or tablet can be used to run the user interface and no special 
software or hardware is needed. The interface has been developed in order to not 

Figure 8 
Left: System devices coordination for movement 
and stabilization. The local stabilization device 
using Nitinol to release friction.
Middle: Technical detail of the component and 
its joints.
Image Courtesy: IAAC Digital Matter Studio 2015. 
Jun, Silverio, Alcover.

Figure 9 
Remembrane 2.0 - base structure 
with actuators and wirings.
Image Courtesy: IAAC Digital Matter 
Studio 2015. Jun, Silverio, Alcover.
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Figure 10 
Left page: View of functional shape changing pro-
totype that could be applied in structures or skins.
Current Page: The two different modes of operation 
of the shape changing structure. The first via 
human-computer interaction and user interface 
and the second via presence.
Top Left: Wireless control via user interface.
Bottom: Autonomous response via proximity 
sensor.
Image Courtesy: IAAC Digital Matter Studio 2015. 
Jun, Silverio, Alcover.
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only send orders to the prototype but also to visualize the information measured by 
the sensors installed on the structure for informing the users. For developing this 
application, four different scripting languages have been used: Html, Css, JavaScript 
and Processing. 

To physically interact with the structure a microcontroller is required. The 
microcontroller acts as an intermediate between the web application and the 
prototype. The most extended and easy to use microcontroller board is the Arduino 
and among all the Arduino models the “Yun” was chosen because it can connect 
to the internet using wifi and, therefore, it allows users to interact with the web 
application wirelessly. The actual interaction with Remembrane takes place at the 
input and output pins of the microcontroller. The input signals come from 2 proximity 
sensors (one in each side of the structure) and 1 accelerometer that measures 
the inclination. The output signals go to the network of actuators, to the locking / 
unlocking system and to the 2 LEDs that show the status of the structure (Figure 11).

The Graphic User Interface has been carefully designed to allow an easy and efficient  
interaction between the user and Remembrane. It is based on interactive graphics 
that make the whole communication process very intuitive. The most important 
element of the interface is the interactive 2D diagram which can be reshaped just by 
touching the screen of a tablet/smartphone (or clicking and dragging on a computer) 
and it automatically sends the necessary information to shape the structure in the 
same way. The 2D diagram is complemented by 2 other elements: a visualization 
of the real inclination of the structure measured by the accelerometer and a 
visualization of the distance to obstacles measured by the 2 proximity sensors. The 
2D diagram is, therefore, a tool to send instructions but also a tool to understand 
the current state of the prototype. The button under the diagram is used to lock or 
unlock the structure while on top of the 2D diagram there is a 3D previsualization of 
the structure. On the top left corner of the interface there is a button that allows the 
user to switch between interface control mode and sensing mode. In the interface 
mode the structure reacts only to the instructions sent through the interface. On the 
other hand, in the sensing mode, the prototype performs autonomously according 
to the sensors’ inputs. In fact, it behaves according to the set of rules that have been 
pre-programmed. 

The final prototype has a very basic set of rules: when the proximity sensor detects 
that something is very close, the structure bends to the opposite side (Figure 12). On 
the left side of the user interface there are different numbers that are continuously 
updated. These values are the data from the sensors and the length of all the 
actuators of the structure.
Remembrane is an explorations of combining responsive materials for the creation of 
big scale kinetic structures that can adapt to environmental changes as well as easily 
controlled by users thriugh a user-friendly interface that translates their needs and 
desires in physical change.  
It is worth mentioning that the application of Co-Active Matter systems in building 
structures contains high degree of complexity, since in contrast to building skins, 
these require a deep analysis and study of the different structural equilibrium states.

Figure 11
Left: Data input and output cycle through several 
agents. User Interface wirelessly indicating cur-
rent curvature.
Image Courtesy: IAAC Digital Matter Studio 2015. 
Jun, Silverio, Alcover.

Figure 12
Different geometrical configurations that can be 
customized by the users and applied to architectural 
spaces.
Image Courtesy: IAAC Digital Matter Studio 2015. 
Jun, Silverio, Alcover.
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When dealing with active and next generation smart materials, graphene stands on 
the top of the list. Graphene is a one atomic thick layer of carbon atoms which are 
arranged in a two-dimensional (2D) hexagonal structure11. It has been considered the 
greatest revolution in metamaterials research in the past 10 years, while its developers 
were awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics in 201012. Graphene’s extraordinary properties 
presents very high electrical conductivity (more conductive than silver), high thermal 
conductivity, a zero-gap semi-conductivity, as well as high mechanical properties making 
graphene the strongest material ever tested13,14. 

Although according to Mattei and Rehman15 , massive funding has been directed to 
graphene-based experimental research in the last years, its research and applications 
have not yet reached the construction industry. [vi] In the field of new materials related 
with many other disciplines, graphene is placed on the top of many solutions that could 
contribute positively to the climate change challenge. From protective paints and digital 
screens to high efficient solar panels and low consumption LED lighting, graphene and its 
composites have the potential to constitute new energy efficiency paradigms16.

Co-action 
The project of thermal functionally graded Graphene Wall focuses on researching 
graphene as the base for the development of a composite material coupled with 
traditional and widespread construction materials such as concrete and clay (Figure 
13). Working with the extraordinary properties of graphene on thermal and electrical 
conductivity, the project focuses on the development of architectural elements (such as 
walls) of graphene/concrete and graphene/clay composites that transfer heat with low 
energy input and react to the temperature from direct solar radiation, as well as to the 
specific desires of the occupants and users of the space. 

A user interface, where users can manually rise or lower the global temperature of the 
different rooms of their space is developed. Furthermore, the interface allows users 
to programme localized heat areas, meaning that they activate only certain areas of 
the heated wall. The localized heat application is extremely valid if we think of office 
buildings where some areas are occupied and others are not, or if we think of housing 
units where certain rooms need higher temperatures than others in specific times and 
in relation to parameters such as program or amount of people gathered in the different 
spaces and rooms.

3.2.3.3
CASE STUDY 3: GRAPHENE WALL
GRAPHENE COMPOSITES FOR 3D PRINTED FUNCTIONALLY 
GRADED THERMAL WALLS THAT REACT TO SOLAR HEAT AND 
USER DESIRE [v]

[v] Thermal Functionally graded Graphene Wall is a project of IAAC developed in the Digital Matter Studio of Master in Advanced 
Architecture 2016-17 by students: Athanasios Zervos, Gelder Van Limburg Stirum, Ricardo Mayor Luque1 and Javier Lopez 
Alascio and faculty: Areti Markopoulou (research director), Angelos Chornis (computational assistant) and Alexandre Dubor 
(fabrication assistant).
The author of this thesis has been the co-author of the research paper of this project that has been published in the Proceedings 
of the Symposium on Simulation for Architecture & Urban Design: A. Zervos et al., “Graphene Embedded Composites for 
Thermal Performance Optimization of Traditional Construction Materials”, in T. Rakha et al. (eds.), Proceedings of Symposium on 
Simulation for Architecture & Urban Design, ACM, Delft, 2018, pp. 101-107.
[vi] In 2012 a graphene international scientific collaboration has recently received a one billion Euros grant from the European 
Flagship Initiative, which is the largest amount of financial resources ever granted for a single research project in the history of 
modern science.

***

11  K. S. Novoselov et al., “Two-dimensional gas of massless Dirac fermions in graphene”, Nature, vol. 438, September 2005, pp 
197–200.
12  T. Mattei and A. Rehman, “Technological Developments and Future Perspectives on Graphene-Based Metamaterials: A Primer for 
Neurosurgeons”, Neurosurgery, vol. 74, no.5, May 2014 May, pp. 499-516. [website] https://www.academia.edu/10186212/Graphene, 
(accessed January 2019).
13  D.R. Cooper et al., “Experimental Review of Graphene”, International Scholarly Research Network (ISRN), Condensed Matter Physics, 
2012, pp. 1–56.
14

 C. Lee et al., “Measurement of the Elastic Properties and Intrinsic Strength of Monolayer Graphene”, Science, vol. 321, no. 5887, July 
2008, pp.  385–387.
15T. Mattei and A. Rehman, “Technological Developments and Future Perspectives on Graphene-Based Metamaterials: A Primer for 
Neurosurgeons”, Neurosurgery, vol. 74, no.5, May 2014 May, pp. 499-516. [website] https://www.academia.edu/10186212/Graphene, 
(accessed January 2019).
16

Zervos et al., “Graphene Embedded Composites for Thermal Performance Optimization of Traditional Construction Materials”, 
in T. Rakha et al. (eds.), Proceedings of Symposium on Simulation for Architecture & Urban Design, ACM, Delft, 2018, pp. 101-107.

Figure 13
View of additive manufacturing (3d printing) 
process for a wall that consists in different 
mixes and percentages of graphene into clay 
or concrete.
Image Courtesy: IAAC Digital Matter Studio 
2016/17, Zervos A., Van Limburg G., Mayor R.
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Active Performance and material design
A series of experiments showcase that once the graphene wall composite is exposed to 
solar heat on external temperature of 20 to 25 Celsius degrees, then only a low voltage 
(31.5 Volts or less) for a period between of 10 to 20 minutes is necessarily in order to 
increase the inner temperature of the space by 5, 10 or 20 Celsius degrees accordingly 
based on the different patterns of graphene. The amount of time that the voltage is 
applied, can be controlled through the user interface that informs the system on the 
desired temperatures of the users. The system, thus, is a hybrid model of passive and 
active performance, where the input of environment (solar heat) is crucial for significantly 
reducing the amount of actuation and energy needed, whereas the input of users finally 
defines the exact actuation.
 
The variety of increased temperatures has been achieved through the implementation 
of different embedded graphene patterns in the mortar and clay bricks. The patterns 
that function as electrical circuits, due to graphenes’ conductivity, have been a straight 
graphene line, a diagonal cross, a full graphene mid layer and a net pattern. A thermal 
camera has been used to assess the heat generated, at an ambient temperature of 23 
degrees Celsius (Figure 14).

The thermal behavior of the bricks is significantly different, with the straight-line pattern 
achieving the least conductivity performance (210 Ohms) and reaching just 35 degrees 
Celsius, while the diagonal pattern achieves significantly better conductivity performance 
(108 Ohms) and reaches 40 degrees Celsius. The full graphene layer presents the best 
conductivity performance (32 Ohms) and reaches 60 degrees Celsius. The heterogeneous 
nature of the material, though, makes it unusable, as the layers easily separate during 
the fabrication process and due to shrinkage problem when drying. Finally, the net 
pattern, which is designed as an evolution to the previous three tests, is the best 
compromise, achieving an adequate conductivity level for the project’s purposes (105 
Ohms) and a consistent heat of 50 degrees Celsius (Figure 15).

Scaling up
Driven by the conclusions of the embedded graphene circuits, a further step of this study 
was to scale up the cast brick modules with an embedded graphene circuit net and to 
create a modular brick system to assess both the connectivity potential and the thermal 
performance on a bigger scale. The embedded graphene circuit net is designed to allow 
for different connection patterns through a series of 5 connection points on the back 
of the brick which could be combined individually to create a ‘plug and play’ logic on 
the module. The electricity induced heat generation is tested for the different possible 
connections, with different results, showing the potential for customization and locally 
differentiated heat performances. 

The modules are designed with a ‘plug and play’ connection logic between them, with 
overlapping surfaces that allow seamless connection between them. The overlapping 
graphene connections significantly enhance the connectivity between the bricks, as the 
fabrication of the graphene layer exposed at the connections is optimized by minimizing 
the shrinkage, driven by the conclusions of the previous experiments. The final modular 
system reaches 50 degrees Celsius when 31.5 Volts are applied for 20 minutes, similarly 
to the previously recorded performance of the smaller bricks (Figure 16).

Functionally Gradient materials
The project develops a graphene based composite material that could eventually achieve 
a functional differentiation through the use of additive manufacturing (3D printing) 
processes producing a range of heat transfer intensities according to the specific needs 
of its application in a building. An investigation of robotic fabrication allows 3D printed 
prototypes to replace the previous bricks, leading to the exploration of more complex 

Figure 15
Different graphene circuits 
embedded in mortar. 

Image Source: IAAC Digital 
Matter Studio 2016/17, 
Zervos A., Van Limburg G., 
Mayor R.

Figure 14
Thermal camera test in different time durations 
and patterns.
Image Source: IAAC Digital Matter Studio 2016/17, 
Zervos A., Van Limburg G., Mayor R.

Figure 16
Graphene/Mortar Modular Bricks. 
Image Source: IAAC Digital Matter Studio 2016/17, 
Zervos A., Van Limburg G., Mayor R.
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geometries. The restrictions and complications of 3d printing the graphene – clay 
composite, play the leading role in the geometry design while the local context (climate, 
orientation, program of interior) defines the level of the gradient (Figure 17).

The goal of this process is to experiment with the thermal and electrical properties of the 
gradient print and create a performative prototype made from the functionally graded 
material of clay – graphene composite. The advantages of using robotic fabrication 
methods are mostly the overcoming of the fabrication limitations of manual methods 
to create anisotropic 3-dimensional geometries that present different performances in 
their different parts. 3D printing allows the geometry to evolve without the restrictions of 
casting techniques and unfolds a vast gamma of construction methods. The fabrication 
strategy applied to the prototype creates a gradient through five layers with different 
consistencies of graphene. 

The prototype is 3D printed with a 6-axis robotic arm with a single extruder so the 
different mixes have to be changed manually to create the stepwise graduation in the 
extrusion. During the extrusion, the consistency of graphene is decreasing with each 
mix, leading to a vertical gradient with the greatest amount of graphene at the last 
part. The section of the wall reveals a series of curves aiming to better heat radiation 
performance. The curvature of this shape is decreased from bottom to top following the 
vertical consistency gradient. The final piece printed, shows very interesting results, as 
conductivity at the high concentration parts is enough for functional circuits and heat 
generation, fading gradually from bottom to top (Figure 18 and 19).

User Control
The functionally thermal graded wall allows not only for energy optimization for heating, 
but additionally allows the activation of localized heat. Instead of a central system, similar 
to Building Automation systems that rule how the heating system operates, the project 
presents the possibility of heat customization by the users. 

Through a distributed system of actuation, users can control and decide which areas of 
the wall could be switched on and for how much time, creating, this way localized heat 
waves according to their needs. If a number of people use a space, then they can utilise 
heat activation in order to respond to their demands. Similarly, and in a remote mode, if 
a space or a room in a house is unutilized (i.e absence of people) or demands no heating 
(i.e storage spaces), heating could be deactivated for saving energy. The user interface 
includes a plan and section view of the house, where the user can not only activate and 
deactivate heating, but s/he could additionally set up specific required temperatures in 
specific times (Figure 17). This allows for pre-heating areas for instance before sleeping 
or even remotely, in order to control and reach a comfortable environment before 
arriving to a space.

Low energy heating is a major advantage on building performance and energy 
consumption reduction. As seen in this example graphene composites of traditional 
construction materials coupled with design and digital fabrication techniques such as 
additive manufacturing have extreme potential for creating thermally graded materials 
of active properties for low energy heating in buildings. In understanding the necessity 
or reducing energy demand for artificially heating buildings, such systems showcase 
the importance not only of saving energy but more than anything the application of 
customized solutions in buildings (heat where and when is needed) following not only 
environmental input but additionally the occupant’s desire and needs.

Figure 17
Left: Design of functionally graded thermal wall 
for customized heating  interiors.
Bottom: Diagram of human-computer interface 
that allows customization of interior heat and 
comfort in a remote mode.
Image Source: IAAC Digital Matter Studio 
2016/17, 
Zervos A., Van Limburg G., Mayor R.

Figure 18
3d printed piece of wall, consisting in gradient 
mix of graphene with clay. The final piece 
presents gradient properties in terms of thermal 
conductivity and therefore interior heating.
Image Source: IAAC Digital Matter Studio 
2016/17, 
Zervos A., Van Limburg G., Mayor R.
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Figure 19
Prototypes and design logics  for 3d printing 
process of functionally graded thermal walls.
Right Page: View of industrial robotic arm that 
has been used for 3d printing the thermally 
gradient wall piece.
Image Source: IAAC Digital Matter Studio 
2016/17, 
Zervos A., Van Limburg G., Mayor R.
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[vii] See Chapter Section 1.1.2 Digital Revolution and Societal Needs 
[viii] Building Automation  Systems (BAS) or Building Management Systems (BMS) are computer-based control 
systems consisting in software and hardware that is being installed upon existing materials of buildings. 
The systems are able to monitor and control the mechanical and electrical operation of buildings including 
heating, ventilation, or power and lighting systems. They are considered a critical component to manage energy 
demand in buildings.

[viv] See Section Chapter Cybernetics in Architecture
***

C
17 T. Jaskiewicz, “Towards a Methodology for Complex Adaptive Interactive Architecture”, PhD dissertation, TU 

occupy it and each one of them have different needs? 
What happens when the actuation of a certain building affects the conditions of its 
neighboring one, and how will the users of that second building also have an important 
active participation in the control of their environment that is now dependent not only 
on their own building environment but on a family of adjacent buildings in neighbor 
scale?  
Whilst understanding the different user profiles and their different needs, as well as 
the more extended impact of a buildings’ change in its surrounding urban context, it 
becomes clear that although Co-Active Matter introduces  a powerful aspect of user 
participation, it requires certain input of additional parameters in order to operate in 
urban scale within a more holistic vision of user-space-city interaction.

Design Logics 
The novel merge of functional materials, ubiquitous computing and participatory 
design calls for a complex design process that is radically different from the one applied 
when working with static materials, or when working with totally computed responsive 
systems. Furthermore, the parameter of personalization adds on to the complexity of 
design processes, since the user becomes part of the design equation, having the 
possibility to continuously design and change his/her environment. 

In such process working with digital and parametric design programs or simulating 
and programming electronics software is not enough. Rather than choosing among 
any design variation or any physically embedded computation system, the design 
choices lay in selecting the appropriate groups of possibilities of all the above that 
can physically allow the responsive performance of the system in all the aspects of its 
material, mechanical, and the interaction with the users dimension.

In this sense, design cannot be limited only within the digital or the physical. A 
cyclical relation among computational design, physical computing and material tests 
become necessary in the early stages of the design to be able to acquire the appropriate 
quantitative and qualitative data for processing the design choices. The simultaneous 
and cyclical design between digital and physical increases the degree of flexibility, 
variations and affordances that usually reduce in the wake of secure precisions when 
linearly passing from digital to physical. Wider gradient and variations in shapes, material 
mixes and final performances become possible when we go beyond the traditional “if 
this/then that” strict computed equations.

Feedback System: 
Co-Active Matter systems that consist in responsive materials, computation and user-
based interfaces systems, usually operate in two distinct modes; either passively or 
actively. The hybrid performance of the system, where actuation happens following 
user’s desire, is by no doubt a more optimized system compared to mechanical systems.

However, such systems still operate in a top down and linear way, where one input (in 
this case user’s desire) triggers an actuator similarly to the mechanical systems found 
in the Buildings Automation Systems (BAS) of “smart buildings” [viii]. By no means, 
such systems are exhibiting “autonomous agency of their own”, which is required for 
interaction to take place.17

Social Participation and Personalized Architecture:  
The Co-Active Matter paradigm, empowers the users to actively participate in 
determining their space performance and its characteristics. As we have seen, such 
empowerment, landmark of an experience and participation era that many call for in 
our digitally-driven societies, [vii] has been envisioned and imagined by many architects 
in the past, but until recently the appropriate technology and tools were not available. 
Beyond a responsive architecture that only adapts to its environment and users have no 
control on it whatsoever, this category of projects introduces extraordinary possibilities 
of both its control and personalization. 

The traditional notions of a top down unique design and decision by the architect, is now 
giving space to co-creative processes, in which users might make design decisions as 
well, and where final form or design is the outcome of a collaborative process among 
designers, users and environmental feedback. The possibility for the users to customize 
their space and participate in its design and formation, can potentially contribute 
in augmenting their relation with their physical space, as well as maximizing their 
familiarization with digitally-driven responsive environments.

For such user-space interaction to happen, however, Co-Active Matter strongly relies 
in technologies of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) or user-based mobile and web 
interfaces. Within this context, and although big part of the current infrastructure of our 
needs is digitally-driven, it is crucial to highlight the possible risks of exclusion, or the 
increased effort that would be required by certain users that are not digital-natives or are 
not familiar with manipulating digitally mediated interfaces.

Scale of User control
In all cases of Co-Active Matter we observe a direct relation between the user and the 
transformation of the space. This relation, represents a one to one interaction where 
usually one user, or a small group of users inhabiting a space, can actuate the spatial 
performance according to their needs. The amount of users that such one to one relation 
can represent is however many times limited. 

What happens, for instance, when the space inhabited is an office where many people 

3.2.2
CO-ACTIVE MATTER 
CONCLUSIONS
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Figure 20
Co-Active Matter linear system of behavior that 
includes user’s desire and participation.
Image Courtesy: Author 

The Co-Active Matter projects do not usually operate in a complete feedback loop, 
where decisions of the user and inputs of the environments are used for the system to 
learn, evolve and adapt differently every time, as humans evolve and adapt differently 
while they learn. Looking at the “two-way conversation” of Gordon Pask’s theory [viv] , 
it becomes clear that in Co-Active Matter we have no active reciprocal or bidirectional 
conversation among space, system and users, but rather a one-directional input-output 
system of operation, one that presents certain similarities with traditional automated 
systems, such as the thermostat model (Figure 20).

One could argue, thus, that Co-Active Matter does not entirely fulfill an evolutionary 
relation among users, environment, matter and physical space. Coming back to the 
“adaptive-conditional architecture” of Eastman, the user, in the same way as in Co-Active 
Matter, “tunes the machine’s behaviors” and is able to control an architecture that self-
adjusts to fit the needs of the users18. The kind of behaviors that can be adjusted, 
however, has been previously decided and designed by a human.  In this sense, 
both Brodey’s “soft architecture” and Negroponte’s  “design amplifier” [x] , describe a 
much more complex and sophisticated relation where physical space and users are part 
of a complete feedback system of unlimited and evolutionary conversation among its 
different agents.  
Which category of projects emerge and which kind of design logics and technologies are 
required for such evolutionary relations in Materially Responsive Architecture?

Furthermore, Co-Active Matter systems present a direct (one to one) relation of user 
desire controlling the system and change of space. What if the scale, though, requires 
the feedback of a wider group of distinct users? What kind of systems arise when the 
scale of operation is not limited in a room or a house but extends to an entire building, a 
neighborhood or the city? 

[x] See Section Chapter Cybernetics in Architecture

***

18 Eastman, “Adaptive-conditional Architecture”, in N. Cross (ed.), Design participation: proceedings of the Design Research Society’s 
conference, Manchester, September 1971, London, Academy Editions, 1972
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SELF-ACTIVE MATTER. 
ON A SELF AWARENESS MODEL 
DRIVEN BY MULTIPLE STIMULI3.3 

3.3.1 
ARTIFICIALLY INTELLIGENT (AI) 
ARCHITECTURE
 

Mario Carpo, 2018

“…today’s thinking machines defy and contradict the organic 
logic of the human mind, just as the mechanical machines of 
the industrial revolution defied and contradicted the organic 
logic of the human body.” 1

As we have previously seen [i], the work of cybernetic architecture, especially through 
Gordon Pask, Cedric Price and John Frazer can be considered as an early investigation or 
a central predecessor of artificially intelligent architecture, that today is defined as 
the capacity of architectural space to showcase autonomous behavior emerging 
through learning by computationally processing vast amounts of data. In this context, 
“Intelligent” in architecture, can be considered any system that is “able to learn about its 
world and develop its own ability to interact with it” 2.

The term Artificial Intelligence (AI) was coined by John McCarthy in 1955 as the study of 
machines that exhibit and simulate “cognitive functions”such as “learning” or ”problem 
solving” and intelligent behaviors 3. McCarthy describes it as the “notion that every aspect of 
learning or any other feature of intelligence can in principle be so precisely described that a 
machine can be made to simulate it”  4. Contemporary computer scientists such as Kaplan 
and Haenlein describe AI as the ability of a system to “correctly interpret external data, to 
learn from such data, and to use those learnings to achieve specific goals and tasks through 
flexible adaptation” 5. 

A subset of AI can be found in “Machine Learning” (ML) algorithms.  Christopher Michael 
Bishop, a professor of Computer Science and the director of Microsoft Research 

[i] See Chapter 1.1.5 of this thesis: Indeterminacy, Spatial Interactivity and Intelligence.

***

1  M. Carpo, “Excessive Resolution: Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning in Architectural Design”, Architectural Record, 
[website], 2018, https://www.architecturalrecord.com/articles/13465-excessive-resolution-artificial-intelligence-and-machine-learning-
in-architectural-design, (accessed March 2019).
2 
M. Fox and M. Kemp, Interactive Architecture, New York, Princeton Architectural Press, 2009.

3
 W. M. Steenson, Architectural Intelligence: How Designers and Architects Created the Digital Landscape, Boston, The MIT Press, 

2017, pp. 13-17.
4
 J. Mccarthy et al., A Proposal for the Dartmouth Summer Research Project on Artificial Intelligence, Hanover, Dartmouth College, 

1955. Retrieved by http://jmc.stanford.edu/articles/dartmouth/dartmouth.pdf, (accessed March 2019).
5
 A. Kaplan and M. Haenlein, “Siri, Siri in my Hand, who’s the Fairest in the Land? On the Interpretations, Illustrations and Implications 



Figure 2.
Inventions and Innovation in the architectural design evolution 
by Chaillou. 
Image Source:  Stanislas Chaillou, 2017
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Cambridge laboratory, describes it as the use of algorithms and statistical models, meaning 
mathematical models of sample data that is also known as “training data”, in order to 
perform a specific task through predictions or decisions without using explicit instructions 
or without being explicitly programmed to perform the task 6.

Applications of AI and ML in architecture promote “Artificial intelligent Architecture” that 
drives principles from Cognitive Science [ii] and this is the reason sometimes it can be also 
referred to as “cognitive architecture”. Cognitive or artificially intelligent architecture is 
a system capable of performing a range of cognitive tasks including problem solving 
as well as learning about all aspects of the tasks and its performance 7. 

Although a 2018 McKinsey report on AI demand and its influence showcases that 
Construction Industry is still ranked low in the demand for this technology compared 
to other industries (Figure 1), the company’s research depicted a growing focus on 
technological solutions that incorporate artificial intelligence (AI)-powered algorithms 
during the last three years (2015-2018). The same research predicts a 40% increase in 
the use of AI in Construction within the next 5 years as a solution to overcome some 
of the greatest construction challenges, such as cost, sustainability, schedule overruns and 
safety concerns. Most of the AI applications in architecture and construction are and will be 
transferred from other industries such as telecommunications, finances and retail 8.

In terms of architectural design, it is important to highlight that AI is not a radically new 
technology that needs to find its way to the architectural discipline. As Stanislas Chaillou 
argues through a historical perspective, AI in Architecture is not an air-tight step but rather 
the current state of an evolution in design and as such, it is in its nature to find applications 
and introduce new possibilities for architectural design. The evolution in design, he points 
out, starts from Modularity (with Gropius, Le Corbusier, Buckminster Fuller, Archigram), it is 
followed by Computational Design (with Christopher Alexander, Nicholas Negroponte, Frank 
Gehry) and Parametricism (Luigi Moretti, Patrik Schumacher, David Rutten) and reaches 
today with the Artificial Intelligence (Figure 2) 9.

It is important to mention that big amount of doubts, risks and “fears” go hand to hand with 
AI and Architecture. Many believe that machine thinking and learning will take over big 
part of designer’s decision, while it will automate (or eliminate) important designer 
mind’s creative process related with comparing, abstracting, personally prioritizing 
and more. In contrast to that, Mario Carpo, an architect and critic, explains how such 
processes of human mind including generalization, formalization, selection or abstraction 
are crucial for generating “meaning”, “ideology” as well as dialogue and argument in 
architectural design. 

“Fears of the competition coming from Artificial Intelligence today may be as 
misleading as the fear of the competition coming from industrial mass-production 
was 100 years ago…today’s thinking machines defy and contradict the organic logic 
of the human mind, just as the mechanical machines of the industrial revolution 
defied and contradicted the organic logic of the human body”  10. 

Fearing not the AI, Carpo argues that the parameters of a design process are so complex 
that no kind of machine could eventually optimize them, and as a result the final 
decision and choice is always of the designer. 

Contrary to Carpo, Nicholas Carr describes that the most revolutionary consequences 
of internet and thinking machines will not be that computers will mimic and think like 
humans but rather that “ we will come to think like computers […] The artificial intelligence 
we’re creating may turn out to be our own” 11. Carr foresees that the rise of an extensive 

Figure 1. 
Future AI demand trajecto-
ry and current adoption in 
different industry sectors, 
McKinsey, 2018.
Adapted by McKinsey, 2018
 

[ii] Cognitive Science focuses on the scientific study of the mind and how nervous systems process and transform information. It is 
therefore a study that expands on analyzing and understanding intelligence and behaviors.

6  C. M. Bishop, Pattern Recognition and Machine Learning, Berlin, Springer-Verlag, 2006
7  J. Laird, A. Newell and P. Rosenbloom, “SOAR: An architecture for general intelligence”, in P. Doherty and S. Thiebaux (eds.), Elsevier, 
Artifical Intelligence, vol. 33, no.1, September 1987, pp. 1-64.  
8 J.L. Blanco et al., “Artificial intelligence: Construction technology’s next frontier”, McKinsey & Company, [website] 2018, https://www.
mckinsey.com/industries/capital-projects-and-infrastructure/our-insights/artificial-intelligence-construction-technologys-next-frontier, 
(accessed March 2019). 
9 S. Chaillou, “The Advent of Architectural AI, A Historical Perspective”, Medium - Towards Data Science, [website], 2017, https://
towardsdatascience.com/the-advent-of-architectural-ai-706046960140, (accessed March 2019).
10 

M. Carpo, “Excessive Resolution: Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning in Architectural Design”, Architectural Record, [website], 
2018, https://www.architecturalrecord.com/articles/13465-excessive-resolution-artificial-intelligence-and-machine-learning-in-
architectural-design, (accessed March 2019).
11

N. G. Carr, The big switch: rewiring the world, from Edison to Google, New York, W. W. Norton & Co., 2008, pp. 228-229.
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3.3.2
AMBIENT INTELLIGENCE 
(AMI) AND INTELLIGENT 
ENVIRONMENTS

use of machines that help us take decisions (or take decisions for us) will bring an 
unprecedented weakness in human creative and critical thinking. Since both risks and 
possibilities are immense for AI in all sectors of our life, as architects and designers we 
need to pay attention to the way such technologies are used and applied in architecture. 

The applications of sensors, ubiquitous computing and artificial intelligence in our 
everyday environments is being researched by the computer sciences’s emerging 
discipline of Ambient Intelligence (AmI) 12. Referring to electronic environments that are 
sensitive and responsive to the presence of people, AmI defines these environments as 
“Intelligent Environments” that achieve their response to users by means of ubiquitous 
computing, ubiquitous Communication (user and object communication through 
wireless networks) and user-friendly interfaces that allow users through gesture or voice 
to control their environment 13.

Intelligent Environments implement sensor and IoT systems for human activity 
recognition. Once this information is acquired, Yiannoudes describes that:

“..they use this information to obtain knowledge and experience, through 
learning, memory and proactive anticipation mechanisms, in order to produce 
rules to adapt and respond accordingly to personalized needs and changing 
behaviors”  14. 

Although AmI and Intelligent Environments highlight the importance of evolving 
response in an architecture that is able to learn and self-adjust, their systems rely 
exclusively in external sensing and actuation mechanisms applied to traditional 
building materials and structures. One could argue that the advancements of IoT and 
ubiquitous computing, have brought to life extremely small and versatile sensors and 

In the last decade, a series of contemporary examples using Artificial Intelligence in the 
architectural discipline can be detected. According to their goal and scale, they can be 
indexed in three categories: (i) AI in sensing user location for adaptive control (ii) AI for 
assisting in human decision making and (iii) AI in robotics for construction.

The PlaceLab joined initiative of MIT, and TIAX LLC [iii], is a residential complex 
demonstrator in Cambridge housing a group of volunteers for different periods of time. 
The prototype uses a series of sensing, actuating and interface technologies in order to 
monitor the user’s behavior in the house, as well as their interaction with the different 
technologies applied to the residence. The information gathered by the monitoring feeds 
the actuation systems with the goal to “help people easily control their environment, save 
resources, remain mentally and physically active, and stay healthy” [iv] (Figure 3). Similar 
approaches can be found in MavHome 15 the Aware Home [v] and in a series of other 
parallel initiatives.

Other examples that use AI with an intent to support human decisions for optimizing 
resources, such as energy, include projects as the Mozer’s Adaptive Home. The project 
implements decision making technologies and uses a neural network to decide about use 
of light and ventilation systems for energy savings and interior comfort 16.

Finally a series of projects use AI and swarm intelligence for optimizing robotically 
fabricated architectural elements. The most representative project is the Flight 

3.3.3 
CONTEMPORARY EXAMPLES 
OF AI IN ARCHITECTURE
 

actuators that can be applied into spaces in an invisible manner. However, as we will see 
in the next section, responsive materials can drastically improve the performance 
of such systems while introducing new logics and relationships among users, 
machines, matter and space.

12  D. J. Cook, J. C. Augusto and V. R. Jakkula, “Ambient  intelligence:  Technologies, applications, and 
opportunities”, Elsevier, Pervasive and Mobile Computing, vol. 5, no.4, August 2009, pp. 277–298.  
13,14   S. Yiannoudes, Architecture and Adaptation: From Cybernetics to Tangible Computing, New York, Routledge, 
2016, pp. 54-55.
15  D. J. Cook et al., “MavHome: an Agent-Based Smart Home”, Proceedings of the First International Conference 
on Pervasive Computing and Communications, IEEE/PerCom,  Arlington, 2003, pp. 53-73.
16  D. J. Cook et al., “MavHome: an Agent-Based Smart Home”, Proceedings of the First International Conference 
on Pervasive Computing and Communications, IEEE/PerCom,  Arlington, 2003, pp. 53-73.

[iii] TIAX LLC is a laboratory-based technology development company located in Lexington, MA and focused 
on commercializing innovations in Transportation and Building Technologies among others. TIAX takes early 
stage inventions and innovations, and transforms them into technology-enabled product platforms ready for 
spin-out.
[iv] More info on the project can be found in the MIT published document available at: http://web.mit.edu/cron/
group/house_n/documents/PlaceLab.pdf, (accessed March 2019).
[v] The Aware home consists in embedded pressure sensors that capture inhabitants footsteps, while the 
house uses the footstep data for pedestrian recognition. 



Figure 3. 
View of the PlaceLab prototype and the 
extensive list of sensing and actuating 
infrastructure. The plans show the 
sensor locations.
Image Courtesy: PlaceLab, MIT, TIAX LLC.

Figure 4. 
Flying robots placing foam bricks at the 
Flight Assembled Architecture installation. 
Images Courtesy: François Lauginie

Figure 5. 
Six meter wall created by four flying 
robots. Flight Assembled Architecture 
installation.
Images Courtesy: François Lauginie.
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3.3.4
SELF-AWARE ARCHITECTURE 
AND ITS “BODY”

“…we teach our environments first complex, then self-organizing, intelligence 
that could eventually become evolutionary” 18

Warren Brodey, 1967

Nicholas Negroponte who in the 1970s at the MIT Group of Architecture Machines, 
performed a series of experiments of applying artificial intelligence in architecture and 
urban planning, argues that in order for architecture to think and behave cognitively 
as humans, meaning to become self-aware, it requires a body that is similar to 

the human, or similar to a living organism’s body 19. Such thinking can be similarly 
found to the “neuroarchitecture” described by Marcos Novak where “bricks and mortar 
are replaced by intelligent, plastic, nanomaterials keeping the central nervous system of 
the building informed on inner and outer influences, in precisely the same way that this 
occurs in the human body” 20. For Novak the future of architecture lies in the capacity of 
using nanotechnology and artificial intelligence in order to create building bodies made by 
neurons and atomic particles 21. 

The above visions raise the question on how the “body” or the materiality of an 
artificially intelligent architecture contributes to, or is related with, the evolution of 
its “mind”.

The current advances of AI and their applications in Materially Responsive Architecture 
where the material or the “body” of architecture is dynamic and evolutional, opens up a 
series of possibilities for achieving an enhanced-evolutionary architecture. The term 
“evolutionary architecture” as John Fraser describes it, is a form of “artificial life”, where 
architecture attempts to evolve its form and structure in emulation of the evolutionary 
processes of nature such as “morphogenesis, genetic coding, replication and selection” 22. 

For contemporary architects working with the applications and implications of Responsive 
Architecture, “intelligence” is perceived within different frameworks. Kas Oosterhuis defines 
intelligence in architecture as different from the human one. He points out that “it is 
regarded as emergent behavior coming up from the complex interactions of less complex 
actuators” 23. Oosterhuis highlights the importance of collective intelligence of coordinated 
behaviors by different agents that interact on simpler rules compared to the rules of the 
collective system in its whole. He speaks about the “emergence”, which can be found in 
nature in several frameworks including the creation of complex forms of birds that are 
based on simple movement rules among them, usually described as “swarm intelligence” 
[vii]. 

Architect and interactive designer Usman Haque, draws upon Gordon Pask’s “conversational 
theory” and highlights the importance of conversation through multiple feedback loops 
among users, space and environment. He describes an artificially intelligent system 
“in which people build up their spaces through ‘conversations’ with the environment, 
where the history of interactions builds new possibilities for sharing goals and sharing 
outcomes”24. Triggered by the visions of cybernetics and in relation to Pask, Haque points 
out the importance of responsiveness that is “about affecting not just actual output (in 
response to input) but also about affecting the way that output is calculated” 25.

Similarly, Tomas Jaskiewicz frames “intelligence” in architecture within the important aspect 
of feedbacks. Naming it “interactive architecture” he highlights the importance of bilateral 
relationships between spaces and users, where the behavior or change of one, is affecting 

Assembled Architecture [vi] project developed by Fabio Gramazio, Matthias Kohler 
and Raffaello D’Andrea in 2011. The six meter foam wall project was built by four flying 
robots that integrated special grippers to hold the brick configurations (Figure 4 and 5). 
A central system of Artificial Intelligence and feedback control has been used in order 
to plan the trajectories and avoid collisions among the robots, as well as in order for 
the robots to identify the exact geolocation where they need to place the next brick 
according to the current status of the wall at that moment 17.

These projects and a number of similar examples consist of the state of the art in 
the applications of AI in architecture. Although each one of these examples opens up 
immense possibilities for architectural design, construction and performance, the 
common thinking behind these projects resides in a culture of using AI to optimize 
the performance or the construction of spaces that consist in traditional and static 
“bodies”, or materials. 

[vi] Flight Assembled Architecture is a collaboration between Gramazio & Kohler group at ETH Zurich and Flying 
Machine Arena Research Team. It is considered the first installation to be built by flying machines.
[vii] Swarm intelligence (SI) is a concept used to indicate the collective coordinated behavior of decentralized 
and self-organized systems, both natural or artificial. The principle of swarm intelligence is nowadays one of the 
basic concepts employed to develop artificial intelligence.
***

17  F. Augugliaro et al.,  “The flight assembled architecture installation: Cooperative construction with flying 
machines”, IEEE, Control Systems, vol. 34, no.4, August 2014, pp. 46–64.
18  

W. Brodey, “The design of intelligent environments: Soft architecture”, Landscape, vol. 17, no.1, Autumn 1967.

19   
Negroponte N., Soft Architecture Machines, Cambridge, The MIT Press, 1976.

20  
 T. Markussen and T. Birch, “Minding House”, Intelligent Agent, vol. 5, no.2, 2006.

21   M. Novak, “Transvergence: Finite and Infinite Minds”, in K. Oosterhuis and L. Feireiss (eds.), Game Set and 
Match II: The Architecture Co-laboratory on Computer Games, Advanced Geometries, and Digital Technologies, 
Rotterdam, Episode Publishers, 2006, pp. 396-405.
22  

 J. Frazer, An Evolutionary Architecture, London, Architectural Association Publications, 1995.
23  

 K. Oosterhuis, “A new kind of Building”, in A.Graafland and L. J. Kavanaugh (eds.), Crossover. Architecture 
Urbanism Technology, Rotterdam, 010 Publishers, 2006, p. 243.
24  

 U. Haque, “Architecture, Interaction, Systems”,  AU: Arquitetura & Urbanismo, no.149, August 2006, Brazil.
25  

 U. Haque, “Distinguishing concepts: lexicons of interactive art and architecture”, in L. Bullivant (ed.), 4dsocial: 
Interactive Design Environments, Wiley, Architectural Design, vol. 77, no.4, July-August 2007, p. 26.
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3.3.5 
SELF-ACTIVE MATTER 
PRINCIPLES

The Self-Active Matter category of projects, that mostly operate based on AI and ML 
technologies combined with active matter, presents a series of common principles: 

Vast amounts of data of users, many users and environment: Self-Active Matter 
systems integrate the capacity of processing a vast amount of data through evolutionary 
and training algorithms. The source of vast data is both the user’s patterns on behaviors, 
as well as environmental data. 
User’s patterns or behaviors usually are being captured through sensors or software 
that are able to generate data on for example: which hours the user usually occupies 
the building, through which days of the week usually are they  absent, which is the usual 
comfortable temperature for him/her in the interior, what kind of light conditions s/he 
prefers according to how s/he manipulate the curtains and widows etc. In many cases, 
as we will see in our case studies in the current chapter section, the user data not only 
refers to one or few occupants of a unit but they can extend to the data of many users of 
an entire building or at a neighborhood scale.

The environmental data usually comes from weather forecast stations, as well as through 
sensors that capture data on temperature, sun, humidity or wind in the surface of the 
buildings. The procession of data is happening in computed algorithms that are embedded 
in the software of the system. It becomes clear, though, that Self-Active Matter consists in 
and relies on a physical/material dimension as well as on a digital/software one.

Autonomous behavior: Self Active Matter systems present the capacity of autonomous 
behavior, meaning that they are able to gather and process data from which they take 
an optimized decision for activating a physical change. The autonomous behavior is the 
exact opposite from the existing automation systems, where reaction happens in pre-
programmed conditions. In Self Active Matter the behavior arises as a continuous 
dialogue among data from users, environment and matter, and is by no means predictable. 

Users, environment or active material behavior separately contribute to Self-Active Matter 
systems, in order to train their system and feed them with information, but no decision is 
made independently by any of them. The final decision for the physical change to happen 
is taken by the global system itself, of course taking into consideration all the internal and 
external contingencies. It is also important to highlight, that within the evolving nature 
of autonomous behavior, it is never certain that within the same conditions (for instance 
certain temperature and certain users), outcomes will be the same. This happens, because 
the continuous training of the system might evolve in a state where a different actuation 
could be considered optimum based on the training history.

Eventually, since such autonomous behavior is based on a computational calculation, users 
can “ interrupt” or “hack” the system in order to change the actuation, but this act is not 
an inherent property of the Self Active Matter and it only lays on the fact that computed 
systems can still be eventually powered on and off by the humans.

Computed Performance: The afore-mentioned autonomous behavior and performance 
is the outcome of continuous computation of mathematical models. In this sense, the 
performance of the architectural system cannot be considered totally passive (as in the case 
of Re-Active Matter), although the system counts on the possibility of passive responses of 
the active material. For this last reason and for the reason that the system integrates user’s 
pattern behaviors, it can neither be considered totally active, purely driven by a human-
computer interaction interface (as in the case of Co-Active Matter). Rather than a hybrid 
model of performance, Self-Active Matter systems can be considered as ones exhibiting and 
operating a digitally and materially computed performance.
In this performance, continuously evolving and changing digital code merge with material 
properties, revealing, thus, a unique merge between bits and atoms. Materials become 
information uniting with the digital world, while digital processes both inform and are 
informed by the morphogenetic capacities of matter, uniting therefore, with the material 
world.

the other in a continuous feedback loop. The behavior of such architecture “exhibits 
autonomous behaviour, in which that behaviour evolves through interactions with its 
users and environment” 26. 

We, can therefore, argue that in order for achieving self-aware architecture both 
“body”/materiality as well as feedback loops among users, environment and space 
are crucial aspects to consider in their design.

Within the context of AI advancements and possibilities in architectural applications, 
and with a goal of creating a responsive system that operates on a complete feedback 
model in different scales, this chapter section describes and analyzes a new category of 
Materially Responsive Architecture projects. This category of projects, named Self-Active 
Matter, combines computational processes of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine 
Learning (ML) with active materials with the goal to create an autonomous responsive 
behavior that is driven by vast amounts of data related to both user’s desire and 
environmental stimuli.

26
 T. Jaskiewicz, “Towards a Methodology for Complex Adaptive Interactive Architecture”, PhD dissertation, TU 

Delft, 2013.



Figure 6. 
Image of Photocro-
mic Powders.

Figure 7.
Vast data of the environment 
informs the self-actuation of 
the façade.

Figure 8.
Vast data of the environment are 
being processes through mathe-
matical and training models.
Image Courtesy: IAAC Digital 
Matter Studio, 2014, Kovachev, 
Bashir, Bausa.

Figure 9.
Design of the façade system. 
Image Courtesy: IAAC Digital 
Matter Studio, 2014, Kovachev, 
Bashir, Bausa.
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3.3.6
CASE STUDIES

3.3.6.1. CASE STUDY 1: CHROMATIC SKIN:
PHOTOCHROMIC FACHADES THAT COLLECT 
BUILDING OCCUPANCY DATA AND ACTUATE FOR 
INTERIOR LIGHT AND TEMPERATURE CONTROL

Chromatic Skin [ix] presents an exploration of potential architectural applications of Colour 
Changing Materials, namely Photochromic Powders (Figure 6). 

Photochromism is defined as light induced reversible change of colour 27. It is a reversible 
phototransformation of a chemical species between two forms having different absorption 
spectra, and it essentially results in a reversible change of colour upon light exposure 28.

The project of Chromatic Skin speculates optimal interior light design solutions through 
building skins that consist of active photochromic materials. Environmental digital tools 
necessary for the simulation of the anticipated material behaviour under changing 
environmental conditions, have been combined with high-end fabrication techniques for 
the production of a functional prototype.

Through material testing, the research determined that the application of photochromics 
in architecture is best suited for Passive Shading/ Light and Heat regulating glazing. The 
project proposes a versatile system that derives its intelligence from:

- Photochromics- as Intelligent Material. 

- A Parametric Design Tool adapting building skins to better optimized forms and material 
allocation, in response to local environmental conditions at every point along the surface. 
(Figure 7 and 8).

- A Machine Learning algorithm, to process UV light data from environment, user’s 
occupancy in the building and material change-color behaviour.

The project develops and applies a photochromic coating in existing glass façades. 
The design process includes the creation of a variety of patterns where the coating is 
implemented. The form of dot is used for defining the unit of the pattern (Figure 9).
The “dot” photochromic pattern systems allow for shading whenever needed, thanks to the 
inherent chemical properties that turn them proportionally darker to the intensity of UV 
light (Figure 10). 

On the other hand, environmental analysis and simulation tools allow for accurate 
calculations of solar radiation and lighting received by any surface in a particular location in 
the world. The dynamic behaviour of colour change materials have been integrated into the 

[ix] Chromatic Skin is a projects developed at IAAC Digital Matter in 2014-15 by students: Carlos Bausa Martinez, Hristo Kovachev, 
Stephanie Bashirä and faculty: Areti Markopoulou (research director), Alexandre Dubor (faculty assistant) and Moritz Begle (assistant).
***

27
 H. Durr and H. Bouas-Laurent, Photochromism: Molecules and Systems, Amsterdam, Elsevier Science, 2003.

28
 M. Irie, “Photochromism:  Memories and Switches-Introduction”, American Chemical Society Publishers, Chemical Reviews, vol. 100, 

no.5, May 2000, pp. 1683–1684.



Figure 11.
Possible façade design based 
on optimization algorithms 
in three different contexts 
and locations (Beirut, Sofia, 
Barcelona).
Image Courtesy: IAAC Digital 
Matter Studio, 2014, Kovachev, 
Bashir, Bausa.

Figure 12.
Digital Fabrication of the 
Prototype.
Image Courtesy: IAAC Digital 
Matter Studio, 2014, Kovachev, 
Bashir, Bausa.

Figure 13.
First performative physical 
prototypes.
Image Courtesy: IAAC 
Digital Matter Studio, 2014, 
Kovachev, Bashir, Bausa.

Figure 14.
First performative physical 
prototypes.
Image Courtesy: IAAC 
Digital Matter Studio, 
2014, Kovachev, Bashir, 
Bausa.

Figure 15. 
Self actuating physical 
prototype.
Image Courtesy: IAAC 
Digital Matter Studio, 
2014, Kovachev, Bashir, 
Bausa.

Figure 10.
Tests on photochromic 
powders and response.
Image Courtesy: IAAC 
Digital Matter Studio, 2014, 
Kovachev, Bashir, Bausa.
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Figure 17. 
Exterior and interior view 
of the façade system.
Image Courtesy: IAAC 
Digital Matter Studio, 2014, 
Kovachev, Bashir, Bausa.

Figure 18.
Render view of the system 
in a building in Barcelona.
Image Courtesy: IAAC 
Digital Matter Studio, 2014, 
Kovachev, Bashir, Bausa.

Figure 16. 
Variation of transparency 
levels according to the 
different  amount of 
external light.
Image Courtesy: IAAC 
Digital Matter Studio, 2014, 
Kovachev, Bashir, Bausa.
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simulation, and a custom algorithm has been used to efficiently distribute the material over 
any given facade. 

While such a system, could eventually behave as a Re-Active Matter system, passively 
reacting to the changes of light conditions, the project brings forth the possibility of 
further exploring machine learning algorithms that are able to process data from the 
environmental light combined with data on the occupancy of the building. For capturing 
this data, sensors of physical proximity are required in the interior of a building in order 
to sense areas and levels of occupancy, areas of crowd or empty areas where people are 
absent. The projects selects to apply the system in an office building, where on the one 
hand occupancy varies according to time and on the other, different profile users share a 
common space.

If there are entire floors or rooms that are either crowded or not occupied, the software 
embedded in the system triggers an appropriate actuation for the facade in order to find 
the optimized photochromic areas that need to be activated based on UVA light levels 
and user’s presence. When UVA levels are high and the building is occupied, then the 
building’s skin activates its photochromic property and gets darker as a response to light. 
When the building is partially occupied, then the algorithm is able to calculate (taking into 
consideration the material behavior) which areas of the photochromic pattern should be 
activated to create the appropriate natural light or shading conditions for the people to 
work inside the building.

As we have seen, Chromatic Skin develops and uses digital simulation tools to both control 
the design of the façade where the photochromic pattern is applied, as well as to optimize 
the performance of the photochromics based on the data from both environment and 
users. More specifically, on the parametric design of the façade, the parameters used are 
the longitude and latitude of the site where the building is implemented. The longitude and 
latitude data, define the exact geolocation, as well as the solar path related to this location 
along the year. The parametric tool, therefore, allows the customized design of three 
dimensional façade systems that can be applied in different cities of the world and three 
examples have been designed for Beirut, Sofia and Barcelona (Figure 11).

The design concept features curved glazing, integrating photochromic pigments within the 
protective films. Hence, thermoforming and vacuum forming has been employed as the 
main techniques for fabricating the prototypes. For the latter, photochromics are mixed 
with epoxy resin that is later applied to the surface following the digital pattern, cut on a 
flexible stencil of vinyl (Figure 12).

This project presents no generally applicable construction detail but rather a generally 
applicable process where the given surface is subject to refinement using the parametric 
tool that will project Solar rays, and allocate the Photochromic panels (Figure 11). The 
resultant customized surface according to the local solar path analysis, is then panelised 
and a corresponding structural concept is developed (Figure 15). 

Chromatic skin combines the passive actuation of thermochromics with the occupancy data 
of buildings in order to process information, train algorithms and eventually learn and take 
more informed decisions on the performance of a shading façade. Such systems contribute 
directly to the heating and cooling process of a building, allowing savings in energy 
consumption as well as enhancing the indoor quality of air, temperature and light (Figure 
16, 17 and 18).

The project presents the appropriate framework for creating self-aware stimuli in 
architecture for the scale of a building, which is affected by environmental conditions, but 
additionally by a large group of distinct users that occupies it in different moments.



Figure 19.
Nine Forms Generated by Ori-
gami- Adaptive Component.
Image Courtesy: Mokhtar S. , 
Leung C., Chronis A., 2018

Figure 20.
Four Shape Memory Alloys 
(SMAs) Location within 
Shading Component.
Image Courtesy: Mokhtar S. , 
Leung C., Chronis A., 2018

Figure 21.
Four Shape Memory Alloys 
(SMAs) Location within Shad-
ing Component.
Image Courtesy: Mokhtar S. , 
Leung C., Chronis A., 2018

Figure 22.
Left: Average Shading Impacts of  
neighbourhood components.
Right: Monthly analysis of neighbo-
hood compponent impact on shading.
Image Courtesy: Mokhtar S. , Leung C., 
Chronis A., 2018
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3.3.6.2. CASE STUDY 2: 
NEIGHBORHOOD 
COLLECTIVE SHADING

Focusing on the distinct data that can be used in order to train algorithms for an 
autonomous behavior on Materially Responsive Architecture the following case study 29 
presents valuable definitions and simulations that can be used for calculating data on the 
impact of the different unit’s behavior in a component-based responsive façade. Such 
simulations provide data on optimizing the collective behavior of shape memory alloy-
actuated shading façades.

In this case study, the research points out that when optimizing actuation in Materially 
Responsive Façades actuated by Shape Memory Alloys (SMA), the data of the impact of each 
unit on its neighbor is crucial for the outcome of the collective behavior. Since machine 
learning algorithms require vast amounts of data to better train their algorithms for 
decision making, and since digital simulation software gives us the possibility to capture the 
vast amount of the unit’s impact in its neighbor, then, including such data on autonomous 
behavior becomes fundamental.

Such an approach, introduces principles in autonomous behavior where actuation patterns 
are not based on uniformity but on multiple different actuations of each unit in order to 
achieve an optimized behavior that is self-actuated by the information process of both each 
units’ performance and environmental conditions.

The location of the case studies façade was identified as Cairo, capital of Egypt, and the 
façade unit is an origami-based geometry of 400mm by 400mm that is actuated by four 
shape memory alloys located at four corners. According to which shape memory alloy (SMA) 
or which combinations of SMAs are actuated each time, the outcome can have nine distinct 
forms for each unit 30 (Figure 19 and 20). 

A series of digital simulations using software of Rhino3D, Grasshopper and Ladybug [x] has 
been developed in order to extract data that can then possibly feed a machine learning 
algorithm. The two distinct sets of data collected are: (i) the solar irradiation on the building 
surface and (ii) four SMAs incident solar radiation values. The actuation and shading impact 
of all possible configurations is calculated to 60,000 different possibilities (Figure 21).

The data collected includes the different configurations of each unit and an impact factor 
in its neighbour along different day-times and different seasons. One could observe, 
thus, that in December there is no impact factor on the neighbour units since the solar 
path is horizontal. This is not, however, the case during the summer months, where the 
deformation of each unit affect the shading, and therefore the temperature and the 
actuation of the neighbour unit. If SMA, for instance, requires 62 Celsius degree to deform, 
when the first units start to actuate they drastically affect the shading and therefore the 
actuation of their neighbouring ones that eventually requires higher electrical input for 
activation.  

[x] Rhino 3D is a CAD software for 3d modelling. Grasshopper is a parametric plugin for Rhino 3D and Ladybug is a Grasshopper plug 
in for solar irradiation analysis.

***

29 
MS. Mokhtar, C. Leung and A. Chronis, “Neighbourhood Shading Impacts on Passive Adaptive Façade Collective Behaviour”, in T. 

Rakha et al. (eds.), Proceedings of Symposium on Simulation for Architecture & Urban Design, ACM, Delft, 2018, pp. 199-210.
30 

MS. Mokhtar, C. Leung and A. Chronis, “Neighbourhood Shading Impacts on Passive Adaptive Façade Collective Behaviour”, in T. 
Rakha et al. (eds.), Proceedings of Symposium on Simulation for Architecture & Urban Design, ACM, Delft, 2018, pp. 199-210.



Figure 23.
Hourly Shading Impact 
Percentage of All Cases of 
Significance.
Image Courtesy: Mokhtar S. , 
Leung C., Chronis A., 2018

Figure 24.
Section and view of Soft Skin 
application for wind protection in 
a second skin system in high rise 
buildings. 
Image Courtesy: IAAC, Digital Matter 
Studio 2014
Alayeli F, Alayeli L., Jotanovic, Temel.
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In the hierarchy table created by the researchers, they define the upper sided hierarchies 
as upper neighbours with a sub-hierarchy of right neighbours, and the lower side as lower 
neighbours with a sub-hierarchy of left neighbours (Figure 22).

The impacted cases were further explored on an hourly basis, where data can be captured 
not only based on months but also based on the solar path during days (Figure 23).

Although, the current case study does not present an holistic model of training, where data 
include user’s desires, it is actually opening up the possibilities of how data can be captured, 
assuming that vast amount of data can be captured everywhere and at every location is not 
realistic, and it also represents one of the main limitations of machine learning and artificial 
intelligence in architecture. Vast amounts of data need to be fed into the system, but such 
data is not easy to find or are not always unbiased.

Without entering the technical details of the digital simulations, since this is not the scope 
of this thesis, it is valid to highlight that using digital simulations for generating data that 
can feed our machine learning algorithms for autonomous architectural performance, 
becomes a useful tool for overcoming a significant part of the above limitations. The 
integration of more (simulated) data into our Materially Responsive Architecture could allow 
for higher performance, better system prediction and a more informed design-behaviour-
performance testing cycle.

3.3.6.3. CASE STUDY 3: 
SOFT MEMBRANES: GRAPHENE 
MEMBRANES AS CAPACITATIVE SENSOR 
SKINS THAT SENSE THEIR POSITION 
AND REACT TO WIND

The current architectural experiment has been conducted by a multidisciplinary group 
led by architects, in collaboration with material scientists as well as in collaboration with 
computer scientists at the Institute for Advanced Architecture of Catalonia (IAAC).
Its goal is to develop building skins out of soft membranes, able to sense wind and self-
deform to create protected areas for the users, as well as to retain structural integrity.

Smart Membrane (initially named Soft Skin [xi] ), has been developed as an elastic building 
secondary skin that uses air inflation (pneumatic systems), to actively respond to constantly 
changing parameters of wind speed and direction (Figure 24). The Skin has been initially 
explored as a composite material made of thin layers of flexible silicone rubber and elastic 
fabric. Consisted on a series of inflatable cells combined in groups, the skin surface is 
able to change form and topography when air is inserted (volume expansion) or released 
(shrinkage of volume). The amount of air pressure can additionally define a gradient of 
volume in the states between full inflation and deflation (Figure 25).

The skin, apart from responding to wind vibrations is also able to control the amount 
of light entering the interior of the system, since when cells are inflated the thin layer of 
silicone becomes more or less transparent upon stretching (Figure 26).

[xi] Soft Skin project has been developed at Digital Matter Research of MAA - Master in Advanced Architecture 2013-14 at IAAC by 
students: C.Temel, F.Alayeli, L.Alayeli, N.Jotanovic and faculty: A.Markopoulou, A.Dubor, C.Bausa.



Figure 25.
Soft Skin Pocket Opening 
System. 
Image Courtesy: IAAC, Digital 
Matter Studio 2014
Alayeli F, Alayeli L., 
Jotanovic, Temel.

Figure 26.
Actuation and Inflation Tests on 
the silicone membrane for light 
and volume control.
Image Courtesy: IAAC, Digital 
Matter Studio 2014
Alayeli F, Alayeli L., Jotanovic, 
Temel. 

Figure 27.
Artificial neural network data from deformation 
and resistance change through the robotic training.
Image Courtesy: IAAC, Digital Matter Studio 2017
Talaei, Garivani, Koshelyuk.

Figure 28.
Training Single-point Pressure: 
Robotic Arm used to stretch 
the membrane on different 
pressures from where data on 
resistance changes are gathered 
and paired with data on defor-
mation in XYZ. 
Image Courtesy: IAAC, Digital 
Matter Studio 2017
Talaei, Garivani, Koshelyuk. 

Figure 29.
Single Point Pressure Prediction 
Performance.
Image Courtesy: IAAC, Digital 
Matter Studio 2017
Talaei, Garivani, Koshelyuk.

Figure 30.
Self Actuating Graphene-based 
Silicon  Membrane for wind 
protection.
Image developed by Author 
based on Soft Skin [xii] and In-
Sense  [xiii] project developed 
at IAAC MAA Digital Matter 
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 [xii] Soft Skin project has been developed at Digital Matter Research of MAA, IAAC by students: C.Temel, F.Alayeli, L.Alayeli, 
N.Jotanovic and faculty: A.Markopoulou, A.Dubor, C.Bausa
[xiii] In-Sense project has been developed at Digital Matter Research of MAA, IAAC by students: A. Talaei, S. Garivani, D. Koshelyuk 
and faculty: A.Markopoulou (research director) , A. Chronis (computational expert) and D.Leon and R. Krenmüller (faculty 
assistants)
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The unique conductive and capacitor properties of graphene coupled with AI systems 
contribute to the creation of a soft elastic skin that can store energy, electricity or data, 
and then distribute it through its conductive property contributing in establishing a holistic 
design of energy collection, distribution and storage in a singular membrane (Figure 30).

The developed prototype lends itself to numerous applications, ranging from structural 
optimization of membranes to environmentally adaptive and kinetic material systems for 
energy optimization. 

Without minimizing the importance of limitations due to the significant cost that currently 
such solution would add to the construction of a building skin, the outcome of the research 
opens up new possibilities of integrated intelligence (through active materials and AI) in 
the built space. Instead of creating digital interfaces to control our built environment, 
novel material systems such as the graphene-based soft membrane explored in this study, 
contribute in the development of physical interfaces that when coupled with Artificial 
Intelligence technologies question traditional processes of building performance and city 
operations. The current research study not only develops a multiscalar system that could 
be applied in different scales and sectors, it also develops a system that questions the 
traditional relation of intelligence with sensors and centralized computers that control 
spatial operation.

In a further development of this project, the author, together with a new group of 
students and in collaboration with material scientists from the Italian Institute of 
Technology (IIT) and the Smart Materials Group [xiv], explored the introduction of 
graphene nanoplatelets [xv] in the soft membrane composite, creating the In-Sense 
project [xvi]. With the goal of discarding the need of pneumatic systems and high energy 
demand for its actuation and with the goal of holistically integrating the capacity of 
sensing and actuating in the material system graphene has been used both as sensor 
and actuator.

The electronic and mechanical properties of graphene lend themselves to a series of 
multidisciplinary sensor applications, such as chemical, electrochemical, magnetic and 
electric fields as well as mass and strain sensors. Graphene offers advantages in all 
ranges of sensing modalities which is an indication of its versatility and importance 31. 
In the evolution of the project, graphene nanoplatelets have been used as a capacitive 
sensor, meaning as a sensor that measures conductivity and resistivity (resistance) 
differences in the material.
 
The newly fabricated silicon/graphene membrane is able to identify local deformations, 
thus, to ‘sense’ its deformation with high accuracy. This is achieved using an artificial 
neural network that is trained through a robotic driven actuation process (Figure 27).
More precisely the membrane is being stretched randomly, through a robotic arm that 
repeats stretching actuations several times. Through the different levels of stretching, 
it is possible to collect data on the membrane’s deformation, as well as on the changes 
of resistance due to the stretch. This is because different stretching degrees of the 
membrane provoke varied resistance levels in conductivity. 

High resistance then, means lower conductivity and vice versa. When a graphene based 
membrane that is conductive, is being stretched, then its conductivity value decreases 
and its resistivity levels grows. The robotic driven actuation allows the generation of vast 
data on the deformation of the membrane. The data collected is fed to a neural network 
and AI is used in order to train the membrane that is able to identify its location and 
deformation at any given moment (Figure 28 and 29).

We therefore see that the AI technology in combination with the sensing capacity of the 
active material used (graphene) provide alternative ways of sensing. Sensing in this case 
study is integrated in the material system itself and no need of external wind or 
vibration sensing systems are needed. The AI embeds intelligence to the membrane 
and any critical deformation of the membrane due to the wind, can be sensed by the 
same membrane.
 
The detection of critical states of the membrane can eventually actuate a balance system 
so that the membrane can come back to its initial state or to a state that is not critical for 
its structural integrity. This actuation system can be achieved with traditional methods of 
actuation such as motors and mechanical systems. Because graphene, however, is also a 
capacitor, it can conduct electricity and actuate partially the points of the membrane that 
need to be deformed to reach a new balance. We, therefore, observe that such a system 
not only provides an integrated sensing system but also an integrated system of 
actuation.

3.3.6.4. CASE STUDY 4: 
SYNAPSE: GRAPHENE COMPOSITES 
FOR SMART FLOORS THAT SENSE 
PEDESTRIAN FLOWS FOR LOCALIZED 
ACTUATION

The following case study represents a category of projects within Self-Active Matter in that 
their applications can be expanded at the urban scale. The absence of accurate, real-
time information about individual’s spatial behavior leaves designers and decision makers 
without a real space performance metric and may consequently lead to poor judgment 
and speculations. Synapse [xvii] aims to provide designers and decision makers with an 
information gathering tool for users’ spatial behavioral patterns towards a better evidence-
based, contextual, data-driven design process and behavioral research.

The project uses capacitive sensing technology and surface-embedded Graphene 
Nanoparticles to sense pedestrian flows and how individuals occupy and use spaces. As we 

[xiv] The project has been supported by graphene experts: Athanasia Athanassiou, Giovanni Perotto and Ilker Bayer who are part of 
the Smart Materials Group of Italian Institute of Technology (IIT).
[xv] Graphene nanoplatelets are nanoparticles that consist of small stacks of graphene that are 1 to 15 nanometers thick. Compared 
to pure graphene, graphene nanoplatelets are easier and cheaper to find in the market and therefore appropriate for rapid 
prototyping and experimentation.

[xvi] In-Sense project has been developed at Digital Matter Research of MAA, IAAC by students: A. Talaei, S. Garivani, D. Koshelyuk and 
faculty: A.Markopoulou (research director) , A. Chronis (computational expert) and D.Leon and R. Krenmüller (faculty assistants)

+++

31 
E.W.Will, A. Vijayaraghavan and K. Novoselov, “Graphene Sensors”, IEEE, Sensors Journal, vol. 11, no.12, December 2011.



Figure 31.
Graphene-concrete composite floor 
tile, able to sense human presence 
and actuate by lighting or heating.
Image Courtesy: IAAC, Digital Matter 
Studio 2018. 
Kirova, Jalodia, Mahdi.

Figure 32.
A 0.5 mm thick flexible PETG 
sheet is used to apply the 
graphene ink and create the 
responsive surface membrane.
Image Courtesy: IAAC, Digital 
Matter Studio 2018. 
Kirova, Jalodia, Mahdi. 

Figure 33.
Different binders and percentage of 
graphene significantly impact ink’s 
electrical resistance.
Image Courtesy: IAAC, Digital Matter 
Studio 2018. 

Figure 34.
Different patterns had 
different sensing range due 
to their distinctive projected 
electrical fields. 
Image Courtesy: IAAC, Digital 
Matter Studio 2018. 
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have seen, capacitive sensing is a proximity sensing technology. Capacitive sensors work 
by generating an electric field and detect nearby objects by sensing whether this field has 
been disrupted. Capacitive sensors, including graphene sensors, can detect anything that 
is conductive or that has a significantly different permittivity than air, like a human body or 
hand; properties that have been used for the development of the project.

Using machine-learning algorithms, the system analyzes the gathered data to reconfigure 
the space and optimize its settings according to the users’ behavior. The aim is to create a 
smart material system (in the form of tile or flexible film) that can be applied in floors, walls, 
facade systems and even furniture.

The system utilizes the principle of mutual capacitive sensing, that is widely used in 
touchscreen technologies and can be embedded in various surfaces. Using graphene 
nanoplatelets (GNPs) the system can operate both as sensor and actuator, as we have seen 
in the previous case study. The actuation of the system can vary from heating, lighting, 
inductive charging and haptic feedback. The graphene-based system has been developed 
and applied in different substrates, such as concrete and flexible film. The flexible film, 
allows for the creation of an active sensing membrane that can be applied in existing 
surfaces or urban furniture and a concrete tile can be applied to replace existing urban 
pavements, all in order to sense and capture data of urban flows.  (Figure 31 and 32).

The Ratio of the binder to graphene nanoplatelets is the decisive factor in achieving 
a required conductivity. Several material tests for creating conductive ink have been 
undertaken for achieving the required conductivity for each case. We can program the 
mix such that it provides a high conductivity while using electrodes and slightly lowering 
conductivity and increasing the resistivity to an optimal level to be used for graphene 
heating pads (Figure 33).
Simultaneously, different patterns have been tested in order to optimize sensing capacities 
of the graphene based surface (Figure 34).

By embedding graphene electrodes in both concrete tiles and film and using mutual 
capacitive sensing, the system is able to detect a footstep regardless of the thickness of the 
substrate material (concrete or film). By using a high-resolution grid and analyzing the non-
concurrent incoming signals, it is possible to distinguish between different phases of a walk 
cycle. This feature is used to determine the walking direction as well as the stance phase 
speed (Figure 35).

Apart from sensing, the use of Graphene Nanoplatelets composites are also tested as 
actuators to provide localized heating or lighting for urban signaling. By changing the mix 
of graphene ink, it is possible to achieve an ink mixture that can be rapidly heated to very 
high temperatures with relatively low voltage. Another test conducted includes presence 
sensing that is being used to actuate different heating pads. This way, only pads with great 
proximity to the user are activated  (Figure 36).

Data collected from the largest prototypes is used to generate occupancy maps, which 
allow users and decision makers to interpret urban pedestrian flows with ease. The 
occupancy maps include data of both frequency/activation (how many people occupy an 
area) as well as engagement (for how much time people stay in a given location). Activation 
and engagement, together provide a holistic index of occupancy in a space.
This data, becomes the base for training algorithms that can then predict pedestrian flows 
according to day, time and location  (Figure 37).

The material composites developed during the research prove to be suitable systems for 
contributing in an urban system with embedded intelligence and performance that can 
develop an autonomous and self-aware performance such as lighting or localized heating 

[xvii] Synapse is a project developed at IAAC Digital Matter 2017-18, by students: Nikol Kirova, Shruti  Jalodia, Hayder Mahdi and 
Faculty: Areti Markopoulou with assistant faculty David Andres and Angelos Chronis.



Figure 35.
Analyzing non-concurrent signals to determine walking direction.
Image Courtesy: IAAC, Digital Matter Studio 2018. 
Kirova, Jalodia, Mahdi.

Figure 36.
Localized Heating Tests 
as reaction to footsteps 
sensing. GNP surface 
operating as both sensor 
and actuator.
Image Courtesy: IAAC, Digi-
tal Matter Studio 2018. 
Kirova, Jalodia, Mahdi.

Figure 37.
Occupancy maps show two 
information sets :

1) Activation – the number of 
pedestrians passing through a 
specific area is denoted by the height 
of the mesh. The highest peak stands 
for the most visited space.

2) engagement – the colors denote 
user engagement of the space i.e. 
time spent in a specific space. Warm 
colors represent more engagement.
Image Courtesy: IAAC, Digital Matter 
Studio 2018. 
Kirova, Jalodia, Mahdi.
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amongst others. This performance is driven by a direct feedback from the user 
and the performance of the system can additionally feedback the user to change 
their behavior. The impact of the performance on the user varies. Actuation, for 
instance, of localized heating might result in users staying longer in a location than 
if heating was not applied. Another interesting application of such a system is the 
creation of dynamic signage in the streets, where pedestrians, autonomous cars 
and other vehicles, such as bicycles can have information on how to move and co-
exist in an harmonious way.
 
The “Imaging the Driverless City” by BIG-the Bjarke Ingels Group for the 2010 
Audi Urban Future Initiative, for example, envisioned a city where self-driven 
cars move in harmony with their fellow pedestrian commuters. Such a system, 
though, requires novel smart infrastructures where sensors are embedded in the 
pavement, “generating a ubiquitous network of smart streets that would control 
and direct the smart cars” 32. Synapse could offer an alternative system to the 
complex embedded sensors and actuators envisioned in BIG’s project. It can offer 
an alternative holistic approach where sensing and actuating are found in the 
same properties of the material used (graphene) and is fully integrated in the 
urban surfaces.

Furthermore, by recording traces of footsteps, the system can provide accurate 
anonyms, large-scale spatiotemporal information as well as dynamic occupancy 
maps, trend prediction, and real-time urban interaction pedestrian information. 
The information becomes particularly valuable when coupled with existing urban 
information such as land use and mobility data.

The combination of physical active material systems coupled with technologies of 
Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning can target gaps or missing links in the 
urban infrastructure and build space program. Collecting vast amounts of data 
and achieving urban intelligence cannot be entirely or accurately supported just by 
plugged-in sensors and actuators, but by additionally, using the new materiality of 
the city as a sensor or actuator itself. The urban data acquired by both the digital 
(sensors) and the physical (new materiality) become accurate  information for 
urban analysis and predictive modelling, allowing more accurate and informed 
decision making for urban planning and design.

It is, however, important to highlight that the cost accessibility of graphene 
materials, is an important limitation to the system. Although, graphene composites 
are more efficient than other urban flow capturing technologies, it might take some 
time, until its applications can be fully industrialized and brought to market. The 
possibilities though, that such systems bring in both sensing and actuation as well 
as in the possibility of creating a tool that can inform urban planning and design 
are immense.

32 
G. Hack, “Hearst Lecture: Gary Hack - Disruptive Changes and the Pattern of Cities”, Focus, vol. 14, no. 1, April 2016. Retrieved by 

https://digitalcommons.calpoly.edu/focus/vol14/iss1/9, (accessed March 2019).



Figure 38.
Self Active Matter system of circular 
feedback behavior and evolution.
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3.3.7
SELF-ACTIVE MATTER 
CONCLUSIONS

Unpredicted Conditions and Non Linear Dynamic Systems: Self Active Matter is 
characterized by the ability to present autonomous behavior, meaning the ability to 
autonomously reason and learn. This adds to the architectural creation by designing 
spaces that maintain a continuous dialogue “not only with their users but also between 
each other, instead of reacting to pre-programmed conditions” 33.
 
As we have described, Artificial Intelligent systems relies on proactively executing functions 
based on their internal computation. In Self Active Matter, its internal computations relies 
on two aspects: first is the digital aspect (the software), and as in any digital system of AI, 
algorithms are being trained by data and decisions are made. The second, is the material 
aspect, or the “hardaware” of the system. This aspect becomes much more complex to 
compute when matter is active, especially because the response of materials cannot be 
fully predicted.
 
The difficulty to accurately compute or predict the state of matter and its actuation, requires 
a feedback system that continuously senses its own actuation additionally to its external 
data (users, environment). The information on its own operation, becomes the new 
input for its next actuation in a circular, non-linear way (Figure 38). In a similar way, 
thus, as Norbert Wiener described while analyzing the nature of feedback systems between 
machines and living organisms, the information on system’s actuation is turned into a 
new input for the next stage of the performance of the system 34. Such an operation, by 
default, is impossible to be regulated by any predicted condition related to either input 
or output of the system. Furthermore, a closer look at the inherent nonlinear dynamic 
systems of nature, showcases systems where the change of the output is not proportional 
to the change of input 35. Driven, thus, by unpredicted conditions of input and output in its 
behavior, Self- Active Matter, presents similar principles of biological evolution and non-
linear systems found in nature. 

Response to multiple Users: In Self Active Matter case studies, we observe an effort to 
create a self-actuating system that is able to respond to the data of many users. In contrast 
to Co-Active Matter, where one user’s desire (or of few users represented by one) affects the 
system’s behaviour, Self-Active Matter systems have the ability to incorporate to the process 
of their systems the data of many different users. When trying to increase the scale in which 
Materially Responsive Architecture systems can operate we realize that different tools and 
software are required. 

The Human Computer Interaction interfaces used in Co-Active Matter, for instance, can give 
the possibility to one user (or few) to change the configuration of their house temperature. 
When the space of actuation does not refer any more to one room (or one house) but to 
an entire building or neighbourhood and city, we realise that simple HCI interfaces are 
not appropriate tools to capture the patterns of user behaviors. Systems of AI, machine 

33 
T. Jaskiewicz, “Towards a Methodology for Complex Adaptive Interactive Architecture”, PhD dissertation, TU Delft, 2013, pp. 46-48. 

34 
N. Wiener, The Human Use of Human Beings: Cybernetics and Society, London, Free Association Books, 1989.

35 
A. C. Scott, The Nonlinear Universe: Chaos, Emergence, Life, The Frontiers Collection, Berlin, Springer-Verlag, 2007, pp. 181-276.



36 
P. Beesley and K. Omar, Situated Technologies Pamphlets 4: Responsive Architecture, Performing Instruments, New York, The 

Architectural League, 2009.
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learning or artificial neural networks become the appropriate tools to process the vast amount of data and 
be able to generate optimized results and decisions. It is important to highlight, that such optimized decisions 
don’t discard the one to one tailored solutions but they integrate them in an increased computed capacity to 
process vast data and respond differently according to which user is using the space. Of course, in the case 
of many different profiles (with different needs and desires) using the same space, an optimized decision 
leveraging these different needs is taken, or suggested, by the system.
 
Self-Active Matter systems, might not have the advantage of direct control of the user to the environment, 
but as previously mentioned, they become intelligent systems able to respond to many needs. Furthermore, 
as we can observe in the Synapse case study,  Self-Active Matter systems can be transformed into tools for 
more informed design in wider scales, such as the urban design and planning scale. 

Space as active agent on its relationship with users: Rather than a space that reacts to its environment 
(as seen in Re-Active Matter), or a space totally controlled by its users (as seen in Co-Active Matter), Self-Active 
Matter reveals possibilities of creating a novel relation among users, space and environment.
In this relationship, space becomes an active agent feeding the behavior of the system with its own input. 
Changes in the space do not leave unaffected the rest of the agents involved in this new relationship. User’s 
behaviors are affected by the change of physical space, which is also possible to alter their desires. 

In the soft membrane case study, for instance, we observe a skin that is able to adjust to wind conditions in 
order to create protective spaces for users to inhabit. Once this change happens and users inhabit the new 
space, their new desires or behaviors of how they occupy their house might alter to include a higher level of 
occupancy or a higher degree of social interactions that can take place in this new protected space. In its turn, 
a higher degree of social interactions, might mean more people occupying the space which in its turn feeds 
back the system for a different output (a new shape for instance to accommodate more people).

The new relationship among space and users requires that both agents present certain intelligence, meaning 
that they are able to learn about their context and develop their own abilities to interact with it. Of course, 
this is inherent in the human nature, but when applied to space, it radically transforms it into a new agent 
for dialogue with users that consequently alter the emotions of users towards build space.

Few people working in Materially Responsive Architecture argue that this new relationship can contribute 
in increasing our sensations or emotions when perceiving space or even increasing empathy and emotion 
towards built architecture 36. It is important, though, to deeper understand the possible risks related to a 
continuously changing built environment such as the possible personal confusion, the lack of stability and its 
cultural effects, or the disconnection of oneself with their environment due to lack of direct control in change.
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4.1 

4. CONCLUSIONS: 
DESIGN 
BEHAVIORS

4.1.1 
IN[FORM]ATION: 
FORM FOLLOWS AND REVEALS INFORMATION 
 

Along this thesis, we have seen that Materially Responsive Architecture promotes the 
creation of variation of forms that instead of following a top-down unique design decision, 
they instead, follow information and data related with the environmental context, the 
user desires, as well as with the internal contingencies and properties of the Responsive 
Materials. 

In contrast to the traditional notion of “form follows function”, Materially Responsive 
Architecture (along with a number of contemporary practices and initiatives) promote form-
finding processes that are based on set of information and data. 
“Information”, thus, becomes an inherent characteristic of the new model of “form creation”, 
“form finding” or “formation”, that in its turn, is flexible, non- static and changing in its 
shape, geometry and metrics.

The change in shape and form upon a stimuli, as observed in Materially Responsive 
Architecture, could potentially not only “be formed” by information, but also “reveal” 
information about this initial stimuli. 

This becomes an interesting observation if we consider applications in both the 
architectural and urban environment, in which certain physical changes in building could 
become new forms of indications, or even, signaling.

If buildings’ skin cells, for instance, such as seen in the case study of Water-Driven Breathing 
Skin [i], are in a closed state, this becomes an indicator of high humidity in the area of the 
building, whereas if they are in an open state, they indicate accordingly high temperatures. 

[i] See Chapter Section 3.1.2.2 Case Study 2: Hydroceramic Tile and Water-Driven Breathing Skin.

Image Courtesy: IAAC Digital Matter Studio 2014.
 Baseta, Tankal, Shambayati.



[ii] See Chapter Section 3.1.2.1 Case Study 1: Bloom, Thermo Bimetals for building skins that react to temperature for passive cooling.

***
1 

E. Bru, Coming from the South, Barcelona, Actar, 2001, p. 327
2 

D. Grünkranz, “Towards a Phenomenology of Responsive Architecture: Intelligent Technologies and their Influence on the 
Experience of Space”, Form Society, July 2012. Retrieved from http://formsociety.com/2012/07/daniel- grunkranz-towards-a-
phenomenology-of-responsive-architecture-intelligenttechnologies-and-their-influence-on-the-experience-of-space / (accessed 
February 2019).

Figure 1. 
View of facade in cloudy 
day or in a day that the 
building is not occupied. 
Below: View of facade 
in sunny day with high 
occupation in the interior.
Image Courtesy: IAAC 
Digital Matter

Figure 2. 
Right: Homeostatic Facade using shape memory 
alloys by Decker Yeadon architects. 
In the left the facade is open, allowing light to 
enter and indicating low interior temperature. 
In the right it closed to prevent from heating up 
indicating high temperature in the interior of 
the building.
Image Source:  Decker Yeadon architects

Figure 3. 
Public Space Pavilion indicating levels of CO2 contamination 
through light. Although, in this project smart materials is not 
used for indication, it is interesting to highlight the interface 
connected with the pavilion, that allows users to gather 
and collectively use the pavilion to send messages or raise 
awareness about the issues of contamination in their city. 
Built space here, when indicating risks in the city, is used as 
an interface for collective actions.
Image Source: The Living, developed for the city of Seoul
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Similarly in buildings that react to heat, such as seen in the case study of Bloom [ii] , when 
its skin components are bent and open, they indicate temperature ranges above 30 Celsius 
degrees, while when they are not bent and are closed, they indicate temperature ranges 
beyond 20 degree Celsius. 

In other examples such as the Chromatic Skin, one could identify absence of people in 
certain zones of the building’s interior,  if, for instance, the facade area corresponding to 
these zones, becomes transparent in a shiny day (Figure 1).

In this context, we can observe that the ability of responsive materials to turn their 
embodied energy fully visible, through transformation and change, could potentially open 
up new and enhanced ways of communication among users and built space. 

On the one hand, thus, the dynamic behavior and change of Materially Responsive 
Architecture, becomes a new indicator for users to better understand the state of 
their environment as well as to visualize, otherwise unperceived, environmental data such 
as heat, humidity, or wind direction and speed. 

On the other hand, Materially Responsive Architecture presents the potential to become 
a new monitoring device for urban and building data that could be potentially used 
by architects, urban planners or decision makers for taking more informed decisions in 
planning and design. 
This ability, inherent to Materially Responsive Architecture, empowers the emergence of 
new dialogues among users and the built environment, in which built space actively 
communicates and gives back information (generated by users or environment) through 
visual, formal and/or geometrical shifts (Figures 2 and 3). 

The emergence of architectural materials and structures that both contain and 
visualize information in the physical environment, transcends the idea of simulation or 
representation and favor, perhaps, what architect Eduard Bru calls “veracity”, a sincere 
action and reflection of a time-based and multi-functional operation1. 
One could furthermore argue, that the emergence of such behaviors, eventually expands 
the functions that architecture traditionally served. These functions are requirements of 
architecture as being a separator from inside and outside (private and public), as well as 
being an element of protection. 

The Materially Responsive Architecture projects and applications analyzed along this thesis, 
showcase a shift towards the creation of architectural space  “which gives up its solely 
meaning as boundary between the dualistic positions of inside and outside”2, becoming an 
interface between users and environment, or between users and building’s status, or 
eventually, between users and urban data.
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Materially Responsive Architecture presents the possibilities of a unique merge of the digital 
(algorithmic processes, user interfaces, ubiquitous computing) and the physical (smart and 
responsive materials) world.
While the current status of interactive environments, such as Internet of Things or Building 
Automation Systems still, mainly rely on using computation as an add on layer which 
is independent from material performance,  Materially Responsive Architecture, explore 
holistic design strategies by the combination of smart materials with human-computer 
interaction and networked sensor-based technologies (ubiquitous computing). In these 
strategies, information, that comes from the different stimuli, is encoded into materiality, 
transforming it into an “alive” and responsive entity, that expands, contracts, bends or 
moves. Since this responsive materiality is able to turn digital information into physical 
performance, it becomes the key actor for uniting the digital with the physical world, the 
bits with atoms.

Within this context not only material becomes dynamic and responsive, but also, as Bengisu 
and Ferrara highlight,  digital and electronic operation “becomes tangible and capable to 
generate a rich, easily understood, aesthetic, and satisfying an interaction experience”. 
According to them, such approaches until now manage to position materiality in the centre 
of the purely digital, thus, reducing the gap between the analog and the digital world 
through operation of interactivity. Redefining the term “Augmented Materials”,  Bengisu and 
Ferrara use it to describe the merge of physical and digital, as new conceptual systems that 
combine smart materials, conventional materials and  microelectronic devices3. 

Similarly, Marcelo Coehlo, an alumnus from the Fluid Interface group of the MIT Media 
Lab, argues that the combination of functional materials with ubiquitous computing 
provides the link between computational devices and physical material elements. The 
creation, therefore, of “integrated structures that are themselves capable of input/output, 
computation, and ultimately of interactivity and personalization […] carry potential towards 
restoring the affordances that were lost in the transition from atoms to pixels”4. 

The combination of passive and active actuation systems found in Materially Responsive 
Architecture contributes to the creation of digital and physical hybrid structures that 
have integrated abilities of sensing, actuation, computing and eventually a high degree 
of personalization. This hybrid model of response, questions today’s computation that 
is overlaid on the top of the physical world, taking the name of “Smart” or “Smarter City”, 
whilst remaining separate from the city’s materiality. Materially Responsive Architecture, 
instead,  provides a more holistic responsive architecture where computation and physical 
material elements are strongly linked, revealing a richer environment of interaction and 
control (Figure 4).

4.1.2
UNITING BITS (DIGITAL) 
AND ATOMS (PHYSICAL)

***
3 

M. Bengisu and M. Ferrara, Materials that Move, Springer Briefs in Applied Sciences and Technology, Cham, Springer International 
Publishing, 2018, pp. 76-77.
4 

M. Coelho et al., “Transitive Materials: Towards an Integrated Approach to Material Technology”, International Conference on 
Ubiquitous Computing, Ubicomp, Innsbruck, September 2007.

Figure 4. 
Bioprocessing project created by The Living and Fernan Federici. It is a research project where living biological cells and responsive materials are embedded 
in glass plates and used as tiny computers. The growth and form of the material is affected by the local conditions of the environment or the users. When 
the conditions are altered,  the responsive material senses the alteration and changes its pattern growth (which follows a biological algorithm) creating 
new shapes and patterns. The direct use of living cells as information processing units, brings the digital code into optimal material formations. The 
authors describe the project as design strategies with responsive materials that can be co-formed by designers and users. They argue that “this new form of 
“cooperation” between a human designer and a plant cell allows us to produce designs that a human alone—or even a human and a computer—could 
never create.”
The project was commissioned by the National Science Foundation and developed by The Living in collaboration with plant biologist Fernan Federici at 
Cambridge University.
Image Source: Photo Courtesy of Fernan Federici and The Living



***
5 M. Weiser, “The Computer for the Twenty-First Century”, Communications, Computers, and Networks, Scientific American, 
September 1991, pp.94-104.
6 M. Weiser and J. S. Brown, “The Coming Age of Calm Technology”, in Beyond Calculation, Springer, New York, 1997.

Figure 5. 
Responsive soft skin consisting in multiple soft robot 
components. All components are interconnected 
and the transformation of each one has an 
affect in its neighborhood as well as in the global 
deformation of the membrane.
Project Developed at IAAC Digital Matter Studio 
by students: C. Temel, F. Alayeli, N.Jotanovic and 
faculty: A. Markopoulou, A. Dubor, C. Bausa.
Image Source: IAAC, Digital Matter
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4.1.3
CALM 
MATERIAL AGE

“First were mainframes, each shared by lots of people. Now we are in the personal computing 
era, person and machine staring uneasily at each other across the desktop. Next comes... the age 
of calm technology, when technology recedes into the background of our lives.”— Mark Weiser, 
19915

Just as Mark Weiser, a computer scientist widely considered as the father of “ubiquitous 
computing” together with John Seely Brown foresaw Ubiquitous computing (UC) as the 
evolution of the Internet of Things (IoT), so Materially Responsive Architecture foresees a new 
era of ubiquitous computed materiality. In 1996 Weiser and Brown invited us to: “tie 
the objects to the Internet and now you have connected together millions of information 
sources with hundreds of information delivery systems in your house”6. Within this vision, 
what if the principles of Ubiquitous Computing are applied to smart and responsive 
materials creating an Internet of (non-static) Things? The new network that would emerge, 
contrasts with the existing model of static and rigid (in their materiality) “Things”. 
It would rather refer into a network of interconnected physical architectural elements, that 
they have the ability to move, change and reconfigure while sensing, receiving and sending 
information; an Internet of Materially Responsive Things (Figure 5).

The emergence of such networks presents the potential to reduce the gap between the 
digital and the physical world and one could argue that the interconnection of smart and 
responsive architectural elements can introduce novel ways of communication among 
buildings, among buildings and users, or among buildings and urban infrastructures.

The most significant impact that Weiser and Brown detected in the Ubiquitous Computing, 
was the entrance to an era of “serenity”. In this era people are in control of a distributed 
technology that is holistically integrated everywhere, and therefore, is not something that 
needs to have protagonism in our lives. If computers are everywhere and we can compute 
while doing something else, this will give us time to be more human and focus on our social 
interactions instead of our interactions with technology. Weser and Brown call this era as 
the “era of calm technology”6 and they urge our attention to the importance of identifying 
new design processes logics that would allow for designing for “calm”, “holistic” and 
“integrated” systems, within the next 50 years.
  

Materially Responsive Architecture presents similar principles to the calmness, that Weiser 
and Brown saw in ubiquitous computing. If the norm in the built environment includes 
responsive buildings and materials that autonomously optimize environmental resources as 
well as fulfill humans’ continuous and changing needs, then, time and effort to achieve the 
latter are reduced. Aspects, for instance, of accommodating and renovating our space, or, 
calculating and optimizing our individual and collective resources will require incrementally 
less effort and time by us, giving us space to focus on social interaction in more sustainable 
ways and in environments that are driven by our-needs.
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Nonetheless, one could argue, that such a vision could eventually weaken our 
relationship with the environment. If a facade can open to ventilate a house, if the 
interior configuration of a space changes automatically according to the number of 
visitors or if the microclimate and the soil of our garden perfectly feeds our flowers, 
then a sensation of loss of control, or loss of interaction with our built environment 
might lead to a total disconnection, and consequently a lack of familiarization and 
empathy. It is probably these features that may account for why architectural design (in 
contrast to other disciplines) do not yet take into account the possibilities of Responsive 
Materials. One could also argue, though, that the novel living-like behaviors of the built 
environment continuously changing over time, as presented by Materially Responsive 
Architecture, would naturally boost novel types of interaction as well, or novel types of 
connection, and therefore increased empathy, as this thesis will analyze further on [iii].

The aspect of time and the search for buildings that respond to the time factor have 
been strongly entering into the architectural discourse from the beginning of its 
modern history. However, as we have previously seen, this notion has been limited to 
either “open plans” (i.e., Le Corbusier) that can be filled in different ways, or to highly 
mechanized systems that could transform, or even entirely move, static and rigid built 
elements (i.e., Archigram or contemporary Kinetic Architecture applications). 

Time factor, thus, was never considered as a dimension that could be attributed to the 
architectural materiality. Although, notions of bringing biological functions to buildings 
already exist since the end of the 20th century (i.e., the liquid architecture of Novak or the 
evolutionary architecture of Frazer), it is only in the last two decades that architects start 
to connect the aspect of time with the material consistency itself.  
Rather than a limitation, as material deformation, change or decay has been considered 
until recently, emerging visions and projects of Materially Responsive Architecture 
reevaluate the dynamic properties naturally found (or synthetically created) in materials, 
in order to achieve a more holistic time-based behavior and adaptation of our built 
environment.

Design, then,  emerges as a dynamic ground consisting in a series of diverse outcomes 
through time, where final geometry gives way to topology [iv] and where static grids give 
way to a variety of patterns. 
Time connected with a material’s ability to transform, becomes an integrated 
fundamental element in the design of a responsive architecture able to holistically adapt 
and change its form and behavior. 

As we will later see, this new relation among time, space and form calls for new design 

4.1.4 
TIME-SPACE 
EVOLUTION

logics in architecture, while it simultaneously introduces new aesthetic and organic qualities 
of built space. 
As we have analyzed along this thesis, a number of architects and researchers, such as 
Leupen, foresee that “time based architecture” opens up possibilities for the creation of 
hybrid buildings that are neither entirely permanent nor entirely changeable and that such 
hybrid built space could be the answer to the accelerated societal changes we are currently 
facing7.

In Materially Responsive Architecture, where time additionally directly refers to the 
material itself, buildings pass from one state to another in a totally organic way, as change 
is derived in a bottom up way, from the atomic micro scale, similar to any biological 
organism where all scales are highly interconnected and where a small change in an 
element can have a ripple effect in the entire system.

Furthermore, as previously explained [v], Materially Responsive Architecture depends on the 
properties of both life cycle and time cycle of the smart materials involved. In this sense, 
time, is not only crucial for the different states of transformation. It additionally becomes 
an important operational characteristic that defines the duration of the performance (until 
materials will collapse or reverse in their initial state) as well as the duration needed for the 
transformation to take place (duration required for a material to fully transform).

Time, this way, not only becomes a crucial additional dimension in design, opening 
up possibilities for dynamic buildings that can respond to accelerated societal or 
environmental challenges. Time, in Materially Responsive Architecture, additionally becomes 
a direct internal (to the system) input that contributes at, and eventually, defines the 

4.1.5 
MULTI-DISCIPLINARY
ACTIONS

As seen, Materially Responsive Architecture refers to complex material systems with nonlinear 
behaviors that one the one hand combine both smart and traditional materials and on the 
other, consist in specific hardware (human-computer interaction interfaces) and software 
(machine learning, evolutionary algorithms) [vi].
A downside of the non-linear complex nature of Materially Responsive Architecture is its 
inherent nature of complex computational systems. For Co-Active Matter, for instance, the 
architect is required to have a deep understanding of how human-computer interaction and 
user interfaces operate; fields in which knowledge and development lay in the disciplines of 
computer science or engineering. On top of that, even more complex is the computational 
nature of Self-Active Matter, which projects in order to be designed to perform, advanced 
computational systems of evolutionary algorithms and mathematics are requisites of their 
set up.

[iii] See Chapter Section 4.3 Design Language and Aesthetics.
[iv] See Chapter Section 4.2.2 From Geometry to Topology.

***
7 B. Leupen, R. Heijne and J. Van Zwol, Time Based Architecture, Rotterdam, 010 Publishers, 2005, pp. 12-15.

[v] See Chapter Section 2.2.3 Smart Materials Advantages and Limitations. 



***
8  

T. Akın, “Communication of smart materials: bridging the gap between material innovation and product design”, M.Sc. Thesis in 
Industrial Design, Middle Eastern Technical University, Ankara, 2009
9 

 M. Kretzer, Information Materials, Switzerland, Springer International Publishing, 2017, p.174.

Figure 6. 
Capture of the different scales presented in the short film “Power of Ten” 
directed and produced by Charles and Ray Eams. 
Image Source: Barry Vacker

[vii] See Chapter Section 2.2.3. Smart Materials Advantages and Limitations. 
[viii] “Power of 10” is a short experimental film on the atomic and cosmic relations, directed and created by the Office of Charles 
and Ray Eames, two of the most influential designers of the mid-20thcentury. The film was produced by Eames in 1977 for the 
computing company IBM and it is focused on the didactic exposition of the dimensional relations among scales. In 1998, Powers 
of Ten was selected for preservation in the National Film Registry by the Library of Congress, considered as one of the best 
science films of all time.
The film starts with a couple having picnic in a park, while in the next frames the camera perspective zooms back by a factor 
of ten every ten seconds in a kind of cosmic zoom out (from 1 meter to 10, 100, 1000 and eventually 100,000,000 light years 
through the planet and cosmos). Immediately after that scene a zoomming in of the camera begins until reaching the same 
scene of the couple, from which a reverse process begins of quantum zooming in by a factor of ten every ten seconds reaching 
frames of cell nucleus, and carbon atoms. In this moment the narrator of the film comments on the atomic and cosmic relations:
“We are in the domain of universal modules. There are protons and neutrons in every nucleus, electrons in every atom, atoms 
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The afore mentioned computational systems present an additional requirement which 
complexity as we have seen, cannot be underestimated [vii]. Since part of the system’s 
behavior relies on the smart material responses, a set of data on how such matter performs 
is a prerequisite  to either design the system (Re-Active Matter and Co-Active Matter) or 
program it in Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence software (Self-Active Matter). 

Most of architects, of course, stand far from exhibiting computer sciences skills or 
knowledge, and as far as it concerns the material aspect, although architects have a deep 
knowledge of traditional materials, there is still a great knowledge gap in the technical 
complexity of materials that are active8. 

It becomes evident, though, that in order for Materially Responsive Architecture projects 
to be designed and realized, a multidisciplinary expertise is required; one that includes, 
among others, computer scientists, chemists, mathematicians, mechanical engineers, 
material scientists and architects. These are the primary (but not the only) disciplines 
that the Design Behaviors paradigm embraces, in order for materials to inherently transform, 
in order for the environment to actuate physical changes, in order for the users to take 
design decisions as well, and eventually, in order for architecture to acquire intelligence and 
exhibit autonomous behavior as living organisms do. 

Although, in the current state of the architectural discipline, multidisciplinary modes of 
working in design, might present certain difficulties in being realised, one could argue 
that these novel modes of working and design are the only appropriate ones to boost the 
immense possibilities for innovation in design and building. This multidisciplinary mode 
of work improves communication and collaboration of the (until today), fragmented and 
disconnected sectors of expertise, favoring change thinking, and promoting progress. 
Similarly to the thinking of Charles and Ray Eames in the short film “Power of Ten” [viii], we 
can for instance analyze that material scientists usually develop materials and work in the 
micro-scale (nanometers), while mechanical engineers develop products in the meso-scale 
(millimeters and centimeters) and architects design buildings and cities in macro-scale and 
mega-scale (meters and kilometers) (Figure 6).
Collaboration among multiple disciplines, then, allows for a multi-scalar and, therefore, 
a more holistic approach in design that could produce innovative solutions for today’s 
challenges. 

4.1.6 
MICRO IS THE NEW MACRO: 
SCALE OF OPERATION 

The definition of Materially Responsive Architecture, along with the case studies analyzed 
and produced in this thesis, brings us to question or, better, redefine the scale of operation 
of the architect. As architects and designers we are educated to think, design and build 
in meso (millimeters and centimeters), macro (meters) or mega-scales (kilometers). The 
expected outcomes of our discipline, are mainly related with interior of buildings, buildings, 
landscapes, neighborhoods or cities and territories. 

Responsive Materials, however, operate in micro or nano-scale (nanometers) and in the 
atomic level of their chemical bounds. Their dynamic behaviors and functionality occur at a 
scale formerly infeasible and “impossible for the human eye to perceive.”9 As Addington and 
Schodek highlight, “material properties are determined by either molecular structure 



[ix] Analysis of algorithms, is a term introduced by mathematician and computer scientist Donald Knuth. In computer science 
the term is used to determine the computational efficiency of algorithms in accomplishing a task and is measured based on 
the amount of time, storage or other resources necessary of accomplishing it. The smaller the ratio of the analogy among the 
necessary resources, the more efficient the algorithm is. For more info see: I. Wegener, Complexity theory: exploring the limits of 
efficient algorithms, Berlin-New York, Springer-Verlag, 2005, p. 20. 
[x] Leila Kinney in her introduction of Active Matter book, edited by Skylar Tibbits, sums up the essential principles of the work 
presented at the Active Matter Summit at the MIT in April 2014. Both Kinney in her introduction and Paul McEuen in his article 
“Kirigami with Atom-Thick Paper” they foresee the miniaturization of materials to revolutionize the next 50 years, “in the same 
way as the miniaturization of electronics revolutionized the last 50 years”. (S. Tibbits, Active Matter, Boston, The MIT Press, 2017).

***
10 

M. Addington and D. L. Schodek, Smart Materials and Technologies for the architecture and design professions, Architectural 
Press, Elsevier, Oxford, 2005, pp. 221-222
11  A. Haw and C. Ratti, “Living Bits and Bricks”, The Architectural Review, April 2012. Retrieved by http://senseable.mit.edu/papers/
pdf/20120401_Ratti_Haw_LivingBits_ArchitecturalReview.pdf (accessed May 2019).

Figure 7. 
Top: View of Galapagos software, a generic 
platform for the application of Evolutionary 
Algorithms to be used on a wide variety 
of problems by non-programmers. It is 
incorporated in the Grasshopper, a plugin 
for Rhino.4 software.
Image Source: Creative Mutation, 2018
https://medium.com/@amanraiagrawal/
genetic-algorithm-on-grasshopper-
95ac65869414
Bottom: View of Wallacei analysis for urban 
density optimization. Wallacei is a design 
simulation engine in Grasshopper 3D that 
allows users to better understand their 
evolutionary runs, and make more informed 
decisions at all stages of their designs.
Image Source: Food4Rhino, 2018
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or microstructure. Any change in a material property, such as what happens in a smart 
material, can only occur if there is a change in one of the two structures.”10

At the same time, it is rather difficult, or even irrelevant, to try and define the scale in 
which computed mathematical and evolutionary algorithms operate, since this is always 
dependent on the computing power of the hardware (computing machine) or in the degree 
of accuracy and resolution of the software. 
More specifically, an algorithm is measured by its efficiency and its analysis [ix], and not by 
the scale in which it operates. Such efficiency, is related with the amount of resources that 
the algorithm needs in order to successfully run and accomplish a given task. Resources 
usually include space (in terms of hardware memory requirement) or time of execution (in 
terms of software characteristics). They never include scale, since, theoretically, algorithms 
can run in any micro-nano or mega scale, as long as the resources needed are available 
(Figure 7).
Although, scale is not so relevant for the nature of algorithmic or evolutionary algorithmic 
design, the immense possibilities of algorithms to process data beyond scale (and only 
based on their resources), adds a novel layer at, and directly affect the design thinking 
related with the architectural scale of operation. 

Carlo Ratti, the director of the Senseable City Lab at the MIT in the “Living Bits and Bricks” 
paper written with Alex Haw, describes the new paradigm of connected mobile devices in 
smart cities, arguing that the digital revolution, besides yielding outstanding speed and flux, 
has  also brought an age that questions scale in both architecture and our everyday lives:

“Small is the new big. Nano is mega in our age of devices, where power expands as 
size recoils…Mobiles are our future, the lifeblood of our lifestyles, the neurons of our 
networks and soon − the central structure of our cities… We are once more at one of 
those defining moments, in thrall to microscopic fluctuations rather than macroscopic 
statics”. 

Haw and Ratti indicate that advancements in building, electronic and material technologies 
transform buildings into computers; “if computers were once the size of buildings, buildings 
are now becoming computers”11. Similarly, Kinney, in her introduction of the “Active 
Matter book, highlights the difference of our age to the industrial age, as one that focus 
on materials as “miniature machines”, rather than on big automated machines made from 
materials  [x]. 

Materially Responsive Architecture opens up new perspectives in the architectural scale, 
gradually shifting the design and building operation from “macro” and “mega” to 
“micro” or “nano”. Furthermore, it places material performance of atomic levels, in the 
centre of that operation. Buildings, then become not only computing software (digital 
code, as Ratti and Haw argue) but additionally integrated computing hardware (physical 
materials), able to be programmed at the material nanometer scale, where small alterations 
might convey big, global influences. 
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4.2 DESIGN LOGICS AND PROTOCOLS. 
A CHANGE OF PARADIGMS

4.2.1
ARCHITECTURAL: PREMISE(S) SHIFTS

[i] See Chapter Section 1.1.1 Anthropocene and Environmental Crisis and Chapter Section 1.1.2 Digital Revolution and Societal Needs
[ii] Some of these reflexions have been presented, shared or developed in different publications, specially implicated and linked 
with the idea of Advanced Architecture and the initial foundation of the IAAC (Institute for Advanced Architecture of Catalonia). See 
for example M. Gausa, V. Guallart and W. Muller, The Metapolis Dictionary of Advanced Architecture, Barcelona, Actar Publishers, 
2003. See also M. Gausa, Open (ing): Space-Time-Information & Advanced Architecture, Barcelona, Actar Publishers, 2010; and A. 
Markopoulou, Master in Advanced Architecture 2012-2014, Prospectus, IAAC, 2014.
[iii] See Chapter Section 2.1.2 Digital Materialism in Architecture

As we have seen, it is evident that the revolution of the digital era was going to lead 
to a paradigm shift in the architectural project and design. The term paradigms, 
here, is  understood as premise or certainty of a certain logic of thought. As a simple 
example, not many years ago, for instance, sharing a car, a house, a working space or 
even a design, was impossible to be considered a decision of free will, unless certain 
circumstances were preventing their full ownership by an individual. 

In this sense, many of the old defining concepts of the architectural form itself, were to 
be altered at the turn of the century, with the introduction of novel informational tools.

- The very same idea of   geometry that has been so substantial to architectural 
thought and to the control of relations between elements, was to be replaced 
by a more elastic and adaptable ability associated with a new topological 
fluctuation.

- The priority notion of composition , as a stable and coherent subjection to a 
formal predetermination, was to give way to the concept of open disposition 
(and unpredicted variations as seen in the digital materialism) aligned with the 
progress of digital programming itself.

- The notion of the structure - as a fixed, binding or supporting framework - 
opened up to a new type of “infrastructural” flexibility, more polyhedral and 

relational. Although, as we have seen [i], this notion was initially explored in the 60s, 
it was not until the beginning of the 21st century that it has been consolidated and 
fully applied with the support of the advancing technologies.

- The traditional link between function and use (program and design) was intuited, 
already at the end of the twentieth century, as more ambiguous and hybrid, 
referencing a new type of multiprogramming, associated with versatile and 
adaptable logics (and logistics) instead of pure binding uses.

-  The idea of    architectural image, associated with a scene or closed scenery and 
formalized by a univocal visualization, was going to give way to the notion of “open 
stage”, or even “optimized multi-stage”, beyond linguistic-formal associations.

And yet, even in these last two decades (2000-2019), the mutations associated with the 
digital evolution itself, have been so huge and decisive that these new transformations and 
logics’ shifts (topologies, dispositions, flexible infrastructures, multiprogramming, open 
stages) have undergone changes in their own qualitative dimension [ii].

- The animated and digitally modeled topologies [iii] of the 90s have given way to 
new, dynamic “responsive topologies”, operating not only in the digital realm but 
additionally to the physical one, adapting in real time.

- The open dispositions (understood as combinations of programs and movements) 
of the beginning of the 21st century have given way to performative dispositions 
understood not only as optimized combinations, but as changing instructions of 
adaptive physical trajectories.

- The infrastructures understood as internal matrixes of flexible meshes 
interrelated in a macro or meso scale have given way to what we could call infra-
infrastructures, where the interactions produced in / from networks often operate 
in micro or nanometer scale.

- The multi-functional idea of   flexible programming (as a dynamic system open to 
variable uses or activities) has been replaced by an adaptive or even autonomous 
programming associated with increasingly unpredicted areas of activity and 
configuration (scenarios).

- The first experiments produced following a new form finding process of open 
digital code (digital animation and parametric software) based on electronic and 
computation operations have given way to a new form finding process of nano-
material genetic code - increasingly closer to biological principles and operations.

- The idea of   an “open stage” as an architectural image concept beyond linguistic-
formal associations is interpreted, now, from a much more open-ended, “conscious” 
and multi-stimuli conception of varied, optimized possibilities, both in its 
formulation and in its configuration – increasingly closer to artificial intelligence.
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If there has been a concept that for decades and times has marked the architectural space, 
this has been the one of “geometry”.
Geometry, understood as the ability to measure and represent the relationships between 
points, lines, angles, planes and figures and their exact dimensions and proportions, 
has been one of the pillars of a design process associated with a fixed , static, and final 
composition of form. The modular system, initially introduced by Walter Gropius [iii] for 
the Bauhaus in 1920, was seeking for standardization, affordability and eventually technical 
complexity. A year later, Le Corbusier will introduce the “Modulor”, as the ultimate modular 
system related to the human scale and representing “systematicity” the process of a 
modular thinking aggregated through strict assembly rules.  (Figure 1).

Later on, Buckminster Fuller will expand the idea of modularity into the one of “matrix” 
where each module additionally consisted in technical building aspects. The goal, of these 
attempts were increasing predictability and therefore reduce costs and complexity. In a 
historical analysis of metrics and geometries, Chaillou, argues that, although present till 
today,  the ideas of modules and assembly systems through mechanistic rules brought 
repetition and monotony that discouraged architects since “eventually led to a quasi-
gamification of a LEGO-like conception of Architecture.”1 

The reality to which the traditional composition of form belonged to, refers to a vision still 
formulated in a fundamentally “precise and exact” way (metric or volumetric).
This vision describes an essential and unique space which is also a regularized space 
referred to a total and unitary expression. As we will see later, this expression is essentially 
“compositional” and loyal to the idea of “permanence” derived from the detailed layout of a 
design inscribed and described in its entirety.
 
The revolution of new digital technologies at the turn of the 1980s, has meant the ability to 
work with variable simulations which are often non-linear and generated from arrhythmic 
fluctuations. These fluctuations are indicated by the same system itself,  by means of 
decision processes and the elaboration of virtual or physical trajectories that change over 
time [iv]. Such trajectories are implicit in the own evolution of the system, called to expand 
or contract, to densify or dilute its porosity, to bend or straighten its elements, to become 
transparent or opaque and so on [v].
 
This underlying evolutionary capacity, either virtual or physical, refers to the own 
topological definition of dynamic systems: open configurations that have the property 
of reacting to the influences of their environment, organizing themselves more or less 
spontaneously by means of basic rules. These rules, that can be defined either as “decision 
logic” or “action criteria” evolve flexibly in more complex and heterogeneous formal 

4.2.2
FROM GEOMETRY 
TO TOPOLOGY
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Figure 1. 
Top: “Modulor” system of Le Corbusier represented an effort of 
understanding Humans’ body mathematical metrics and proportions 
in order to apply them to architecture for improving its function and 
aesthetics. Strictly connected with the industrial revolution and the 
requirements for standardization of objects and products, “Modulor” 
intended to introduce a new universal scale that would contribute in 
standardizing all the objects involved in the architectural construction 
process of buildings.
Image Source: Arqhys, 2012, 12. El Modulor – Le Corbusier
Right:  Isotropic Vector Matrix and Jitterbug geometries developed 
by Buckminster Fuller in his studies on Synergetics. The term 
Synergetics coined by Fuller has been defined as the study of systems 
in transformation, and their unpredicted behavior as a whole and 
not based on the behavior of the isolated, individual components. 
The ideas of Synergetics referred to humans as such individual 
components. Fuller maped a series of of geometries that studied the 
relationships between the forms and the vector equilibrium. For more 
info see:
R. Buckminster Fuller. Synergetics: Explorations in the Geometry of 
Thinking MacMillan, 1975
Image Source: Galactic Resonance, 2011

[iii] Walter Gropius and Adolf Meyers developed in 1922 the  “Baukasten im Großen” or “Big Construction Kit” modular system. 
Baukasten was a system of prefabricated building blocks that could be assembled in different ways in order to have variety of 
outcomes that could fit the inhabitants needs and desires. 
[iv] See Chapter Section 2.1.2 Digital Materialism in Architecture.
[v] Examples of inherent behaviors that can be found in Responsive Materials.

***
1 S. Chaillou, “The Advent of Architectural AI, A Historical Perspective”, Medium - Towards Data Science,, [website], 2017, https://
towardsdatascience.com/the-advent-of-architectural-ai-706046960140, (accessed March 2019).
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trajectories through “local decisions associated with global processes”.
The evolutionary systems (complex by dynamics) are manifested, thus, as spatio-temporal 
and informational configurations whose trajectories present changing states of equilibrium.

“While linear systems almost always have a single equilibrium point, nonlinear 
systems have more than one equilibrium state, including bifurcation points, as well 
as transitions from one stable path to another, leading to great changes at very short 
intervals.”2

The old “geometry of the layout” then, gives way to a certain “topology of movement” 
implicit in the own evolutionary trajectories addressed in the new architectural design.
Topology, as a branch of mathematics that studies the properties of those elastic 
geometric figures generated under continuous transformations, refers to the internal 
capacity of the system’s evolution, variation, adaptation or mutation. If by “hierarchy” 
we understand the dependent “pyramidal” relations where certain elements cohesively 
dominate others, then topology here adverts to a new capacity of elastic forms that is 
characterized by the combination of simultaneous inputs (environment, user’s desire, 
material performance, design etc.) among which it would be hard to establish classic 
hierarchies. In this new informational (or autonomous) order there is no absolute 
geometrical hierarchy, but a self-organizing and non-linear process that allows a variety of 
unpredicted alterations to happen.

In the irregular rhythms and in the diversity that would be generated in the new design, 
the resulting realities would be more complex and rich. Instead of final forms we have 
formal trajectories in a continuous state and “fluctuation”, according to their own dynamic 
and variable condition:

“The final intention of a reflection on the structures of matter and nature - from which 
to assimilate in an analogical way teachings pertaining to biology, topology, geometry 
and crystallography- consists in finding what underlies what he was the constant of 
our universe: the change.“3

The exploration of this new topological definition that is more elastic, variable and 
differential, was to mark many of the pioneering projects and experiments produced 
in the 90s. As we have seen, these projects propose new types of spatial configurations 
of more open and irregular geometries connected with the dynamics of a continuous 
changing environment. These geometries additionally become a new type of morphology 
arising from the exploration of new patterns and software programs (CATIA, Maya etc. ) 
associated with elastic, changeable and adaptable forms, conceived as new dynamic and 
fluctuating fields [vi].

Projects such as those of Un-Studio, François Roche, Kaas Oosterhuis or Greg Lynn, 
Marcos Novak, Karl Chu and Bernard Cache would illustrate the pioneering moment of 
a new “genetics of form”; sophisticated, fluctuating, liquid and complex, more virtual 
than physical, and conceived in essentially digital environments associated with 
variation, animation and simulation programs. Exploring the new digital animation as 
a complementary paradigm associated with the dynamic systems, the concerns and 
the experiments of this moment, were to promote diverse renewing trajectories that 
would position themselves between digital morpho-genetic research and changeable, 
transformative and non-ordered virtual forms. This vision of non-ordered geometries 
and strategies, has been considered by many as one of the foundations of postmodern 
operations. In contrast to the prevailing notion of non-order in postmodern architecture, 
architect Eduard Bru alerts on the risks of an “extolling of chaos” and urges for the design 
of architectural and urban spaces that favors complexity but do not discard certain order. 
He names this as “ordered variety” and continuous drawing on a map of comparison 
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Figure 2. 
Example of parametric software view 
(Grasshopper) connecting parameters with 
possible formal outcomes. In the specific 
example parameters of (i) longitude and 
latitude of a geographic location and (ii) 
sun exposure generates a variety of facade 
geometries for optimizing light conditions in 
the interior of a building. For more about the 
specific project see Section Chapter 3.3.6.1 
Case Study 1: Chromatic Skin. 
Image Courtesy: IAAC Digital Matter Studio, 
2014, Kovachev, Bashir, Bausa.

[vi] See Chapter Section 2.1.2 Digital Materialism in Architecture and Chapter Section 

***
2 P. Saunders, “Non-linearity: What is it and why it matters”, in G. Di Cristina (ed.), Architecture and Science, London, Wiley, 2001.
3   See A. Juarez on Le Ricolais in: “El arte de construir con agujeros (reflexiones en torno a Robert Le Ricolais)”, CIRCO, n.39, 1996. 
Own translation from the author.
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between modern and postmodern principles. 
According to Bru, principles of ephemerality and change are tied to modern operations, 
while postmodernism, although camouflaged by neo-styling and superimposition 
principles, eventually favors a mode of building and design that is rather permanent, 
instead of ephemeral and dynamic4. 

Further shortcomings of the animated and modeled topologies of the 90s related with 
lack of control of very complex geometries, or with repetitive tasks, that although done 
in a computer modelling software, they were still made manually and individually, 
has driven to a new model of form making and topologies morphing. This evolution, 
defined as “Parametricism” intends to answer the shortcomings previously seen. In 
parametric design the set of rules are embedded in the code of the software and avoid 
their manual implementation. Change of parameters, would be then, the new way of 
generating different potential formal outcomes, in a minimum amount of time and with 
no need of any additional manual operation (Figure 2).

In their turn, the parametric topologies of early 21st century, still mainstream today, 
has given way to new “responsive topologies” of Materially Responsive Architecture. 
These “responsive topologies” do not anymore operate solely in the digital realm 
but surprisingly also in the physical one, taking advantage of the dynamic abilities 
that Responsive Materials have for physically mutating and transforming. This ability, 
as we have seen, places matter itself as an active agent of formation, presenting for the 
first time, literal physical and architectural solutions for the morphogenetic matter that 
digital materialism was envisioning. As Manuel DeLanda stated at the end of the 20th 
century:

“It is only in these far-from-equilibrium conditions, only in this singular zone of 
intensity, that difference-driven morphogenesis comes into its own, and that matter 
becomes an active material agent, one which does not need form to come and 
impose itself from the outside.”5

Additionally, the physical “responsiveness” presented by Materially Responsive 
Architecture, is not associated anymore with mechanical or electronic systems that 
produce movement or change. It is associated with an organic, biological paradigm, 
where evolution, adaptation or self-organization and change are inherent properties of 
the system.

“The materials’ transformative processes should…be seen in a more universal and 
independent manner, emphasizing their distinction from the rigidity of mechanical 
paradigms. This would allow focusing on softness and organicism as particular 
behavioral properties akin to phenomena that occur in nature, which thus might 
foster a much more intuitive and personal human association than mechanic 

4.2.3
FROM COMPOSITION 
TO DISPOSITION

systems would ever allow for.”6

The traditional order of “internal hierarchical geometries” describe the majority of the 
current architectural and urban structures. As we have pointed out, in Materially Responsive 
Architecture, these structures evolve towards more spontaneous, open or informal states, 
once the system’s own consistence overcomes the old “material boundaries” that limited its 
movements.

To speak of “composition” would be to refer, as well, to what had been the paradigmatic 
organizations of the classical and modern orders. These orders are subject to a stable 
conception of space and time, both planned and predictable. They are, therefore, loyal to 
a formal control of architectural elements and to their own stability; the permanence of 
an unchangeable and fixed reality that subordinates the components to exact and coded 
relationships (of layout, volume, geometry). 
As Stan Allen pointed out in this regard: 

“The conventions of classical architecture not only prescribe the proportions of each 
element considered individually but also dictate the relationship that must exist 
between each of them.” The parties form sets that in turn form Complete organization. 
The organization of the whole is governed by precise rules of axiality, symmetry or 
repetition. Although the traditional architecture presents a wide repertoire of these 
rules, the principle of hierarchical subordination of the parties with respect to the whole 
is permanent. Each element should remain ordered with respect to the rest, by means 
of extensive geometric relationships that make possible the unity of the whole.”7 

The compositional order would tend to order the space, thus, by means of different 
elements that, nevertheless, would end up constituting always a compact and coherent 
global “form”, adjusted to previous drawings, layouts or volumes. 

The coherent search for a finalist organization and distribution would characterize this 
type of configuration associated with a “whole” in which things, although autonomous 
and fragmented, would remain, still, strongly linked to each other by a “superior will” of 
coherence and logical cohesion.

***
4 E. Bru, Coming from the South, Barcelona, Actar, 2001, pp.327-329.
5 G. Nicolis and I. Prigogine, Exploring Complexity, New York, W.H. Freeman, 1989.
6 M. Kretzer, Information Materials, Switzerland, Springer International Publishing, 2017, p.16.

***
7 My translation from S. Allen, “Distribuciones, Combinaciones, Campos”, BAU, n. 14, 1997.
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“Even the free plan, which introduces the Modern Movement, is not, in this sense, 
anarchy or negation of order but is configured, in turn, as another type of spatial 
“composition” technique - typical of the early  XX century - which values the Cartesian 
coordinate systems, and therefore, the volumetric or planar inter-relations between 
spaces, rather than their juxtaposition or alignment.”8

Thanks to the digital revolution, the assumption of the principle of uncertainty, the 
theories of chaos and the study of dynamic systems have introduced a new complexity 
in science and architectural design: the indeterminate trajectories of any non-linear 
evolutionary process are not “ formed “ as absolute, invariable and unique results 
but only “formulated” by means of intrinsically variable and unstable “trajectories”: 
combinations of movements and the probability that they will occur. As Roland Snooks 
argues in his “Volatile Formations:

“Within the intensive processes of formation that underlie complex phenomena, 
those which self-organize and are capable of catastrophic change, it is the volatile 
nature of the system that is generative. From these far-from-equilibrium conditions 
new forms of order emerge, generating strange behaviors, characteristics, and traits 
– conditions potent with architectural possibility.”9 

The movements that these systems trace, refer to surprisingly open dispositional 
trajectories supported, however, in generating logics that allow, in their turn, to program 
and systematize the evolutions (physical or virtual) of such open and unpredicted 
movements10.

Throughout this century, we have thus far experimented with the transfer of a classical 
space and time  - continuous, solid, absolute, static, exact and regulated, but also eternal, 
symbolic, metaphysical and ritual- to a modern “space-time “ which is discontinuous, 
relative, precise but also rigid, unalterable and mechanical. The contemporary “space-
time” appears, however, as a progressively open environment subject to the force of the 
differential, and possessing a new dimensional order related with data and information.  
This variable and fluctuating “space-time-information”11 is based no longer on 
compositions or positions but on dispositions, open to variation, singularity, irregularity 
and diversity.

The dispositions (trajectories and configurations) that can be represented as open 
“cartographies”, are adjusted to fluctuating processes, whose form would be, at every 
instant, that of an incomplete development; in a “stand-by” situation of unstable 
equilibrium.

Our challenge, now, as architects is to produce, then, new action devices adjusted to - or 
in recurrence with - the stimuli proper to that new type of “topological” organization that 
is more predisposed to the generation of open configurations and dispositions, driven by 
dynamic processes rather than by “closed designs” and objects.  Dispositions arise from 
processes that refer to dynamic, optimized systems, rather than aesthetically beautiful 

compositions.
However, as it has been pointed out, the “open dispositions” understood, at the turn of 
the century, as spatial combinations of information associated with types, programs and 
movements have given way to dispositions understood more as “performative instructions” 
driven by the chemical, or physical changes occurring in the atomic level of Responsive 
Materials. The performative instructions are conceived not only as complex spatial 
combinations but as physical responsive trajectories, changing and adapting properties 
and forms according to information understood as parametric data in real time. These 
changes are possible not only following real time data (values) but additionally thanks to the 
flexible conception of the system’s internal algorithmic structure, that exhibits autonomous 
behaviors, being able to learn, take decisions and evolve.

Furthermore, as we have seen, the performance of Materially Responsive Architecture is 
an unpredictable resonance not only of external environmental data and internal dynamic 
material consistencies, but furthermore, of the users (or participants) of that architecture. 
The users should have an effect on the system that is designed to produce unpredictable 
outcomes and a variety of “dispositions”. According to Kolarevic, this exact participation of 
the users requires “that both inputs and outputs of the systems be constructed on the fly”12. 
He argues, that the capacity of continuously changing inputs and outputs (and therefore 
variable dispositions), in a circular (but not repetitive way) marks a new paradigm towards 
responsive and intelligent, versus purely reactive systems. Similarly, Haque, foresees a new 
model of dispositions driven by multiple agents including the user’s interactions, which in 

4.2.4 
FROM STRUCTURES 
TO INFRASTRUCTURES

a history of interactions “builds new possibilities for sharing goals and sharing outcome”13 

[vii]. 
The new configurations of architectural design have ended up replacing, in effect, the idea 
of “structural layout” with that of “mesh” or infrastructural “network”. 
They refer to a level of interlinked internal organization which is a matrix organization 
(virtual or physical, visible or invisible) destined to favor a greater interrelation in 
the system. That is to say, an effect of connectivity achieved by the greater capacity 
of articulation or link between events. What would, in fact, be interesting in such 
configurations would be its “infrastructural” rather than purely “structural” nature.

To perceive the infrastructure of such dispositions as “if they derive from a mesh”, 
presumes to displace its description of the formal aspect towards a preferably relational 
conception. It would no longer be a matter of monolithic “mega-structures” as rigid and 
totalitarian frameworks but of flexible and deformable systems, open to multiple variables 
and singularities (depending on the context and use). It would no longer be a question of 
proposing frameworks such as rigid machines and electronically connected and controlled 
structures, but instead, flexible material arrangements associated with global orders (logics 
or decision criteria) and configurations, able to make decisions and adjust to situations and 
multiple stimuli that change continuously. 

***
8 M. Gausa, Open (ing): Space-Time-Information & Advanced Architecture, Barcelona, Actar Publishers, 2010 (my translation).
9 R. Snooks, “Volatile Formation”, JSTOR, Log, no.25, 2012, pp. 55–62. Retrieved by www.jstor.org/stable/41765736,  (accessed 
March 2019).
10 J. Derrida, Edmund Husserl’s Origin of Geometry”: An Introduction, trans. J. P. Leavey, New York, H. Hayes, 1978.
11 M. Gausa, Open (ing): Space-Time-Information & Advanced Architecture, Barcelona, Actar Publishers, 2010.

[vii] See more in Section Chapter 3.3.4 Self-Aware Architecture and its “Body”

***
12 B. Kolarevic and V. Parlac, Building Dynamics: Exploring Architecture of Change, New York, Routledge, 2015, 
pp.13-14.
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Figure 3. 
Left: Dynamic matrix meshe’s deformations 
by a variety of external and internal 
attractors.
Image Source: Briggs J., The Pattern of the 
Chaos, London, Thames & Hudson, 1992
Bottom: Responsive skin to internal 
conditions of volume expantion and external 
conditions of wind orientation and speed.
Image Source: IAAC, Digital Matter, 
C.Temel, F.Alayeli, L.Alayeli, N.Jotanovic and 
A.Markopoulou, A.Dubor, C.Bausa

conceptual mutation associated with notions of fluctuation, evolution, unpredictability, 
adaptation and variation. The infrastructural factor makes it possible to refer, in effect, 
to an idea of an operative matrix - a flexible articulation - capable of ensuring this “elastic 
meshing” among different events. Simultaneously, due to its flexible articulation it refers to 
a high capacity for distortion and topological alteration, capable of linking and interlacing 
foreseen or unforeseen movements, emerging from both the same internal system as well 
as from external ones.

This parameter of elastic interlacing among actions and events, alludes, then, to its own 
capacity of processing and response, and of deformation or responsive adaptation of 
the system. Additionally, it translates the formal non-subordination that prevail in such 
configurations and that articulates these events, independently of the degree of “formal” 
coherence which is implicit in the system. The infrastructural matrix and elasticity of the 
system itself, tends to favor, in effect, the superposition of different codes and messages, 
under conditions of interaction, cohabitation and morphological plurality; in short, an 
integrated merge. This possible integrated merge of the system related with both the 
“open” nature of the structures that would conform it as well as its “processing” nature, 
responsive to the environmental conditions.

Despite its often “undisciplined” appearance, a characteristic feature of the advanced, non-
linear or complex system described here, is its ability to interweave events. This explains 
the frequent appearance of binding properties that they indicate a basic “infrastructure 
arrangement” in the system, which is not always clear and evident in this type of 
organizations. Regardless of the form, there is always an explicit idea of   interconnected or 
meshed connections: a “matrix” reference (such as “mold” or organizational “pattern”, which 
is not always visible but it is binding) capable of favoring inter-connections between things.  
Flexible links, here, are understood as supports or articulations but also as “conductive 
threads” or “action criteria” (Figure 3).

It is this “infrastructural” condition that allows articulating multiple, heterogeneous 
(discontinuous and linked) “events” and, at the same time, granting “elasticity” 
(deformability) to the system, without decomposing its generic and genetic properties. As 
it has been indicated, this infrastructural factor alludes, in fact, to the high internal level of 
interweaving of proper dynamic systems, but also to the high “relational” capacity implicit in 
them.

It is, then, a factor of elastic “interconnection” between events that translates the flexible 
vocation of the system, to alter or modify from contingent situations. Here we understand 
the “contingent” as something indefinite that is called to “happen” or “not happen”. The 
system mutation derives, in its turn, from the multifaceted capacity of the system to 
reconcile different conditions and natures. The appearance of disturbances, distortions or 
intrusions in the system, reveal a greater response and tolerance towards the overlapping 
of information and, therefore, a greater capacity for alteration and deformation in a cyclical 
way.

In this sense, the first explorations of infra-structural designs understood as mesh or 
deformable and flexible frameworks, have given in the last decade, further steps to what 
we could call infra-infrastructures, where the inter-relation would be produced from 
networks increasingly invisible. In fact, Responsive Materials are systems whose alterations, 
interconnections and interactions happen in the nanometer scale but, having a visible effect 
in meso o macro scale.
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Figure 4. 
Top: Evolutionary algorithmic design 
for density mass and urban program 
organization.
Image Source: Chinese University of Hong 
Kong school of Architecture and Design, 
Jeroen Van Ameijde and Wallacei.
Bottom: Recursive growth of for unit 
distribution.
Image Source: IAAC, Computational Design,
Shin J., Aguirre R.

The new architectural form described,  is diverse and open to the combination and 
superposition of individual or multiple actions and events. It is, therefore, based, on the 
interaction and exchange of local information in global “synergy” and balance.
Its profile , perimeter or frontier, does not describe anymore a “complete”, “closed” and 
“finite” design associated with a set of stable functional programs, but rather a cartography 
that is extruded by an open and dynamic process.

The new architectural form is a “program” open to an array of variable combinations that 
are virtually unlimited. The trajectory of this “program” is capable of engaging multiple sets 
of uses, functions and events. It refers to multiple and complex configurations that emerge, 
however, from simple and evolutionary connections. 

This way, the idea of   architectural form manifests itself, not anymore as an object-based 
design but as a combination of programming processes; a form among many other 
possible ones, as a “trajectory” capable of extending its relational impact and connections 
beyond the limits of its specific configuration. Burke, especially referring to systems with 
embedded intelligence, urges for the introduction of new, “meta design models”.

“As complex design systems are further developed…, it is arguable that the aim of 
design moves from the object to the organization of the systems that produce objects, 
necessitating the development of new design meta-models.”14

More than “forms”, the programming of the system allows generating “formations”. The 
latter are designed and programmed to articulate the appearance of multiple outcomes, 
which are, nevertheless, intertwined, and in which the local or individual and episodic input 
is combined with the system’s  global both output and new input [viii].

From a new, plural perspective, this allows the consider of an idea of   “design” which is not 
the coherent sum of additive compositions (element by element, line by line), but the 
outcome of weaving of each event into a “whole” favoring emergence, interrelations and 
multiple interactions (Figure 4).

Far from absolute functional hierarchies, meaning traditional dominant tracings subject 
to programs, the new idea of “design” can be identified as “chains” of active, diverse and 
geared events; as articulated, programmable in real time and emerging  (rather than strictly 
cohesive) relationships.

4.2.5
FROM PROGRAMS 
TO PROGRAMMING

[viii] See diagram of Self Active Matter Operation at Chapter Section 3.3.7.2 Circular Feedback System.

***
14 A. Burke, “Competing Intelligences: Considering computational design processes in the age of intelligent systems”, in T. W. Chang 
(ed.), CAADRIA 2009: Proceedings of the 14th International Conference on Computer-Aided Architectural Design Research in Asia, National 
Yunlin University of Science & Technology Department of Digital Media Design, Douliou, 2009.
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4.2.6
FROM SPACE GENERATION 
TO SPACE GENETICS

As has been pointed out, more than the structure itself, the importance is given to the 
“infrastructure of these structures” drawing once again from the current, in process, 
In relation to the concept of design, there are three modes that seem to have marked its 
evolution in the recent history of the architectural discipline: trace (plans), produce (objects) 
and generate (processes).

In the last decades, It is evident that its own evolutionary nature implicit in the verb 
“generate”, has replaced the traditional modes more associated with the stable conditions 
of architectural form and space, such as drawing, planning, etc. Indeed, the very notion 
of “generation” refers to the action of producing or creating a relational system or set 
of evolutionary developments. This common and dynamic condition is systemic and 
reconfigurable - evolutionary in short – and has been one of the maximum conquests of 
the new complex, informational and behavioral spatial logics appeared between centuries.  
Furthermore, as Snooks argues,  when this generative capacity is worked through 
mathematical (generative) algorithms that engage self-organizing processes“ it is possible to 
increase the complexity within (computational) design16.

The great revolution, today, in the field of design, is that this “generative” condition is 
combined with a new “performative” and “behavioral” one, associated with the responsive 
or self-adaptive ability of the physical matter (responsive matter) that we have been 
pointing out in this work. This ability of materials to transform in real time is favoring a new 
type of dynamics closer to the informational exchange of bio-genetic codes than to the 
systemic disposition of these new (in their day) morpho-generative processes based on 
digital code.
Fox and Kemp in an effort to highlight the accelerated changes in the domain of smart 
material response and interaction,  argue that the possibilities opened by Materially 
Responsive Architecture:

“…from the vantage point of a biological paradigm make the mechanical paradigm 
seem dated, ironically before it had a chance to fully manifest itself”.  

We can argue, thus, that the procedural revolution, between centuries, associated with 
the open “generation” of spaces of increasingly fluctuating, irregular and (implicitly) 
dynamic geometries, has progressively given way to a new architectural “genetics”: that of 
increasingly autonomous spaces (self-evaluating and self-evolving) in their own capacity 
to decide / generate, (through the appropriate design of their respective capabilities and 
material programming) their own formulations and dynamic spatial assemblies.
Biological based processes of growth, adaptation or decay, and responsive materials that 
physically and chemically transform in their nanometer scale and atomic structure, reveal 

***
15 BBoth Images are taken from: S. Deng and V. Berry, “Wrinkled, rippled and crumpled graphene: an overview of formation 
mechanism, electronic properties, and applications”, El Sevier, materialstoday, vol. 19, no.4, May 2016, pp. 197-212. Retrieved by 
https://www.sciencedirect.com/journal/materials-today/vol/19/issue/4,  (accessed March 2019).
16 R. Snooks, “Volatile Formation”, JSTOR, Log, no.25, 2012, pp. 55–62. Retrieved by www.jstor.org/stable/41765736, (accessed March 
2019).

Figure 5. 
Image of the nanometer scale of graphene 
when wrinkled (a), Rippled (b) and 
crumpled (c). 
Image Source: ShikaiDeng and VikasBerry

Figure 6. 
View of the nanometer scale where 
degree of crumbling of graphene 
is tuned by concentration of liquid 
droplets. From left to right lower and 
higher concentrations and therefore 
lower or higher degree of crumbling. 
Image Source: ShikaiDeng and 
VikasBerry15
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incidence - of diverse stimuli; more “natural”, spontaneous and non-linear in its capacity to 
respond and in its capacity to display variable of outcomes. 

The form of Materially Responsive Architecture, then, is definitely hybrid and substantively 
impure, as well as more tolerant in merges or “mixes” and  more insubordinate against 
behavioral – and not relational as previously seen – codes. 
This tolerant form can therefore resist to (and allow) the multiple modifications, the 
multiple internal connections between its parts, and eventually the multiple movements 
and alterations that are in implicit in its nature and structure. Beyond traditional 
geometrical definitions, the new formal outcome favors spontaneity, singularity, freedom 
and unpredictability, without initial configuration of figurative restrictions and towards 
transferring and transitive mediations.

The idea of transfer in movement and alternating trajectories result from both real time 
environmental and internal to the system data as well as from “synthetic” data, coming 
for instance from users’ needs, that are fed to the system. The multiple formation (or 
formulation), therefore, is the outcome of, and open to,  both internal and external inputs. 
Each formulation expresses the momentum specificities of the internal processes that 
articulates them and the external requests that configures them. Mario Carpo referring to 
the work of Charles Jencks who, in 1995 introduced the term of non-linearity in architectural 
design and analyzed how systems theory or self-organization would affect design and form, 
he highlights:

“Contrary to the assumptions of modern, predictive science, the theory of self-
organising systems posits that in some cases inert matter behaves as if endowed with 
some kind of free will, in patterns that never repeat themselves and, some argue, can 
never be predicted by external observers.”19

Matter and its transformations, in Materially Responsive Architecture becomes the mediator 
of these internal processes and external requests, resulting in the creation of “open stages” 
instead of closed “scenes”, capable to express an any moment a set of multiple and complex 
interactions in different scales. 

These open stages, follow the nature of the same system that is non-linear and where its 
“variables are not linked by stable relations of cause to effect”20. 
The mediation of matter in Materially Responsive Architecture, operates as a physical (instead 
of digital) interface, as a tangible computing mechanism and eventually, as a responsive 
device which is in synergy and transfer with the medium. The shape of a new type of design 
determined to interact with the world. 
The new formulations are presented as a new type of design determined to interact with 
the world . They substitute the traditional composition of traditional static, passive and 
formal scenes (figurative, abstract, volumetric) by a new type of systematic “n-formal” 
or “multi-formal”. The latter is open to the evolution of possible scenarios that are 
responsive and strategically oriented. The term “scenario”, here, is understood as s “set 
of circumstances”, as a possible “informational layout”, as well as, as a possible relational 
environment “in process” rather than a rigid stage framework.

It is about an “open stage” that is relational,  plastic, expressive and organic, (as we will later 
analyze), associated to a time of changes driven by the development of new technologies 
and the digital revolution. The idea of “open stage” replaces, thus, the mere outcome which 

the progressive transfer from the simple generation of systems to a new genetics of 
spatial specimens (hybrids or simply mutants) of programmable nature (Figures 5 and 
6).

The fundamental concepts of this work, including flexibility and adaptability, reactive or 
responsive are associated with that, as previously seen, a greater degree of topological 
and infra-infrastructural elasticity in the organization of space. In this sense, of equal 
importance are both the internal logics of order as well as the other evolutionary actions 
of spatio-temporal distribution and linking, in accordance with a basic infrastructural 
pattern.

The global form of the new architectural design appears, then, as an open - and 
“intentional” - set of concerted reactions. It is a direct, effective, rapid , and “optimized” 
form that is defined and materialized by both local and global interconnected relations 
and interactions.
We speak, therefore, of a new “plural form” which rather than being unique and 
absolute, is more heterogeneous and open as well as more ambiguous and ambivalent 
in its physical  interconnected relations and interactions.

We speak, therefore, of a new “plural form” which rather than being unique and 
absolute, it is more heterogeneous and open as well as more ambiguous and ambivalent 
in its physical and virtual manifestations. Drawing connections with the definition of 
“interaction” in sociology Yiannoudes would describe this plurality:

“It is an open-ended dialogue with unpredictable outcome and direction, 
coordinated through interruptions, corrections and recognitions by participants.”17

Gausa argues that this plurality of forms, although it might be considered by some as 
“the final humiliation of the object” and its “loss of substance”, would in reality favor an 
increase in significance and substance of that object, since it would reveal its plurality 
and versatility and, therefore, be open to be interpreted in multiple and customized 
ways18. 

The old notion of identity, then, becomes more hybrid and, for that reason, more 
complex and rich in events. It becomes more permeable to the coexistence - and 

4.2.7
FROM CLOSED SCENES 
TO OPEN SCENARIOS

***
17 S. Yiannoudes, Architecture and Adaptation: From Cybernetics to Tangible Computing, New York, Routledge, 2016, p. 
132. 
18 M. Gausa, Open (ing): Space-Time-Information & Advanced Architecture, Barcelona, Actar Publishers, 2010.

***
19,20 M. Carpo, The Digital Turn in Architecture 1992 – 2012, Architectural Design, Chichester, Wiley, 2012, pp. 79-80.
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4.3 DESIGN LANGUAGE 
AND AESTHETICS

4.3.1
THE PLASTICITY 
MODEL

[i] See Chapter Section 4.2 Design Logics and Protocols. A Change of Paradigms.

***
1 M. Fox and M. Kemp, Interactive Architecture, New York, Princeton Architectural Press, 2009.
2 J. Baudrillard, Jean Baudrillard: selected writing, Palo Alto, Standford University Press, 2002. 

As we have seen along the development of this thesis, Materially Responsive Architecture 
stands upon principles and notions of flexibility, motion, transformation, disorder, 
non-equilibrium states, or growth and change to name a few. Such principles, not only 
influence the paradigm of design protocols and processes [i], but, consequently, the very 
same “form”, “language” and aesthetic qualities of built space.

Furthermore, its design, “formation” or “programming”, seeks to create buildings that 
could adapt to both environmental conditions and user needs.  As Fox and Kemp, argue, 
if a building can adapt to human’s desires and needs, then it is unavoidable that it also 
affects (or “shapes”) the experience of humans1. 

Similarly, philosophers such as Baudrillard have argued that a (material) object has a 
symbolic value, which goes beyond its production or consumption value; this value, 
that is not limited in technical dimensions or material consistencies, could eventually 
convert objects into symbols for humans (subject) and society2. If the object in question, 
is one belonging to the responsive, flexible and in-motion nature of Materially Responsive 
Architecture, then, by no doubt, its potentials to become strong symbol and meaning for 
the users, is one that should not be underestimated. 

The following section, intends to describe the nature of the aesthetic qualities that 
accompany Materially Responsive Architecture, as well as the resulting influences in the 
human relation with the built space; from the personal experience and perception, to the 
possible psychological and collective cultural consequences and risks. 

The Responsive Materials discussed in this thesis, present abilities to transform its 
shape and geometry; and they are able to do so, because they are flexible, elastic, thin 
and malleable in their consistency. Kretzer identifies these properties as the ones that 
differentiate these materials from traditional materials like concrete, steel or glass. 
He argues that they “appear and feel much softer than traditional materiality” and, 
consequently are able to attribute architecture with new characteristics, such as a “new 
softness”3. 

The “new softness” that Kretzer envisions, is the capacity of Materially Responsive Architecture 
to expand its volume, stretch, bend or transform from a malleable to a rigid and hard state. 
This transformation ability reveals a model of “plasticity”, in which architectural elements 
are able to be molded to their own formworks, alter their physical topology and eventually, 
surpass the traditional notions of inelastic, hard and rigid architecture. 

The plasticity model arising, brings new notions or “symbolisms” in the built environment. 
Fundamental elements of architecture, like walls, facades or roofs, were traditionally inert 
and static, strongly connected with conceptions and “symbolisms” of stability, protection, 
strength, longevity or control. 

The responsive, animated, elastic and continuously altering elements revealed by the 
new model of Materially Responsive Architecture, celebrate ephemerality, reversibility, 
unpredictability and variation of systems that might seem “unstable”, due to their “far 
from equilibrium” processes and logics. In parallel to the increasing advancements in 
digital design and fabrication technologies that boost a “reemergence of sculptural and 
ornamental complexity”4, Materially Responsive Architecture adds the vital aspect of physical 
functional (and not purely ornamental) animation, organic performance and evolutionary 
(beyond traditional top down notions of functional) behavior. 
How does this, though, practically affect the fundamental architectural notions of structure 
or skin?

Oosterhuis, in his description for the E-motive house project, points out similar 
characteristics for plasticity, highlighting though, the importance of combining flexible 
and non-flexible construction parts. In order for the house to adapt to certain inputs, a 
combination of “soft” (inflatable membranes) and “hard” (wooden sticks) elements are 
required. 

***
3,4 M. Kretzer, Information Materials, Switzerland, Springer International Publishing, 2017, p. 173.



Figure 1. 
Top: Theo Jansen’s “Beasts” based on purely mechanical principles of joints and static elements that are 
animated by the wind.  Image Courtesy: Theo Jansen
Bottom: Remembrane project consisting in pentagram structures of dynamic elements (shape memory 
alloys) that are able to change their length and which change powers the movement of the structure.
Image Courtesy: IAAC Digital Matter

[ii] See Chapter 3.3.6.4 Case Study 4: Synapse: Graphene Composites for Smart Floors that sense pedestrian flows for localized actuation. 
[iii] See Chapter Section: 3.2.3.2 Case Study 2: Remembrane, Shape Changing Adpative Structure that incorporates user control. 

***
5 

W. Zuk and R. H. Clark, Kinetic Architecture, New York, Van-Nostrand Reinhold, 1970.
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Similarly, in the indexed case studies analyzed in this thesis, we studied the role of design, 
as a fundamental actor that enhances or limits these “plastic” morphologies and aesthetics. 
The definition of Materially Responsive Architecture precisely understands the need of 
combining smart with traditional materials in the design and creation of projects that could 
scale up in to the architectural domain. 

The combination, for instance, of graphene (the strongest material to day) and concrete, not 
only allows for real-time sensing of urban flows [ii], but additionally enhances mechanical 
properties of the composite, creating much lighter and thinner constructions, with less 
material mass and consequently leading to a new form of language. 

The Remembrane project analyzed [iii], further studies the possible geometrical and 
structural configurations that could allow physical movement. The outcome of tensegrity or 
pentagram structures, although loyal to mechanical principles, resemble the human bodys’ 
bones and joints, revealing an organic and flexible “body”. Similar to the “strandbeasts” 
of the artist, Theo Jansen, such organic forms resemble living organisms; however, with 
certain vital differences.  Remembrane’s movement is the outcome, on the one hand, of 
its embodied energy (shape memory alloys) that turns visible. On the other hand, it is 
the collective outcome of that embodied energy with the desire and needs of the user 
(participant) (Figure 1).

4.3.2 
FROM EMOTIONS OF MOTION 
AND CO-EXISTENCE

One critical view of the “plasticity” model is related with the possibility of creating confusion 
to humans. If motion (or animation) is the new characteristic of inanimate, (till now), objects, 
what would that mean for our perception and cultural beliefs? How could one feel in a 
continuously animated environment where nothing is stable, or nothing is the same as 
the day/hour/minute before? One could argue that such spaces would create confusion, 
including a lack of orientation or a sensation of no-place? William Zuk and Robert Clark that 
initially introduced the term “kinetic architecture” in 1970, and have been long studying 
its principles and effects, although they support the immense possibilities that animated 
environments could bring to human life, they also believe that continuous change and 
motion, might negatively affect humans emotionally. They, therefore, urge architects 
to critically analyze “kinetics” and understand that a certain degree of fixity should be 
combined with it, in order to provide a historical and cultural continuity5. 
Would that create a “concern”, a ‘frustration” towards the unpredicted next frame of the 
state of my space or the space that surrounds me? Would that mean loss of identity?

On the other hand, nature has taught us that nothing is static, and disconnected by 
the surrounding agents, including environmental conditions, other species or the same 
organism itself. Transformation and change is in the heart of nature, not for the sake of 
animating, but for the sake of adaptation and evolution. The same as is in our human body. 
Although invisible in human eyes, the pores of our skin open and close continuously based 
from both inside and outside of the body temperature. Our muscles and bones expand and 
grow whilst we grow, our flesh expands or dries to indicate excess or lack of water and so 
on and so forth.
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Within this context, animated architecture can be seen as a new biological species, as an 
“alive” organism, and as such, one could argue that humans might connect even stronger 
(rather than disconnect) from it. Philip Beesley uses the words of “feeling matter”, “empathy” 
and “affinity” to describe his “Hylozoic” [iv] installations and systems (Figure 2). For him, the 
doctrine that all matter has life (hylozoism [v]) and the aesthetic qualities and co-creation 
promoted by Materially Responsive Architecture, can transform the perception of space as 
a physiological expansion of the human body, enhancing empathy and exchange. This 
emerges from the coordination, and therefore sensitivity,  required between built space and 
humans to “form” systems that are far from an equilibrium. 

“They imply a world far removed from starkly defined borders, and stand opposite to 
a modern cultural tradition of clarity and power. Instead, they suggest intertwining, 
diffusive boundaries that lie between individual bodies and their surrounding milieu.”

Such environments instead of increasing human power and domain, empower a new co-
existence that according to Beesley might even be a powerful tool to enhance place-making:

“This field speaks to the porosity of our own subjective boundaries and the composite 
nature of our identities. It might offer a fertile starting point for imagining the shape of 
a renewed public architecture.”6 

If architecture becomes an animate organism that grows and changes according to our 
feedback, then notions of dialogue and coexistence, , and therefore emotions of concern 
or empathy, might also reveal another level of sustainability awareness; one beyond 
optimization and comfort, but of true dialogue and co-being, where the decision of one 
have a direct impact to the other, and vice versa.  

4.3.3 
THE ENHANCED 
EXPRESSION MODEL

If the new model of architecture introduced, is characterized by transformation upon 
stimuli or indication of certain information, among others, then, one could argue that it will 
also acquire certain expressions; expressions defined as the “action of making known one’s 
thoughts or feelings” or “conveying a particular emotion.
  
The same as a smile on the face of a person indicates the emotion of happiness or 
of satisfactory thoughts, the specific color, texture or geometry of a structure could 
indicate the state or consistency of this structure and its environment; for instance a high 
concentration of contaminating particles or extremely high “body” (structure) temperatures.

In this context, certain architectural positions (postures), similar to certain body gestures, 
might reveal, as seen, information about its environment or its users (participants), boosting 
new forms of dialogue and connection. Moreover, a specific posture, becomes a symbol or a 
meaning of a phenomena, that could eventually produce (or affect) emotions. Hermetically 
closed facades might mean very contaminated environments, so when humans observe 
these facades they can perceive buildings as “sad”, “aggressive or “in defense”. Although, the 
use of this example is pretty speculative, its principles could be found in different scales and 
levels of our built environment.

[iv] See Section Chapter 3.2.3.1. Case Study 1: Hylozoic Installation, Philip Beesley, Shape Memory Materials taht react to user’s presense. 
[v] Hylozoism (from Greek hylē, “matter”; zōē, “life”) is the philosophical point of view that all matter is in some sense alive, or 
possesses life, same as all life is inseparable from matter. The term “hylozoism” was introduced to English by Ralph Cudworth 
in 1678 and its logics are “different from “animism” that personifies matter or from panpsychism which attributes some form 
of consciousness or sensation to all matter”.  See more at New World Encyclopedia, http://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/
Hylozoism and Encyclopedia Britannica , https://www.britannica.com/topic/hylozoism, (accessed March, 2019).

***
6 

P. Beesley, “Feeling Matter: Empathy & Affinity in the Hylozoic Series”, in E. Gangvik (ed.), Meta.Morf A Matter of Feeling, Trondheim, 
TEKS Publishing, 2012. 

Figure 2. 
Top Left: View of Noosphere by Philip Beesley, 
Royal Ontario Museum, 2018
Image Source: Wikimedia Commons
Top Right: Hylozoic Soil installatio detail, 2009
Bottom: Hylozoic Soil bird’s eye views, exploded 
columns and breathing pore component, 2009
Image Source: Philip Beesley Architects



***
7 

R. Koolhaas, “The Smart Landscape: Intelligent Architecture”, ArtForum, vol. 53, no.8, April 2015. Retrieved by https://artforum.com/
inprint/id=50735 (accessed April 2019).
8 

P. Schumacher, The Autopoiesis of Architecture: a New Agenda for Architecture, vol I., Chichester, Wiley, 2011, p.296..

Figure 3. 
Photos, view and plans of Zaha Hadid Architects, 
Morpheus Hotel, Macau, China, 2014
Image Copyright: Virgile Simon Bertrand and 
Zaha Hadid Architects
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Interesting to the notion that architecture will acquire expression, together with, as we have 
seen, intelligence, is the view of Rem Koolhaas who depicts such a close and emotional 
connection with our built space that it could even result in relationships of lack of trust or 
even feelings of “betrayal”:

“While we still think of buildings as neutral spaces, our houses are assuming a degree 
of consciousness – the ‘intelligent’ building is a euphemism for an agent of intelligence. 
Soon, your house could betray you.”7 

Koolhaas critically discusses that the emerging networked digital technologies affect 
architecture in a much more profound way than the primary effects of the digital in 
aesthetics and formal language. These technologies transform the architectural elements 
from “deaf” and “mute” to intelligent and alive, that are able to “listen”,  “think”, and “talk 
back”, “collecting information and performing accordingly”.  In relation to expression, 
he rather believes that the outcome of the fully automated and efficient digitally driven 
systems, will result in a “sensor culture” with no character, but surrounded by endless 
repetitions and “routines”. 

In contrast to that description and view, that becomes, indeed, appropriate for the existing 
and mainstream “smart” systems that are totally disconnected from tangible space and 
materiality, Materially Responsive Architecture introduces new principles and views. 
Its responsive and organic operation is fundamentally based in evolution, instead of 
repetition, and unpredictability, instead of routine. Materially Responsive Architecture, 
therefore, promotes a rather rich, collective and variable physical space, where 
boundaries, are flexible to be set by the multiple identities of the users inhabiting it.

4.3.4 
THE ARTIFICIALLY /SYNTHETIC 
ORGANIC MODEL

As we have seen, the digital design and manufacturing revolution, broke out form from 
cartesian, standardized or repetitive designs. A new “sculptural” or even “ornamental” 
language emerged, where the surpass of limits in regards to “what is possible” have strongly 
prevailed versus the “what is required” for certain functions, structural performance or 
material and cost optimizations, all aspects usually driven by the well-known architects 
“brief”.
The design and the construction of some of the work by the protagonists of that digital 
shift, such as Zaha Hadid Architects, Coop Himmelb(l)au, Gehry Partners or Asymptote 
Architecture, among others, represent a “perfect” materialization of complex design 
systems, with impeccable finishing, claddings and joints among the (otherwise very 
complex) multiple curved components, that one could argue against their excessive 
mechanic complexity, or the excessive material waste required for their customized 
fabrication (Figure 3). Although such work have been considered the epitome of an 
architectural language that breaks from the traditional notion of the box, the straight line 
or the clean perspective, creating, therefore, a kind of “organic” architecture or intensifying 
an overall organic integration8, their increased lack of motion, perfect polishing or the 
excessive effort to literally materialize a draft sketch in a top-down manner, are paradigms 
that stand far from the principles promoted by, and prevailed in the  Materially Responsive 
Architecture.



Figure  4. 
Left: State 1 and 2 of shape changing structures with shape 
memory polymers integrated in the joints of the structure. 
When the structure is heated beyond 62 Celsius degrees the 
material becomes malleable, soft and transformable. When 
it is cooled, it acquires again its structural properties. 
Bottom Left: Dynamic structure actuated for deformation by 
an aerial robot (drone) when it is in soft state. 
Project developed at the IAAC Digital Matter Studio, 2014-15
by students: R,Shambayati, E.Baseta, E.Tancal and faculty: 
A. Markopoulou A. and A. Dubor.
Image Courtesy: IAAC Digital Matter

Figure  5. 
Top Righ and Bottom: Views of organic responsive building skin that consists in hydromorph components. 
The soft components bend and open according to humidity and temperature levels for passive ventilation.
Project developed at the IAAC Digital Matter Studio, 2014-15
by student: L. Roth and faculty: A. Markopoulou A. and A. Dubor.
Image Courtesy: IAAC Digital Matter
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The new language of Materially Responsive Architecture, albeit its artificial creation, presents 
unpredicted and internal logics of operation that go beyond any top-down control by the 
designer, the design software or the machine and even the user that inhabits them (Figure 4 
and 5).

This new model, closer to organicism or anthropomorphism, than any other applied 
effort seen along the architectural and material history, is characterized by the unique 
possibility of artificially creating “life” built architecture that behaves as an organism. Such 
achievement, already common and profoundly researched for long time in disciplines 
such as medicine or synthetic biology, is now for the first time possible to be applied in the 
architectural and building field.

Even though, one should recognize that this model stands still far (in terms of sufficient 
research and due to the limitations we have been highlighting until now and we will further 
highlight in our last chapter) to be massively applied in different scales, contexts, and 
architectural “briefs, the Artificially/Synthetic model of Materially Responsive Architecture, 
might underline the beginning of a truly deep shift in the aesthetic and functional operation 
of architecture.

In contrast to a model of perfect finishing, clarity and control, as seen in the contemporary 
“digital” or “smart buildings” covered with sensors and actuators, Materially Responsive 
Architecture additionally boosts notions of evolution and life, and, therefore, their inherent 
characteristics of “imperfection” or “decay”. A new style, thus, closer to organic bodies and 
probably closer to lower tech solutions, that are imperfect, or might decay and collapse, 
emerges.

One, would argue, then, that the new aesthetic qualities might also resemble self-organized 
and informal configurations (or settlements) with blurred boundaries, rather than top down 
planned and clearly defined buildings and city plans. 
Furthermore, the exact principle of being “artificially” created, asserts, once again, the 
immense possibilities of human intellectual strength. This time, though, with a clear 
consciousness of the lack of control and of the unpredictable outcomes such paradigm 
delivers.
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Images Courtesy: IAAC Digital Matter Studio 2015.
Mathur, Munera, Stevens. 
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FUTURE 
CHALLENGES 
AND 
POSSIBILITIES

5. 

As we have seen throughout the development of this thesis, the Design Behaviors paradigm 
promotes a novel design process in which designers, users, environment, materials, as well 
as digital codes, all play a fundamental role in a unique resonance among them. Within 
this context it is of significant importance to reexamine the role of the contemporary 
designer. Who designs and who decides in such complex architectural systems of behavior 
and operation? If materials respond autonomously to environmental changes, if users 
have the ability to continuously change their space configuration and form, if complex 
material and structural systems based on evolutionary algorithms develop self-awareness 
and take decisions, then who is the final designer of the space? And what is the role of the 
contemporary designer?
 
Mario Carpo, analyzing the digital practices of the last decades, highlights an excess level 
of desire for control and authorship in architectural design; one, that he argues that does 
not differ much from the Renaissance idea of the architect as a “humanist author”, a unique 
creator, thinker and maker of drawings. Carpo explains how designers albeit they design an 
open-ended digital design system, end up themselves choosing the most optimum or final 
configuration, taming, thus, the participatory potentials of digital design tools1. Similarly, 
Roland Snooks [i] argues that architects have extensively been using digital design tools 
in the search of explicit control, and therefore driving towards top-down processes with a 
limited range of outcomes which are usually decided by the same author who created the 
initial digital design parameters3.
 
Within the framework of these observations, it is of great importance to explain that 
Materially Responsive Architecture inherently tends to “hack” authorship. Self-organizing 
systems with passive internal dynamics (Re-Active Matter), collective principles (Co-Active 
Matter)  and multi-agent intelligence (Self-Active Matter) are all notions that seem to 

WHO DESIGNS?
ARCHITECTS AS SYSTEM DESIGNERS5.1 

[i] Roland Snooks defines four broad categories in computational design for architecture. These are: parametric 
modelling, optimization, form-finding and generative algorithms. He argues that except the generative algorithm 
model, all the rest of categories are “inherently based on stability, or the search for equilibrium, while the latter 
exposes the potential of open-ended complex systems”.
***

1 Mario Carpo, "Digital Darwinism: Mass Collaboration, Form-Finding, and The Dissolution of Authorship", Log, 
No. 26 (Fall 2012), Anyone Corporation, pp. 97-105, JSTOR, Retrieved by: http://www.jstor.org/stable/41765764, 
(accessed April 2019)
2 R. Snooks, “Volatile Formation”, JSTOR, Log, no.25, 2012, pp. 55–62. Retrieved by www.jstor.org/stable/41765736, 
(accessed March 2019).

Images Courtesy: IAAC Advanced Architecture 
Group for Tallin BIennale, 2017.
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favor more “bottom up”, collaborative and emergent outcomes rather than top-down, 
individual and controlled decisions. Recalling, however, “design”, which is one of the basic 
principles of Materially Responsive Architecture, the designer is of significant importance, 
not as an one-only author of a specific final outcome, but rather, as an initial force, 
giving birth to an organism that is able to develop its own form and take its own 
decisions; a live organism.
 
Within an accelerated digital society of change, in parallel to the emergence of 
responsive environments that change through time and are open to be formed by 
users, the architects’ contemporary challenge is to design for the unpredictable and the 
unknown. For Leupen, designing for the unknown becomes a contemporary challenge 
while architects need to realize that “form follows function is giving way to concepts like 
polyvalence, changeability, flexibility, disassembly and semi-permanence. The design 
is becoming an innovative tool for developing new spatial and physical structures that 
generate freedom”4 .
 
The Design Behaviors paradigm promotes the idea of a designer, not as the creator of a 
top-down unique design and unique final form, but rather as the designer and creator 
of open-ended systems, able to provide the rules for a variety of evolutionary forms 
to emerge, and where final decision is not made by the designer but by the resonance 
of multiple agents including the environment and users. The architect, therefore, 
becomes a system designer, who, instead of designing a building or a city, catalyzes 
them, allowing them to evolve5 in unpredictable conditions, and forms, while acquiring a 
variety of behaviors.
 
Similarly to the principles promoted by Materially Responsive Architecture, cybernetician 
Gordon Pask highlights the demand for system oriented thinking in design. In the context 
of responsive environments he argues:

“It should be emphasised that the goal may be and nearly always will be 
underspecified, ie, the architect will no more know the purpose of the system than 
he really knows the purpose of a conventional house. His aim is to provide a set of 
constraints that allow for certain, presumably desirable, modes of evolution”6

 
When the architect designs systems instead of forms, s/he sets up the basic principles 
for an architecture that is not a product, but rather an evolutionary process allowing 
multiple outcomes and change driven by the ingredients of co-creation. While such 
processes favor the dissolution of authorship, by no means, they favor the dissolution for 
the necessity of the architect, who, in an evolving role, becomes the crucial mediator 
between physical space, users, matter and the environment.

4   B. Leupen, R. Heijne and J. Van Zwol, Time Based Architecture, Rotterdam, 010 Publishers, 2005, pp. 12-15.5 J. 
Frazer, An Evolutionary Architecture, London, Architectural Association Publications, 1995.
6 G. Pask, “The Architectural Relevance of Cybernetics”, Thinking about Architecture & Planning, Wiley, 
Architectural Design, vol. 39, no.7/6, September 1969, pp. 494-496.
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As we have seen, Materially Responsive Architecture promotes a dynamic behavior of space 
which is able to change, reconfigure and eventually alter its global shape and form. As 
analyzed throughout this thesis, one serious limitation of such model is related with the 
risk of an emergent disconnection between users and inhabited space. Changes occurring 
in space where its form is always ephemeral, may result in user’s confusion, disorientation 
and eventually disconnection with it. Animating spaces, that were until now inanimate may 
create significant risks, as stability has always been traditionally connected with safety.
Although concerns on a disconnection increase between built space and human perception 
exist, as we have previously seen [i], motion and adaptation are inherent principles of 
nature, and as such, space can acquire behaviors similar to living organisms. Animating, 
thus, static environments, rendering them able to evolve, responding to user’s needs and 
the environment, has the potential to result in an even stronger relation between humans 
and space, enhancing empathy and exchange.
 
Further limitations of Materially Responsive Architecture concern the new premises that
highlight a change towards “design behaviors” rather than “design form”. These premises 
are intrinsically connected with far-from-equilibrium formations generated through 
complex and self-organized phenomena found in the system itself. As analyzed in the three 
categories of Materially Responsive Architecture, their systems result in unpredicted outcomes 
and present different levels of behavior and complexity, such as passive performance (Re-
Active Matter), collaborative varied outcomes (Co-Active Matter) or autonomous behavior 
and self-awareness (Self-Active Matter). Although the system is generative and evolutionary, 
its design, as we have seen, is also based on the parameters of chemistry,  physics [ii] (smart 
material properties) and mathematics (digital algorithmic design and interfaces).
 
When designing “unpredicted” architectural multi-agent systems that emerge from local 
interactions, special attention must therefore be given in order not to limit or pre-define 
the system’s behavior. This may happen, for instance, if digitally driven form-finding 
techniques are applied to a predefined topology. The algorithms, then, selected to optimize 

RISKS AND 
LIMITATIONS5.2 

[i] See Chapter Section 4.3.2 Emotions of motion and co-existence
[ii] In relation to form-finding in design, Roland Snooks identifies physics-based approach as an approach “in 
which each element negotiates with the adjacent elements to equalize difference, minimizing energy within 
the entire system until an equilibrium position is reached”. This approach, therefore, could be characterized 
as a nonlinear approach, always when the form-finding process is not based on predefined algorithms and 
topologies. For more details see: Snooks, Roland. “Volatile Formation.” Log, no. 25, 2012, pp. 55–62. JSTOR, www.
jstor.org/stable/41765736.
***



a performance of this specific topology are limited to only few variations responding to 
the optimization required. Snooks argues that the top-down selection of an algorithm 
can strongly influence the architectural form, discarding the self-organization possibilities 
potentially arising from a bottom up process that favors the non-linear operation of the 
algorithm itself. He adverts that the majority of form-finding techniques are inherently 
risky as they tend to reach a rapid state of equilibrium, which formally requires stable 
and pre-defined characteristics, and he urges for a “radical topological reorganization”.
 

“Given the relative speed or simplicity with which a form-finding algorithm reaches 
equilibrium and its stable characteristics, a volatile strategy is possible only if there is 
a radical topological reorganization. Without this, the computational design process 
is simply the application of a predefined formal character to an a-priori topology, 
since there is only one possible outcome to a minimal energy model for a given 
topology. The misunderstanding of this inherent stability as a form of objectivity 
is an unintended disguise for the desire for certainty – a retreat from risk and the 
subjectivity of design.”1

 
This thesis argues that with the introduction of evolutionary algorithms, such as the 
ones used in artificial intelligence technology, the aforementioned risk related to the 
designer’s decision limiting the potentials of the system, can be reduced. It is important, 
however, to understand that evolutionary algorithms require vast amounts of data in 
order to be “trained” and acquire learning abilities for autonomous behavior. The type, 
origin and nature of this data becomes a crucial driver that can affect the design, creation 
and behavior of the system. As we have seen, big data is not always easily available and 
is not always unbiased. Furthermore, considering that the decision of what kind of data 
is used to train the algorithms, is once again, one of the designer, it is crucial to advert 
the risk of introducing individual bias within the process of design. While this can be seen 
as a risk, it can simultaneously be considered as the terrain where the designer retains a 
certain flexibility to express his/her personal creativity and character.
 
Finally, a series of concerns related with privacy, technologies or excess of information 
should not be underestimated.
On the one hand, taking into consideration the accelerated rhythm of technological 
advances, we need to be extremely aware that the technologies with which we are 
working today might become obsolete in very short time. Such a risk requires the 
ability to create design methodologies and thinking that go beyond the specificities of 
technology per se, focusing on the essentials of spatial behaviors that could potentially 
be achieved with obsolete, new or low technologies through an enhanced and creative 
way.
 
On the other hand, a significant part of Materially Responsive Architecture (in particular 
Self-Active Matter) is based on the collection of data related to users. Although data is 
used in order to promote a personalized and dynamic architecture that fulfills the users’ 
needs, it is important to take all into consideration the risks related with privacy leaks 
that could result in the use of this data for other purposes, going against users interests. 
Facing such a risk, it is of significant importance to be aware that the operational 
platform of design should be appropriate to deal with, and respect, data privacy and 
control.

[i] Marcelo Coelho makes a similar argument in his paper Programming the Material World A Proposition for 
the Application and Design of Transitive Materials. According to Coelho, the shift towards a physical/digital 
merge through smart materials coupled with computation has a dramatic impact on how designers understand 
and use computers in embedded systems. “Rather than sifting through an array of sensors, actuators and 
embedded computers that can execute a certain programmatic control, the design choices lie in picking the 
right computational metaphors and parametric delineation which physically describe and encode an object’s 
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intelligence into its materials and mechanical systems”. 
For more see: Marcelo Coelho, Programming the Material World A Proposition for the Application and 
Design of Transitive Materials, Semantic Scholar, 2007, Retrieved by: http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/
download?rep=rep1&type=pdf&doi=10.1.1.122.6824, (accessed April, 2019)
***
1  R. Snooks, “Volatile Formation”, JSTOR, Log, no.25, 2012, pp. 55–62. Retrieved by www.jstor.org/stable/41765736, 
(accessed March 2019). 143

Advances in material science coupled with computational design, human-computer 
interaction and artificial intelligence, open up unique opportunities for the creation of 
responsive, collectively created and intelligent environments. Through the applications 
and implications of Materially Responsive Architecture we are crossing a threshold in design 
where physicality follows and reveals information through time and through dynamic 
configurations, rather than static and rigid geometries.  This technologically-enhanced 
design process represents a new design paradigm where users and the environment 
are participants in unique exchanges and dialogues, facilitated by all human, 
material and computational intelligence. Materials become bits and information, uniting 
with the digital world, while computational processes, such as algorithmic control, circular 
feedback, input or output, both drive and are driven by the morphogenetic capacities of 
matter, uniting, therefore, with the material world [i].
 
Buildings, objects and spaces are able to reconfigure themselves, in both atomic and 
macro scale, to support environmental changes and users’ needs, as well as behavioral 
and occupational patterns. At the same time the Design Behaviors paradigm emerging from 
Materially Responsive Architecture, places not only matter and the environment at the 
center of design and morphogenesis, but also the users, who become active participants 
of their built environment and play the final creative role. This paradigm shift, boosts new 
relations between the built space and humans, or among built space and human body and 
perception.
 
This new design paradigm is also a new cultural one, in which statics, repetition and 
Cartesian grids, traditionally related with safety, orientation and comfort, give way 
to motion, unpredictability and organic principles of evolution. In the architectural 
model promoted by Design Behaviors and Materially Responsive Architecture, principles of 
safety, passive occupation, or orientation and control brought by the traditional model, give 
way to dialogue, co-existence and indeterminacy (or surprise). In the same way as humans 
coexist with, and are mutually affected by and affect natural elements, such as rivers, trees 
or rains and storms, they will co-exist with buildings and public spaces. This new relation 
and co-existence is characterized by an increased awareness that human behavior 
affects environments, changing them, and that this change then affects human 

TOWARDS A NEW DESIGN
AND CULTURAL PARADIGM5.3 
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behavior in return, in a cyclical way. Although, one could argue, that the principle of 
mutual affection and collective evolution is the essence of natural co-existence, it is also 
true that the increasingly artificial and hierarchical (top down) design and construction of 
our environments have been consistent in excluding nature or organic principles in their 
operation. This has created a micro-cosmos where artifice suppresses the natural, and 
where people translate the notion of protection as a disconnection from natural forces 
or other species.
 
The notions of separation, dualism or dichotomy, are all symptoms of a traditional 
hierarchical understanding of the world where artifice and nature are disconnected 
and opposites. In the highly digitized world of today, the traditional and strict lines of 
dichotomies start to blur, revealing a unique merge among organic and inorganic 
atoms, and digital bits. This merge, present in all actions and interactions of our 
everyday life, expands to define a new cultural paradigm. 

Zygmunt Bauman defines it as the paradigm of “liquid” modernity, a society in 
continuous change giving importance in notions of “forever becoming”, “blur limits” 
and “undefined” states and shapes1. Rosi Braidotti asserts that the subject of the 
emerging society becomes “a nomad assembly in a shared life space that it does not 
control or own. S/he just occupies it, always in community with biological, technological 
and cultural others.”2 Ray Kurzweil, in a more futuristic view, foresees that this unique 
merge will drive us towards a state of technologically enhanced human nature, named 
“technological singularity”3, while Timothy Morton introduces the term “dark ecology” 
to highlight the paradigm shift from a natural celebration towards a more complex 
interconnection, today, of all forms of life and all natural and technological expressions 
that introduce areas of uncertainty, unpredictability and hesitation, rather than a clear 
and clean separation and dichotomy4.
 
Within this context, Materially Responsive Architecture contributes in a unique architectural 
paradigm shift, that is not only related with design logics and aesthetics. Aligned with 
the above philosophical views on contemporary culture and society, its most significant 
contribution lies in the redefinition of architectural “environments” and “ecologies” 
understood as agglomerations and continuous interactions that go beyond the mere 
interaction between humans and built space, humans among them, humans and nature, 
or artifice (technology) and nature. Materially Responsive Architecture and the Design 
Behaviors paradigm define uniquely enhanced “environments” and “ecologies” that 
are dynamic and reconfigurable, and where human, nature, artifice, technology 
and other species collectively and evolutionally co-exist within a framework of 
increased consciousness and awareness.

The operations required for this reconfiguration usually happen in non-perceivable 
material scales, as well as in the absence of hard mechanical parts and, therefore, 
promote organic and soft forms that could merge with the landscape or the natural 
environment. Architectural behavior, could be designed in different scales - from small 
scale component based skins to larger urban configurations - and applied to different 
mediums - from building structures and skins, to human bodies, organic matter and 
landscapes.
Such architectural space is the expression of a unique merge of physical and digital, 

1 Z. Bauman, Liquid Modernity, Cambridge, Polity, 2000, pp.82.
2 R. Braidotti, “Posthuman Critical Theory”, Penn State University Press, Journal of Posthuman Studies, vol. 1, no.1, 
January 2017, pp. 9-25
3  R. Kurzweil, R. The singularity is near: when humans transcend biology. New York, Viking, 2005,  pp.136
4 T. Morton Dark Ecology, For a Logic of Future Coexistence, New York, Columbia University Press, 2018

as well as a unique collaborative creation among humans, matter and the environment; 
a space loyal to the current cultural evolution related to “liquid” and soft states, 
unpredictability or continuous change.

Additionally, Materially Responsive Architecture consolidates a more direct connection 
between users and built space, presenting unique possibilities for enhancing the 
identity of places, strengthening place making and bringing humans closer to what has 
been traditionally considered as an “artificial” or “non-natural” environment. 
The new architectural model surrenders its status as a background related model, and 
enhances our sensory, perception and bodily experience in relation to the inhabited 
space. It enables a shift in our relationship and connection to it, and we become capable of 
influencing it actively, co-creating it, personalizing it and eventually being responsible for it.  
The new architectural environment promoted by the Design Behaviors paradigm becomes 
an extension of human needs and desires, an extension of the natural surrounding and 
eventually an extension (expansion) of the human body, while materially mediating 
between the virtual and the real.
 
Although, in today’s highly digitized and monitored world, many sustain views that the 
excess of both data and efficient (predicted) decisions might harm the adventurous, 
playful and emerging character of our cities, enhancing a culture of routine and repetition, 
Materially Responsive Architecture presents a significantly different view.
The fact that it is founded on, and promotes physical rather than purely digital changes and 
operations, might be a significant way to bring back the crucial aspects of co-formation, 
co-action, and eventually collective intelligence to the arena of architecture and 
public space - where social interaction in fact takes place.
 
While there is no doubt that our future cities will consist in an extensive layer of distributed 
sensors, actuators and digital interfaces, they will also consist in an additional layer of novel 
physical materials, that are dynamic and soft, rather than hard and rigid, able to sense as 
sensors, actuate as motors, and be programmed as a software.
In this era of rapid innovation and within these new physically (material) and digitally (codes 
and data) driven dynamic environments, design becomes more crucial than ever. It emerges 
as the constructive synthesis of thought and action, being open to include an architecture of 
systemic correlation among humans, technology, nature and artifice. 
Still far from predicting with certainty the possible effects of the changes material science, 
human-computer interaction or artificial intelligence will bring to our inhabited spaces 
and our interaction with them, what is certain is that human mental power will be the 
driving force defining their possibilities and controlling their limitations. It is only human 
intelligence that has opened up immense possibilities in our relationship with space and the 
environment, and it is only human cognition that will be able to “form” and “define” 
this new design paradigm; driving it towards the kind of future spatial, social and 
experiential environments we will decide to live in.
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- Advances in material science coupled with computational design, human-
computer interaction and artificial intelligence, open up unique opportunities for 
the creation of responsive, collectively created and intelligent environments. 

- Materially Responsive Architecture, explores holistic design strategies 
through the combination of smart materials together with digital technologies. In 
this processes  information, coming from the different stimuli, is encoded into 
materiality, transforming this into a “live” and responsive entity, that expands, 
contracts, bends and configures its form and performance. 

- The change in shape and form through the input of a stimulus is not only “formed” 
by information, but also “reveals” information about this initial stimulus. Materially 
Responsive Architecture becomes a new indicator for users to better understand 
the state of their environment, as well as becoming new monitoring devices for 
communities and urban data. 

- Materially Responsive Architecture presents the possibilities of a unique merge 
of the digital (algorithmic processes, user interfaces, ubiquitous computing) and 
the physical (smart and responsive materials) worlds. It enhances the adaptive 
capacities of architecture following a soft, organic model rather than a heavy-
mechanical paradigm of response. 

- It consolidates a more direct connection between users and the built space, presenting 
unique possibilities for enhancing the identity of places and strengthening place 
making. 

- It questions existing computational models, such as the “Smart” or “Smarter City”, that 
remain separate from city’s materiality. Instead,  it provides an holistic and hybrid 
model of response where computation and physical material elements are strongly 
linked revealing a richer environment of interaction and personalization.
 

- It opens up new perspectives in the architectural scale, gradually shifting the design 
and building operation from “macro” and “mega” to “micro” or “nano”. Buildings 
hence become not only computing software (digital code), but additionally act as 
integrated tangible interfaces (dynamic materials), able to be programmed at the 
material nanometer scale, where small alterations might convey big, global influences. 

- Biological based processes of growth, adaptation or decay, and responsive materials 
that physically and chemically transform in their nanometer scale and atomic 
structure, reveal the progressive transfer from the simple generation of systems to 

DESIGN BEHAVIORS GLOSSARY:
KEY CONCEPTS AND PRINCIPLES5.4 
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a new genetics of programmable nature. 

- The responsive and organic operation of Materially Responsive Architecture is 
fundamentally based on evolution, instead of repetition, and unpredictability, 
instead of routine. It therefore promotes a rich, collective and variable physical 
space, where boundaries are flexible, to be set by the multiple identities of the 
users inhabiting it. 

- The architect becomes a system designer who, instead of designing a building or a 
city, catalyzes them, allowing them to evolve in unpredicted conditions, and forms, 
while acquiring a variety of behaviors. 

- When the architect designs systems instead of unique and final forms, s/he sets up 
the basic principles for evolutionary architectural processes that allow multiple 
outcomes and change driven by the ingredients of co-creation. 

- This technologically-enhanced design process represents a new design paradigm 
where users and the environment are participants in unique exchanges and 
dialogues, facilitated by all human, material and computational intelligence. 

- The Design Behaviors paradigm emerging from Materially Responsive 
Architecture, places not only matter and the environment at the center of design 
and morphogenesis, but also the users, who become active participants of their 
built environment and play the final creative role. This paradigm shift, boosts new 
relations between the built space and humans, as well as between humans and 
technology. 

- It promotes new relationships and coexistence among humans and space, 
and is characterized by an increased awareness that human behavior affects 
environments, changing them, and that this change affects human behavior in 
return, in a cyclical way. 

- The new design paradigm is also a new cultural one, in which statics, repetition and 
Cartesian grids, traditionally related with safety, property and comfort, give way to 
motion, unpredictability and organic principles of evolution. 

- The Design Behaviors paradigm define uniquely enhanced “environments” and 
“ecologies” that are dynamic and reconfigurable, and where human, nature, artifice 
and technology collectively and evolutionally co-exist within a framework of 
increased consciousness and awareness.
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